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Chapter One

Defining Trans-culturalism and the Factors Leading to its Development



Introduction

Words such os globalism, multi-culturalism, and inter-culturalism, have become increas

ingly visible terms today. Advertising agencies have jumped on the global bandwagon, attaching such 

labels to products as diverse as automobiles and sleeping pills. In so doing, what is being promised is 

an instantly accessible product that crosses borders and is available to everyone. In reality though, 

what we see on our TV screens and in many publications, is nothing more than a superficial attempt by 

many companies and individuals to cash in on what is seen as a global moment or trend. According to 

the travel writer Pico Iyer, “Globalism has become a convenient way o f saying that all the world is a 

single market” . (Iyer, 14) By doing so they are merely relegating globalism to a place in popular 

culture, thereby diminishing its importance as a significant global issue. The very issue being addressed 

here is not about how globalism can sell products, but instead understanding how our gradually shrink

ing world is changing previously held notions o f identity, nationalism, and shared culture. In addition, 

there has been very little documented or seriously written about this phenomenon, which has led to the 

subject being trivialized as a mere trend. Furthermore there has never been a clear definition provided 

for words such as multi-culturalism and globalism. Thus many people have felt free to use them in 

whatever context they deemed appropriate.

An advertisem ent for Pepsi shows a woman from 
Rajasthan, India, drinking from its famous beverage. (8) 1



For this reason Trans-culturalism will be the only term  used throughout this work, and shall 

be defined as follows: Any individual, space, or object which exhibits characteristics o f  blurring 

boundaries or cultural ambiguity. It is important that a  solid definition o f  trans-culturalism be stated 

early on, in order to establish the focus o f  this thesis and explain what this phenomenon implies.

What popular culture has done is to make people aware o f  such a change, through what could 

be considered the by-products o f  a global way o f  thinking. Walk into a CD store and you’ll find an 

entire section devoted to  a hybrid musical style that mixes various elements from different cultures to 

create another form o f  music. Switch on your TV and you’re beamed directly to  Paris where a de

signer sends out his vision o f  a global tribesman, a street urchin who is a  cross between a M ogul 

princess, a  Fifties Beatnik, and a Masai warrior. Enter a restaurant and you are offered a menu o f  

fusion cuisine, splicing the culinary traditions o f both East and West.

All ofthese are o f  course superficial manifestations o f  popular culture. But what they do serve, 

is to familiarize a world dependent on categorization with the idea o f cultural ambiguity, which may lead 

one to rethink notions o f  cultural identity. What makes all ofthese expressions valid, when compared 

w ith the mere juxtaposing o f  elements, is the fact that a  mix took place to create something new, 

different, and modem. There is a feeling o f  something other, yet it cannot be identified directly. Such 

products are not confined to past traditions, but are very much a part o f  what is happening today.

This is an important point to make since global issues, and those who are defined by them, are 

not faded memories o f  past traditions, which is the type o f  subject matter usually offered at cultural 

exchanges. Alex Locadia, aN ew  York industrial designer ofHaitian and Venezuelan parentage, put it 

best when asked about the influence o f  his African heritage on his w ork by saying, “Africa is not 

something to wax sentimental over, it is a  place o f cultural contemporaneity and dialogue.” (Metropo

lis, 65). Global issues are in fact contemporary issues that deal with the here and now. They are never 

static and always evolving. They are those issues that touch all individuals, regardless ofrace, nation

ality or religion. There should not be a point in a discussion o f  globalism, at which a person would stand 

back and feel as though he or she were not connected to  the issues in some way. These are the issues



in which each person has a stake and an opinion in what is being said.

Shattering the Binary Myth

Cultural ambiguity can be a difficult notion for some, when considering that Western thought, 

particularly in the United States, has had a long tradition o f encouraging individuals to digest their world 

in a binary manner. Over the years we have become comfortable with categorization, and fitting 

people into convenient slots. We do it every day, when observing people on the street or having to fill 

out a  government form which asks us to specify our ethnic background. By doing so we define who is 

one o f  us and who is one o f  them; we set the parameters for interaction and social behavior, and 

construct a  series o f  cultural boundaries which seem to encourage an enclave mentality.

Today many people tend to  view the world in dualities such as us and them, white and black, 

East and West, rich and poor, and so forth. But how does one go about defining individuals who do 

not fit into one particular category, but are somewhere in the middle? The word middle will be fre

quently used in this chapter since it is the simplest way o f  describing such individuals.

The Global Soul

The very word, trans-cultural, seems to imply some sort o f  mix, whether ethnic, religious, or 

cultural. Yet because such individuals fall into the cracks between categories or can easily fit into more 

than one, it may cause some level o f confusion for those who are used to having things placed into neat 

categories. Categorization is in feet a  kind o f  safety net, in which people discern where they belong and 

who does not belong there. But individuals who move freely in and out o f  different categories begin to 

hint at the commonalties between groups, which would ordinarily never mix. Pico Iyer echoed this 

thought when he said, “our shrinking world gave more and more o f  us a chance to see, in palpable, 

unanswerable ways, how much we had in common, and how much we could live beyond petty alle

giances and labels, outside the reach o f  nation-states.” (Iyer, 17)



For reasons o f  clarification, such individuals shall be referred to through out this thesis as 

global souls. It is a  term  taken from the title o f  a  recently published book by Pico Iyer. Published in 

2000, The Global Soul is one o f  several books, which for the first time begin to examine what it is like 

to have a sense o f  half-belonging everywhere, as well as being an individual “for whom all notions o f  

affiliation are hazy.” (Iyer, 258) It is also apt that this author should have produced this book, since it 

is the travel writer who has for centuries provided us with vivid accounts oftrans-cultural encounters. 

As a global soul, Iyer describes himself in this manner:

“The global soul is best characterized by the fact of falling between all categories. The country 

where people look like me is the one where I can not speak the language, the country where people 

sound like me is the place where I look highly alien, and the country where people live like me is the most 

foreign space of all. And though when I was growing up, I Was nearly always the only mongrel in my 

class room or neighborhood, now, when I look around, there are more and more people in a similar state, 

the children of blurred boundaries and global mobility.” (Iyer, 24)

But why is such a phenomenon relevant to our lives now and in the future? For better or worse 

popular culture may feel the pulse o f  the moment, but what it also does is foreshadow the future 

concerns o f  a society as it bridges over into the next millenium. The very phcast, popular culture, 

seems to represent ephemeral qualities. But then again evolution is also in constant movement, though 

at a  much slower pace. Iyer gives the answers to these questions in the previous paragraph by making 

the point that now, more than any other time in history, global souls are becoming more and more 

prevalent, the products ofthe evolving world in which we live.

When the British Empire extended over Asia, many children who were bom  under British rule 

found themselves tom  between the home they carried in their blood and the one they had on paper, for 

colonials were all “condemned to living with two faces.” (Iyer, 18) Yet in the modem world, whichhas 

become what Iyer calls an International Empire, the sense o f  home is not just divided between two 

places, but scattered across the planet. Reflecting on all o f  this, Iyer even began to wonder whether a



new kind ofbeing might be coming to light; a  citizen o f  this International Empire made up effusions and 

confusions we have not seen before. According to him, this creature could have been someone who 

grew up in many cultures at once, and so lived in the cracks between them. This individual might be 

one who, though rooted in background, lived and worked “on a  globe that propelled him from tropic 

to snowstorminamatter ofhours. She might have a name that gave away nothing about her nationality, 

and she might have a porous sense o f  self that changed with her location.” (Iyer, 18) Thus traditional 

markers o f  identity become obsolete and somewhat problematic when applied to the global soul. But 

what seems to be a  major concern o f  such individuals is how to keep the soul intact in the face o f  an ad 

hoc globalism and how to preserve a sense o f  universality in a world that was apt to define unity in 

more divisive ways.

Iyer takes this idea further by using the writer Salman Rushdie as an example o f  a global soul:

“An archetypal none-of-the-above, he can see the strangeness of India through an Englishman’s 

eyes, and the strangeness of England through an Indian’s gaze.” He goes on to say that, “The man’s 

freshness comes from savoring the masala fusions of our thnes-in part because he lives them-and in 

celebrating the end of the old imperial distinctions of East and West and high and low; he speaks for the 

many of the translated men in the new International Empire (as he calls them) because he soars beyond 

all traditions and religions and lives in the spaces between cultures (his book on India offended the 

Indians; his book on Pakistan outrages the Pakistanis). Belonging nowhere, he’s beholden to nowhere, 

and settled in no faith, he underestimates, perhaps, the extent to which many people remain fiercely 

rooted in an older order, of doctrine and heritage and the past (the more so as they see the old constancies 

burning down).” (Iyer, 32)

By now it seems as if  the world that the global soul inhabits is one that contradicts everything 

around it. But it is also important to keep in mind that the global soul has difficulty affiliating with one 

particular group or culture, since he or she has a stake or kinship in more than one. By their very 

nature, people rebel against being nothing, and the challenge lies in how to live in a world not conform

ing to old categories, without having it dwindle into universal no-where-land. But in order to



understand how global souls establish an identity in a  world that requires us to have One, two questions 

must be asked. What are the values that define human existence? And what is the social fabric that 

ties us together?

During World War II the French Catholic Jewish writer Simone Weil, had been asked by 

General Charles de Gaulle to  write a report on the “responsibilities” o f  the French after they were 

liberated. What she w rote may have provided the answer to the questions above. “No human being 

should be deprived o f  his metaxu, that is to say, ofthose relative and mixed blessings (home, country, 

tradition, cultures, etc.), which warm and nourish the soul and without which, short o f  sainthood, a 

human life is not possible.” (Iyer, 111) The global soul’s challenge is to achieve all those things, but 

solidity in life will come from being inwardly rooted enough to live with any change. Pico Iyer mirrored 

such struggles for identity best when he said, “The hope o f  the global soul, always, is that he can make 

the collection o f  his selves something greater than the whole; that diversity can leave him not a disso

nance but a higher symphony.” (Iyer, 121)

Trans-culturalism and even the global soul have been with us long before we gave them a 

name. Throughout history, traders, warriors, explorers, missionaries, diplomats, pilgrims, students, 

and more recently tourists have crisscrossed the earth. All have encountered and become a part o f  

different cultures along the way. There are those who may have married into one, mixed into others, or 

returned to their lands with interpretations ofwhat they had experienced. Whatever the causes, it is the 

effect or the product o f  such encounters which becomes something distinctly new. But if  such a 

phenomenon has been occurring over centuries, why has it become so apparent and widespread 

today?

Technology

On December 31,1999, an article appeared in TIME magazine under the prophetic heading 

o f  The Future. Written by Robert Wright, The Web we Weave, examined how  in the Age o f  the 

Internet, increased technology has helped to  create a truly global consciousness, at a  scale not seen



before in human history. It is also somewhat apt, that at the time the article was published, the world 

was beginning a new millenium What Wright shed light on in his essay was not a mere multi-cultural 

trend that was sweeping the globe but instead a global phenomenon that has been slowly gaining 

momentum over the course o f  human existence. Wright himself echoes this view o f  an evolutionary 

process by stating that, “this giant social brain has been taking shape and hastening change, for a long, 

long time.” He goes on to say that, “for tens and thousands o f  years technology has been drawing 

humanity toward the epic, culminating convergence we’re now witnessing.” (Wright, 197) It is only in 

the last few decades o f  the Twentieth Century that we have become aware o f  the rate at which these

changes are taking place.

An advertisement for 
the internet web-site 
E th nicG rocer.com  
illustrates how prod
ucts belonging to a 
particular culture or 
country have become 
readily available to 
people around the  
world through the use 
o f  technology. (8 )

Robert Wright’s article for TIME magazine provides the first clue to a two-part answer. He 

speaks o f the Internet and how it is revolutionizing the way in which we disseminate information around 

the world, across boundaries, and in every culture imaginable. Today even in the ancient Monastery o f 

St. Catherine, located in the center o f the desolate Sinai desert, one can find a group o f  Coptic monks 

connected to the Internet and maintaining their own web site. This is how our world is being shaped 

today, thanks to advancements in new technologies. For technology is the first step to understanding 

why we have been accelerating towards a more global existence. When the steam ship and locomotive



were invented, information and ideas could be spread across the globe in a matter o f  months; the 

arrival o f  the jet plane and Concord brought that down to a couple o f hours. Today the Internet has 

reduced the time it takes for ideas to circulate to a matter o f  seconds. According to Iyer, “The average 

person today is bombarded by as many images and information in a day as a Victorian might have in a 

lifetime. We zigzag across centuries and through time zones as if they were just settlements in a village.” 

(Iyer, 75) Throughout this unfolding technology we are expected to absorb, sort out, and make sense 

o f  all that we encounter on a given day. It is a current, as well as future, concern that Wright voices 

when he asks, “How to comprehend an age in which, suddenly, we find ourselves enmeshed in a huge 

information-processing system, one that seems almost to have a life o f its own and to be leading us 

head long into a future that we can not clearly see yet can not really avoid?’ (Wright, 197)

A d van cem en ts in  
transportation tech
n o lo g ie s , such  as 
high-speed  trains, 
have reduced  the  
time it takes individu
als to travel from one 
country to the next, 
as well as the d is
semination o f  news 
and id eas around  
the globe. (25)

Travel

Pico Iyer provides the second factor contributing to this global phenomenon. As mentioned 

previously, travel writers were probably the first to expose the global soul, and document trans-cultural 

encounters. In the past it was the travel writer who had the means and opportunity to spend long 

periods o f time visiting foreign lands. He was part o f  an elite group o f people who traveled around the 

world, interpreted what they saw, and then shared their knowledge with others through published 

works. In many instances such travelogues provide the only insight into the outside world that was 

readily available to people at the time. It is only in travel magazines today that one can read about an



Ethiopian/Italian sculptor running her own Safari in the Australian outback, a Brazilian o f  Japanese 

decent who has been maintaining a small hotel in Paris’ Latin Quarter for over thirty years, or even a 

Moroccan chef owning a popular restaurant in Reykjavik, Iceland.

Travel literature and 
travel writers in particu
lar were the first to ex
p ose and d ocu m ent 
trans-cultural encoun
ters and environments.
(25)

Today an elite group no longer holds the monopoly on global travel. We find ourselves at a 

time when, in Iyer’s words, “The two great engines o f our age, technology and travel, now the largest 

industries in the world, give fuel to each other.” (Iyer, 12) Travel has become accessible to most 

people, allowing us to be submerged in familiar and exotic environments around the world. Through 

television, the Internet, and most forms o f media we are constantly traveling to different parts o f the 

globe. It has become a readily available commodity that we take for granted. In contrast to the people 

living several centuries ago, who traveled rarely or learned about the world exclusively through books, 

today we are able to get the raw information and process it for ourselves.

Conversely, when it comes to certain media, television in particular, there will always be filters 

used to try and shape our views o f the world. This is indicative o f a period in which many individuals 

have felt confident enough to consider themselves experts on certain parts o f the world for no other 

reason than having seen them on television an hour ago. This is not representative o f  a global way o f 

thinking, and Iyer cautions against this by saying that, “Perhaps the greatest danger o f  our global 

community is that the person in LA thinks he knows Cambodia, because he’s seen The Killing Fields 

on screen, and the new comer from Cambodia thinks he knows LA because he’s seen City o f  Angels 

on video.” (Iyer, 65)
9



(Trans-cultu ralism) As Perceived in A cadem ia

I f  travel writers have been writing for centuries about global souls and the environments in 

which they live, then why has there not been sufficient attention paid to it, in terms o f  research and 

publications that deal specifically with the subject? At best one can find pieces o f  such encounters 

amongst various texts, but very few studies exist which focus on this phenomenon exclusively. Noted 

anthropologist David Tomas, the author o f Transcultural Space and Transcultural Beings, believes 

that trans-cultural events seem to form part o f  an invisible and “pedestrian history.” (Tomas, 2) A type 

o f  living history that exists yet lies dormant in the shadow o f  more “monolithic” or accepted Western 

versions o f  “non-European peoples” and places. Thus many are more comfortable with the image o f 

a New Guinea tribesman dressed in tribal clothing and ducking at the sight o f  an airplane, even if  in 

reality the same New Guinean is a college graduate, wears a suit and tie, and can speak at least three 

different languages. This is because such events themselves escape the threshold o f  what is normally 

considered to be historically significant, both from “official and unofficial points o f  view.” (Tomas, 2)

How do local d ifferences a s se rt them selves in the face  of globalization? (25)

According to Tomas, “minor and often humorous or dangerously slippery events, the kind that 

can nurture a trans-cultural space, rarely change the course o f history.” (Tomas, 2) More often than 

not they have been recorded only because they offer comic relief or a perverse dramatic interlude in an 

ongoing narrative. Moreover, their pedestrian standing is affirmed by the fact that they rarely elicit



extended commentary or observation, and thus hardly ever exist outside themselves. This reflects the 

way in which Western academia over the centuries has chosen to regard travel literature as insubstan

tial and ephemeral. Tomas even makes the point that, “the fact that these events may appear in travel 

literature - only to be suppressed in the official reports that cover the same grounds as the more 

popular accounts - tends to reinforce their political, social, cultural, and finally archival insignificance.” 

In effect Tomas echoes a view that has existed for centuries o f  wars, colonialism, and binary thinking; 

again the idea o f  us and them, European and non-European, and how we chose to perceive others. 

But such binary ways o f  identifying where one belongs has little bearing for the global soul, who cannot 

pick between the cultures to which he belongs, and who finds familiarity, not differences, from one 

context to the other. In fact, Iyer made an interesting observation when he said, “a true cosmopolitan, 

after all, is not someone who has traveled a lot so much as someone who can appreciate what it feels 

like to be other.” (Iyer, 210)

Globalism may have transformed the world into a playground for those with no one to play 

with, but the next step is understanding what this playground consists of. If  built environments evolve 

with the changing needs o f  their users, then how are trans-culturalism and the global soul changing our 

notions o f space and form? What constitutes trans-cultural form and its culturally ambiguous space? 

Chapter two explores the characteristics o f  trans-cultural space and form

11



Chapter Two
The Characteristics of Trans-Cultural Spaces



"Architects are amongst the shrewdest readers o f our globe, I  often think, not only be

cause it is their job to gauge the future, but also because it is their task to make their most abstract 

ideas concrete. ” (Iyer, 144)

Despite the rate at which the world is becoming smaller, it would be foolish and naive to 

assume that trans-culturalism has completely transformed the world into one single homogeneous 

environment. To do so would mean turning a  blind eye on the reality o f  our world today in which two 

schools o f  thought seem to  dominate. On the one hand there are those comfortable w ith a global 

society in which technology, tradition, and identity move easily between different groups. On the other 

hand, there are those who cling to  established traditions and identities in order to cope with an uncer

tain future, or have yet to benefit from technology and globalism Yet without all those diverse groups 

and cultures, the phenomenon oftrans-culturaJismand the global Soul would have never beenbom. In 

addition, trans-cultural space and form seems to exude a sense o f  other wherever they are located, 

and that cannot be achieved in a world in which every single environment from Singapore to Berlin is 

identical.

Neither group is right or wrong, but it is in this very environment o f  competing views, that 

trans-cultural architecture is taking shape. It may be true that we have more in common with others 

than any other time in history, but local traditions still thrive, as well as conditions o f  environment, 

climate, and culture. The new challenge today lies in how to be sensitive to the existing local context 

while designing a structure that reflects the global environment in which we live.

Comprehending the Architectural Mind-Block

Our notions o f  space are very much molded by social behavior, the objects we choose to 

place in them, and the passage o f  people and time through them  Furthermore it is important to note 

that space is not only influenced by social behavior, but also has the power to change and mold our 

notions ofsocial interaction. Trans-cultural spaces, like the global soul, are composed o f  many things. 

Thus they can be fixed or fluid in nature, open or closed, or surrounded and traversed. This notion o f



spaces that seem to change in character depending on the types o f  functions occurring in them, is one 

o f  the challenges that architects will have to  face, since multi-faceted and ambiguous spaces do not 

offer any clear solutions for the designer.

In his book. O f Other Spaces, the noted French anthropologist Michel Foucault provides an 

explanation for why architects may have difficulty interpreting global spaces. He points out that in the 

West, spaces have been organized according to a binary way o f  thinking, in which there are constant 

divisions between private and public, familial and social, cultural and useful, and recreational and 

productive. It is a  kind o f  mind block that architects must overcome in order to be able to design in 

global environments. But beyond these sets o f divisions one might detect yet another type o f  division 

between same and other. It is a distinction that seems to  be found in all cultures, forming territorial 

boundaries that block out any interaction with what lies beyond. To look past this notion o f same and 

other, is to begin to interpret concepts o f  space from a trans-cultural perspective.

But despite the feet that Foucault examined the way in which the ‘European imagination” had 

chosen to address both internal and external Space, he did not address the possibility o f  spaces found 

in-between cultures, the types o f  spaces that are populated by decontextualized or trans-cultural ob

jects and peoples. N or did he discuss how  people interact when they are placed in spaces made 

between cultures, or spaces that are not completely a part o f  one’s own culture, when in other words, 

there is no objective measure with which to calculate a  body’s relationship to a space (an example o f  

which is photographer Irving Penn’s portable studio, which will be discussed later on in this chapter). 

Tomas explains that in the case where people find themselves in such environments, a new space 

emerges, “thick with mundane and exotic wreckage, where the body is finally released from the bear

ings o f  place.” (Tomas, 10) This raises a series ofimportant questions concerning trans-cultural space.

What does it mean to operate in a context o f  ambiguous cultural identities? And if such a 

context exists, how does one go about describing its characteristics, textures, and rules if  any? Such 

questions also begin to make one think about the plasticity o f  cultural categories, individual identities, 

and the spatial boundaries, which develop during chance encounters. Trans-cultural spaces are found



everywhere, whether it be in an urban ghetto, or within a particular social class. Existing where, “spaces 

and action are limited by boundaries which screen comings and goings.” (Tomas, 13). Therefore 

boundaries and thresholds seem to form important components o f  our daily lives, by maintaining the 

coherence o f  a social system, or to serve as a transition from one stage to the next. It is therefore 

important to look at trans-cultural spaces as inhabiting such boundaries and thresholds. For it is in such 

spaces that one begins to shed, if only for a moment, all notions o f  affiliation to a particular group or 

culture.

Two scenes from a Paris subway illustrate how environments that have constant movement occurring 
within them, as well as serving as points o f transition from one destination to the next, allow people o f  
various backgrounds to come into contact with each other for fleeting or prolonged periods o f  time. (25)

As previously mentioned, in today’s cities trans-cultural spaces seem to be produced fre

quently as a result o f more inter-cultural encounters taking place in our urban environments. Yet it is 

rare that architects design spaces with the intent o f encouraging this sort o f interaction to occur. Tomas 

has likened such places to islands, ships, or airplanes. Such examples seem to give the impression o f 

spaces that float between other bodies o f  water, land and air. Iyer describes the phenomenon as, “a 

floating international settlement.” (Iyer, 107) It is in such spaces that notions o f national identity seem 

to break down. Thus before one can begin to design a trans-cultural space, it is important to identify 

what characteristics create such spaces.
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Transience

In the introduction to his book, Transcultural Space and Transcultural Beings, David Tomas 

describes trans-cultural spaces as being,

“Predicated on chance events, unforeseen and fleeting meetings, or confrontations that ran

domly direct activity originating from either side of geographic or territorial, natural or artificially per

ceived divides that separate and distinguish peoples with different constellations of customs, manners, 

and language.” (Tomas, 1)

Trans-cultural spaces are thus products o f  fleeting inter-cultural encounters, where special 

kinds o f  spatial or communicational dynamics are taking place. Tomas believes that such transient and 

ephemeral qualities are an integral part o f  what transforms a space into a trans-cultural experience. 

Airport terminals are a fitting example o f  such spaces. Pico Iyer has even gone so far as to describe 

airports as, “a mixed marriage between a border crossing and a shopping mall.” (Iyer, 49) What 

makes airports so unique is that they are environments that are constantly on the move, where encoun

ters seem to happen by chance. It is here that thousands o f  people from around the world meet briefly 

before departing to their next destination. Spending an hour or so in an airport, waiting for ones next 

flight, might expose individuals to worlds they never knew existed.

Airport term inals are one example o f trans-cultural space. (25)

Hotel lobbies can also serve a similar purpose, in that they are meeting points for peoples o f  

diverse backgrounds, who interact before moving on to somewhere else. In times o f war or conflict



for example, there has always been the familiar image o f  the hotel lobby filled with international journal

ists discussing and exchanging bits o f news before they dispatch information to their respective news- 

agencies around the globe. Ships are also the embodiment o f  both place and non-place, since their 

occupants originate from different cultural universes.

Airport terminals can serve as in-between spaces or thresh
olds between two countries, regions or cultures, where 
notions o f  national identity begin to break down. (25)

Trans-cultural spaces can also be seen as spatial zones between cultures. But by nature such 

spaces are difficult to perceive and analyze since they are fragmentary, transient, and thus rarely docu

mented. They are the products o f  cultural contact, ephemeral events whose significance is rooted in the 

moment, while having no “historical efficacy.” (Tomas, 15) In such spaces difference and otherness 

seems to be rendered visible as an effect o f  movement, and finds its form in what Tomas describes as 

“an implicit distinction between before and after perceptions proposed in the actual spontaneous vi

sionary experience o f  the process o f  estrangement.” (Tomas, 31) Tomas is thus explaining the expe

rience that individuals feel when they are placed in a culturally ambiguous environment. In addition, if 

such spaces exhibit this notion o f  strangeness and otherness, then according to Foucault, “This pro

vides a place where its occupants can arrive at a sort o f  absolute break with their traditional time.” 

(Foucault, 26)
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Thus trans-cultural spaces are very much a kind o f  floating landscape, which is a  part o fthe 

concrete map that constitutes our already established urban environments today. The more one begins 

to understand the conditions under which atranscultural space might emerge, the more one becomes 

sensitive to one’s movement through the shifting environments o f  what constitutes contemporary urban 

spaces. Tomas takes this idea even further by stating that, “To function as an organism in this world, 

one has to submit to a culture o f  constant movement, constant negotiation. Perhaps this is the only kind 

o f late-twentieth century environment that can periodically overwhelm the Western imagination.” (Tomas,

4)

Decontextualization

As previously mentioned, ships, similar to borders and thresholds, not only link different cul

tural spaces and times, but can also create new environments through decontextualization. 

Decontextualization is the process in which the familiar is rendered unfamiliar, and habitual perceptions 

are dehabitualized. This concept seems to go against the grain o f  established architectural theory and 

practice, which is to provide environments that serve as familiar and comforting backdrops for daily 

life. This is not to  say that trans-cultural spaces cannot be comfortable, but is meant to challenge the 

notion that in order for a space to be successful it must first become familiar to the user. In his book, 

Tomas quotes the Russian formalist critic Shklovsky, as saying that defamiliarization exists “To make 

one feel things, to make the stone stony.” (Tomas, 31) So that taking us out o f  our own context begins 

to challenge our notions o f them and us, by placing us in an environment where identity and difference 

are experienced at the same instant. It is in such places that odd events occur, which seem to escape all 

classification precisely because o f  their sense o f  transience, and sometimes humor. In architecture, 

decontextualization is achieved when structures we attribute with a  certain identity, or those which are 

grounded in old or habitual ways o f  comprehending the world, give way to what Tomas calls a “raw 

unfamiliarity o f  difference.” (Tomas, 31) In  such cases it is this very difference which serves to 

characterize the fimctions o f  such spaces.
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In 1970, the photographer Irving Penn flew into Papua New Guinea to photograph the local 

tribesman as part o f  a series for Vogue. Previously he had been assigned to take pictures o f  the 

inhabitants o f  Dahomey (1967), Nepal (1967), Cameroon (1969), and later in M orocco (1971). 

Although Penn had photographed in other locations around the world, what was special about his 

visits to these locations was his use o f  a portable photographic studio. The portable studio consisted o f 

a twelve by ten-foot tent, lined with black canvas on its exterior and white in its interior. The anthro

pologist Edmund Carpenter was invited to observe Penn at work in New Guinea, and went on to 

describe in some detail Papua New Guinean reactions to Irving Penn’s camera and his portable pho

tographic studio. Carpenter’s observations provide a clear example o f  how decontexualization can be 

achieved through the use o f  space.

Irving Penn’s m obile studio in N epal, 1967. Irving Penn. (14)

Carpenter’s attention was initially drawn to Penn’s studio, whose “secret,” he noted resided in 

the fact that it created its “own space-space without background.” (Carpenter, 140) He further 

explained that this space was so powerful that the moment subjects stepped across its threshold their 

behavior changed completely, “All confusions and excitement ceased. Even those (tribesman) outside 

became still. A sudden intensity possessed everyone.” (Carpenter, 140) The idea behind Penn’s



portable studio was simple: to be able to transpose his New York studio ‘to  far places,” where a 

subject could be isolated from the “accidentals o f  his daily life, simply in his own clothes and adorn

ments,” (Carpenter, 140). Furthermore, Penn arranged his subjects in poses that were not related to 

their own cultural background, but were instead a product o f  the photographer’s quest for the perfect 

image.

The results o f  Penn’s travels were a series o f  striking trans-cultural representations: photo

graphs ofhighly decorated New Guinean bodies presented and posed as if suspended in a completely 

neutral space. According to Carpenter the combination o f  context and pose, “suggested a vague 

panhuman essence; mysterious in its ability to articulate exotic forms, and mysterious in the way it 

seemed to govern each subject’s engagement with the camera.” (Carpenter, 140) Thus Penn’s studio 

was similar to other trans-cultural spaces, insofar as its neutrality was a function o f  decontexualization, 

allowing for the manipulation o f  the subject, which would have never been permitted in any other 

circumstance. Penn’s subjects were not constrained by force, but they were never the less entrapped 

by a strange context and photographic procedure. This form o f entrapment resulted in the dislocation 

o f  cultural frames o f  reference.
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Penn’s studio illustrates how trans-cultural environments are produced when people and ob

jects are taken out o f  their familiar contexts, and become something else. The result in such instances 

is the removal o f that which forms our cultural and territorial identities. In such spaces, unfolding events 

whose reference points were previously located in terms o f  these identities then become dislocated. 

As a result, such objects or people in a trans-cultural space begin to acquire a sense o f  strangeness and 

even humor when viewed from the perspective o f any one culture. It is this strangeness or otherness, 

which sets the basic hybrid characteristics o f  such spaces. At this stage it is also important to make 

clear that in order for such a process to occur one must first start with an environment that is familiar. 

This means taking already familiar objects, structures, and institutions and defamiliarizing them by 

taking them out oftheir own context. It is as if something with a familiar name loses that very name only 

to appear before us as something new, unfamiliar and bewildering.

Two photographs illustrating Penn’s photographic procedure in the case o f the “mud men o f Asaro.” Papua New  
Guinea Highlands, 1970. Lisa Fonssagrives-Penn. (14)

In today’s increasingly global world architects must learn to process a barrage o f  information 

and meet the requirements o f  a more diversified clientele with ever evolving needs. For this reason, it 

is also the architect’s responsibility to become aware o f what is happening in the world around him. 

Architecture cannot be created in an isolated cocoon, and the most successful examples today seem 

to speak and reflect the realities o f  the people for whom they serve. The architect in essence could be 

seen as a global soul, standing at the perimeter o f  people’s desires, while trying to understand and 

interpret their needs in architecture. It is a position that demands o f one to become familiar with many 

customs and environments including those, which are the most alien to him
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Young Enga C ouple, Papua N ew  G uinea, 1970, Irving Penn. (1 7 )

Four Enga W arriors, Papua N ew  G uinea, 1970. Irving Penn. (17)
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Chapter Three

Perception of History and Culture in the United States



Architecture has been known to make powerful statements about a society’s political, eco

nomic and social agendas. The stark monolithic buildings o f  Mussolini’s fascist Italy are examples o f 

how architects have been called upon to project the national mood, or a government’s ideologies into 

physical form. Whenever great change sweeps through a society or nation it is inevitably reflected in 

the architecture as well. The Industrial Revolution, for example, not only introduced new methods o f 

construction and materials that altered the shape o f  architecture, but also sparked a need for new 

building types, such as train stations and large factories, that in turn reflected the needs o f a society in 

transition. I f  architecture is created without a need or function that reflects its contemporary users, then 

it is merely reduced to an exhibit piece, or an object that is detached from the reality o f  the age for 

which it was created.

In the past, technological, cultural, and social changes occurred in various societies and re

gions at different times in history. But today’s global phenomenon seems to stretch much farther, where 

people around the world seem to be experiencing the same changes simultaneously. Spanning conti

nents and moving at a much faster rate, architects now find themselves with a more challenging task. 

For one o f the great powers o f architecture lies in its rhetoric, that is, its ability to convey a message to 

a public through stone, steel and concrete. At best, buildings encapsulate a period in history, at worst 

they mimic past glories with the misguided allusion, that if such structures worked in the past then they 

will inevitably solve today’s urban problems.

The Palazzo della Civita del Lavoro, known as the “square Colosseum,” is 
an example o f the Fascist architecture built in Rome in 1942 under Mussolini’s 
regime. It is meant to recall the past glories o f  ancient Rome. (25)
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By beginning to look at multiculturalism as something inclusive, architects can begin designing 

for a  contemporary culture in which they feel included- This is an important aspect o f  learning how to 

design for global communities today. The more one distances oneself from the actual context, the more 

one begins to view it as otherworldly and exotic. In such situations an architect may feel detached, and 

there is a  tendency to find a comfortable platform for design by resorting to past or historical examples 

which have nothing to do with the realities o f the individuals for whom they are designing for. Many o f  

today’s cities are dotted with atternpts at so-called “multi-cultural” architecture, producing what could 

best be described as Disney’s “I t ’s a Small World, ” which seems to foil just short o f  caricature.

Taking various architectural elements from different periods and cultures and attaching them to 

a structure does not constitute trans-culture form. By relying heavily on historical precedent such 

buildings inevitably become linked to  past traditions, thus ignoring the contemporaiy environments and 

cultures that are living around them  These structures tend to suffer from an aura o f inauthenticity and 

self parody, devoid o f  any purpose other than providing a place to eat, drink and browse.

This challenge to define a new type o f  architecture for a global world is not a  new concept. 

Modernism, for example, sought to  use technology to somehow engender a uniformly objective aes

thetic, where impersonal norms o f modernization and technology would stitch together the peoples o f 

the world. Although this notion is by no means dead, even at its most aggressive, Modernism’s 

objectives did not quite materialize. One reason may be that some failed to see that the object being 

designed is never a  wholly self-contained thing in itself, but gives and takes in meaning within a particu

lar human or cultural context. The same view may be applied when examining Post-Modem Historicism’s 

approach to global architecture.

During the late Eighties and early Nineties, for example, companies such as Benetton used 

images ofblack, Asian, and white models in their advertising campaigns, with the not-so-subtle mes

sage that good clothes looked good on anyone, regardless o f  their skin color. It was a shrewd 

marketing move because it attracted attention, since there was stilla degree o f shock value attached to 

race, while also getting a big thumbs-up from the politically correct lobby. Today we seem to have



gone beyond such tired gimmickry. The same could be said o f  Post-Modern Historicism’s attempts at 

creating a global sensibility through architecture, by shocking the public and grabbing their attention 

with a mixed bag ofhistorical and cultural styles poured onto different structures. Such structures may 

have attracted attention to begin with, but they became quickly dated when they fell short o f represent

ing the needs and aspirations o f  a global community.

This portrait o f  a “negrofied” Queen Elizabeth II was 
published in Colors, a magazine run by Italian com
pany Benetton, & illustrates how the shock value o f  
race is used to sell multi-cultural products. (25)

Architect Charles Moore’s Piazza dTtalia in New Orleans, 
1975-79, illustrates Post-modern Historicisms attempt at 
creating “multi-cultural” architecture through a mixed 
bag o f  architectural and cultural references. (15)

An example can be seen in architect Charles M oore’s Piazza d ’Italia, constructed in New 

Orleans in 1979, to celebrate the “Italianess” o f  one o f  the city’s ethnic neighborhoods. M oore’s 

design consisted o f  a fountain erected from a series o f  curved screens o f  classical columns, entabla

tures, arches, and capitals, as well as insets bearing the self-portrait o f  the architect. The structure 

resembled a stage set filled with literal interpretations o f  classical Italian architecture, covered over in a 

clashing mix o f  bright colors and reflective materials. According to architectural historian William J. 

Curtis, “M oore’s building was greeted by the criticism that is was a shallow joke.” Curtis went on to 

add that M oore’s design, “was not very convincing either, since it seemed, that little o f  sustaining 

power was left once the shock or amusement had worn off.” (Curtis, 603)
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Modernism succeeded in giving architecture a much-needed break from the past in order to 

confront contemporary issues. But it failed by providing one distinct style that it claimed could be used 

anywhere in the world, while ignoring differences in climatic, regional, or cultural conditions. Con

versely, Post-M odem Historicism succeeded in turning our attention back to the past, and examined 

notions o f  identity through architecture. But it failed because its explorations were only escapist and 

superficial gestures that seemed to turn their back on the realities o f  contemporary life. Both these 

movements tackled globalism in a fairly naive manner. As architects the next step is to learn from these 

mistakes and go beyond such naive assumptions, by becoming less binary in thinking, and more aware 

o f  what is happening in the world around us. The solution for designing in a global environment may no 

longer lie in one clear formula. Instead ofproviding a rigid set o f  architectural criteria, what is needed 

is for the architect to consider a new way o f  thinking and designing that is less binary and more 

inclusive. In order for this to happen, one needs to understand the roots o f  such superficial notions o f  

global architecture.

Historic Preservation

The answer to this question may lie in the way historic preservation is perceived in the United 

States. A  good example o f  this can be seen at Williamsburg, Virginia, where a living and working 

community which had existed on the site for centuries was transformed into a theme park. During its 

transformation, approximately730 buildings were removed at Williamsburg, while 413 buildings were 

rebuilt on original sites in a style that was deemed appropriate to the site in its first use. Wliat is even 

more astounding is the cutoff date o f 1770, which was chosen for the restoration, so that every struc

ture built later had to disappear. According to the noted architectural critic Ada Louis Huxtable “This 

meant that so much o f  what was considered the messy, instructive, invaluable, and irretrievable revela

tions that are part o f  serendipitous record o f  urban settlement had to go.” (Huxtable, 16) Instead o f  a 

living community, a  stage set populated by actors in period clothing was created.

Williamsburg gave birth to the idea that in order for one to  attain the real thing, one must 

fabricate the absolute fake. Huxtable continues this concept by explaining that for historical information



to be absorbed in such a context, “It has to assume the aspect o f  a reincarnation.. .the ‘complete real’ 

becomes the ‘complete lake’... absolute unreality is offered as real presence. Only some one as churl

ish as I, knowing and caring too much, could be consistently put oflfby the experience.” (Huxtable, 18)

M uch o f  what has been built at colonial Williamsburg, has been called authentic reproduc

tions, a term that has filled an unreal need where nothing existed before. According to Huxtable,

“My loathing of the term authentic reproduction goes deep; they are the con words of American 

culture. A perfect contradiction in terms, it makes no sense at all; but what particularly offends is its smug 

falseness, it dissembling, genteel pretentiousness. Authentic is the real thing, and a reproduction by defi

nition is not; a copy is still a copy, no matter how skilled or earnest its intentions. To equate a replica with 

the genuine artifact cheapens and renders meaningless its true age. To imply equal value is to deny the 

act of creation within its own time frame, and to cancel out the generative forces of its cultural context. 

What is missing is the original mind, hand, material and eye. These are the very elements, which give 

meaning to our oldest and most cherished structures today. The kindest thing you can say is that an 

authentic reproduction is a genuine oxymoron.” (Huxtable, 18).

What is interesting here is how far this easy confusion o f  fact and fantasy has come, and how it 

has altered the way we think history and culture should be represented. The popularity o f  Williamsburg, 

Disneyland, or Las Vegas, has taught us to subvert reality on a large scale, and to  prefer a sanitized and 

selective version o f  the past. This has led to the denial o fthe diversity and eloquence o f  change and 

continuity. O f course we also like our memories all cleaned up. The gritty and sometimes unlovely 

accumulations that characterize cities are the best and worst o f  what we have produced; they exert a 

fascination that no neatly edited version can inspire. A da Louise Huxtable expressed her views on 

sahitizing the past by saying:

“I have spent much time exploring those imperfect, glorious to grungy accumulations of urban 

experience, with the unexpected revelations of value and meaning so rightly imbedded from high art to the 

art of the commonplace. The variety of ordinary styles and patterns in a few city blocks offers more



information and pleasure than the sterile chliches of any artificial substitute. To edit life, to sanitize the 

substance of history, is to risk losing the art, actuality, and meaning of the real past and it’s intrinsic 

artifacts”. (Huxtable, 19)

For a public that had steadfastly resisted the modernist aesthetic and its philosophy, one can 

see why historical recall is easier to like than the more demanding structures that enlarge the definition 

and experience o f  architecture. The familiar, the undemanding and the unambiguous exert an under

standable attraction. Disturbing responses that confront the reality o f  conditions today have little 

appeal in the mainstream. The fact is that this is not easy architecture for a public that has become 

accustomed to a a blatant or banal borrowing from the past. This attitude is a reflection o f  the way 

many in the world, and in particular the United States, have chosen to perceive their history.

The Tabula Rasa Heritage

The rejection ofreality or an unwillingness to come to grips with it in favor o f  something easier 

and pleasanter is not anew  American phenomenon. There is a  legitimate tradition here o f  sorts, since 

so much o f  this country has been invented, according to Huxtable, “by those who never knew the 

original or knew it only second hand, or had a remarkable instinct for the exploitation and transforma

tion o f  precedents to serve some new or unrelated purpose or context.” (Huxtable, 41) Today this 

“Tabula Rasa heritage” and attitude continue in real estate developments that cannibalize bits and 

pieces o f  history, using precedents that recall earlier vernacular styles and older, gentler times. New 

towns such as Seaside in Florida, have become the prototypes for neo-traditional residential develop

ments based on a past ideal o f  community that has become part o f  the mythology o f  the American 

dream. This restricted and rigidly controlled design, while charming to the eye, evades the issue o f  the 

desirability o f diversity and the city’s “historic role as a matrix o f  experiment and invention”. (Huxtable, 

41)

Developers and architects alike seem to stand by the popular idea ofhistoric preservation as 

an entertainment or educational package o f  at least marginal commercial viability. Admittedly, to do
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anything else is to take a more difficult route. Unfortunately the more familiar model carries a near 

universal stamp o f  approval, even as it offers all the wrong lessons and considerable misinformation. 

The harm it does is to  confirm to the many that this is the only choice, that a  heritage is being saved by 

cordoning o ff  sanitizing, and redefining an artificial piece o f  the past, where neatness counts. But this 

begs the question ofhow  people can possibly know what they want, without options, including prod

ucts and opportunities they have neither seen or experienced?

What we find is that we have invented a new  past according to a set o f  criteria designed to  

satisfy our current needs and standards. In today’s fractured and deeply troubled societies the need is 

for something that comforts, reassures and entertains, a  world where harsh truths can be suspended or 

forgotten for a  benign and soothing, preferably distracting substitute. The nostalgic simplifications o f  

feel-good, participatory, and “romanticized history are the popular and profitable answer.” (Huxtable, 

31) Furthermore, the designation o f  areas as landmark districts often starts a  process ofhomogeniza- 

tion, an economic, cultural, and physical upgrading, in which everything is made to resemble what it 

might have once been, only better. The act o f  preservation turns what might have been saved into 

some thing else, at the same time that the improvements provide the economic base that saves it. Still, 

it is hard to  be ungrateful when the alternative is destruction or degenerative decay ofthe historic heart 

o f  the city. The dilemma unfortunately has no easy answer.

What the perfect fake or impeccable re-creation lacks is the hallmark o f  time and place. It 

denies imperfections, alterations, and accommodations, thus wiping out all the incidents o f  life and 

change. The worn stone, the chafed comer, the marks on walls and windows that carry the presence 

and message o f  human habitation. What are gone are the cumulative clues, the patina o f  age and use, 

and the sense o f  others. There is nothing left ofthe journey from there to here, nothing that palpably 

joins the past to the present. It is this resonance that gives an object the power to reach out beyond its 

formal boundaries to a larger world, and to invoke in the viewer the complex, dynamic cultural forces 

from which it has emerged. Significantly, it is precisely this central, intrinsic quality that has been 

eliminated fromthe reproduction, and which no longer exists in the restoration.
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A daptive Reuse, an A lternative

The argument here is not against preservation, for cherishing the aesthetic and urban achieve

ments o f  the past is critical to the quality o f  our environment and our lives, giving us a sense o f  place, 

identity and meaning. But continuity can be achieved only if the past is integrated into the contemporary 

context in a way that works and matters. Our awareness and appreciation o f  historic buildings and 

neighborhoods must be coupled with a desire for their continued relevance and use, as well as their 

ability to bridge the years and the continuum o f  social, cultural, urban, and architectural history. It is 

their recycling and adaptation that will keep them as a living part o f  today’s cities and communities. 

Their use may be unconventional, or even historically inaccurate, but will become a part o f  the evolving 

social fabric o f  a community.

Just after World War II, the Italians demonstrated an extraordinary sensibility to the problems 

and solutions o f rebuilding in a historic context. Modem interventions were skillfully and elegantly 

inserted into historic cities without copying or second-guessing the past. Italian architects designed and 

carried out their work in a way that beautifully defined their own creative moment through differences 

between old and new in style and use, while establishing a rich and explicit continuity o f urban history 

and form. This method, though very successful in older European cities, seems to have been misap

plied and misunderstood in the United States, where, during the height o f the modem movement, most 

architects preferred to demolish anything old for the sake o f the new.

The Castelvechio Museum, Verona, 1956-64, by Carlos Scarpa, illustrates the meeting o f  old and 
new through the use o f  materials and the placement o f  the equestrian statue o f Congrande. (15)
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This tradition o f giving an old building new life by inserting a new or unconventional function 

into it still persists in Italy and the rest o f  Europe today. In Rome, for example, the city’s first turbine 

power station, Centrale Montemartini has been recently converted into a museum o f  Greek sculpture. 

This unexpected mix o f  ancient sculpture and late nineteenth century boiler-room artifacts creates a 

striking juxtaposition. The experience o f  walking through the space becomes otherworldly, as one 

begins to discover Greek sculptures placed amongst the industrial relics o f the recent past. By taking 

such objects out o f  their intended context one begins to view them in a different light.

Rome is preserving its more recent past with 
u n lik e ly  new  art v en u es such  as the  
G a ller ia  C om u n ale  d ’A rte M oderna, 
h ou sed  w ith in  a form er brewery. (2 5 )

Central Montemartini Museum o f Greek Sculpture is 
housed in Rome’s first turbine power station. (24)

This additive kind o f  solution is not a new phenomenon in architecture. Many o f the great 

gothic cathedrals, for example, were a mix o f  styles as they developed over the centuries. As one 

master builder passed away during one construction phase o f  a cathedral, a succession o f others 

would take over, adding their own interpretations, which were most likely a reflection o f their period. 

Today, with the weight o f  the past, people seem more reluctant to continue this additive system o f 

development. Yet with an understanding o f  and sensitivity to the past, new insertions reflecting the 

spirit o f  the time could serve as a way o f improving accessibility and utilization, bringing new vitality to 

a historic environment.
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In Paris, there has been a long tradition o f  adaptive reuse, where existing structures are given 

new life by introducing new uses into them. Sometimes these new functions are detached from the 

historical context in which these buildings were built, but it is that odd mix which gives such structures 

another dimension and allows trans-cultural spaces to occur. Stuart Bernard, in the introduction to his 

book How Buildings Learn, argues that through additions and changes, buildings and environments 

grow, change and mature. According to him, they learn and adapt to the social and technological 

changes around them  Furthermore, historic locations need to be used and lived in, so that they can 

remain an integral part o f  their urban environments. According to John Warren, in his book Context: 

New Buildings in Historic Settings, “The good designer manages change and moderates change, not 

merely to retain the past but to add to our understanding o f it, and to open opportunities to the future.” 

(Warren, Pg.5)

La Coulee Verte is made up o f  the Viaduc des Arts: fifty five archers occupied by artists and craftsmen; and the 
P rom en ade P lan tee: an e lev a ted  green  w alk  w alk w ay  that ex ten d s over th e se  sh o p s .(2 4 )

Well known examples include IM Pei’s glass pyramids at the Louvre, or the Musee d ’Orsey, 

the old train station converted into a museum o f  art. But dotted throughout the city o f  Paris are other 

lesser known examples tucked away from the tourist sites in the middle o f  working-class neighbor

hoods. Such structures usually have a utilitarian aspect and are used on a daily basis by the inhabitants 

o f  the city. Examples include the recently rehabilitated Coullee-Vert, located only four blocks behind 

the Opera Bastille. What was once an abandoned aqueduct used to support the metro arien (an 

elevated mass transportation system open to the elements), now supports a series o f  stores under each 

one o f  its arches. The top o f the brick and stone structure has been converted into a series o f hanging



gardens, accessed from the street below and connecting the surrounding apartment buildings. The 

storefronts and their interiors have been conceived using modem materials in new and inventive ways. 

The airy vaulted spaces inside have been taken over by a variety o f  functions, such as furniture design 

studios, internet companies, exhibit areas, carpet weaving manufacturers, and even architectural model 

makers. The project has even lead to the revitalization o f  this once poor area o f  the city, making it a

desirable place to live.
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The store fronts were designed to engage the public in 
the creative activities occurring within them. Thus people
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will usually stop to linger at each store front. (24)
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The rehabilitation o f  viaduct has revitalized the area and serves to connect
the variou s r e s id en tia l and co m m ercia l areas togeth er. (2 4 )
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The addition o f  the storefronts offers the building a new 
identity  th a t sup p o rts  d ifferen t activ ities. (24)

A store that specializes in con- ^ — > 
temporary furniture and lamps. 1
(24)

O ne space  has been  
converted into a studio for 
design ing  and  ren tin g  , 
theater costumes. (24)

The Atelier Lebeau restores wooden frames. (24)

Pedestrians walking along the shop fronts. (24)
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The architect used wood, glass, and alumi
num for the storefront designs, in direct con
trast to the original masonry structure. (24)

— .

Each storefront is personalized by its owner and 
often reflects the activities occurring within it, 
onto the street and those passing by it. (24)

Detail illustrating how new and old materials A variety o f  activities, such as this Internet
come together at the storefronts. (24) company, occupy the various arches. (24)
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Amo re striking example that illustrates the creative ways in which adaptive reuse is revitalizing 

parts o f  the city can be seen at Bercy. When Frank Gehry’s American Cultural Center was built in this 

area, it was seen as the first step in an effort to infuse new life into this former wine manufacturing 

district at the eastern edge o f the thirteenth arrondissement. But by the time Gehry’s building had been 

completed, the French economy experienced a recession resulting in a lack o f  funds to sustain the 

project. With the wine merchants gone, the city is now revitalizing and modernizing this eastern district. 

Today Bercy has become one o f  the most popular areas in Paris for artists, young professionals, and 

families to live. This revitalization is apparent in the number o f construction projects dotting the district. 

New  housing has been built around a 173 acre landscaped park that connects various parts o f the 

district by means o f bridges spanning many o f  the roads slicing through it. The government has also 

recently announced plans for the conversion o f  the American Center, which has remained vacant for 

close to a decade, into the Maison du Cinema.

One o f  the most creative adaptive reuse projects to come out o f this area has been that o f  the 

old wine village, where the eighteenth-century stone pavilions and warehouses, used to store wine, are 

undergoing a major transformation. Some o f the pavilions have already been converted into a museum 

for carnival art, a space for music festivals, and the Paris School o f  Bakery and Patisserie. The rest o f 

the pavilions have been subdivided and converted into smaller stores and cafes, creating a new com

mercial area for the city. Modem interventions into the already existing historic fabric have created 

spaces that respect their context while being thoroughly modem.

The main entrance to Frank Gehry’s 
American Center. (24)

The area surrounding the American 
Center has been revitalized with new  
parks and apartment buildings. (24)



O ne o f  the en tran ces  to  B ercy V illage 
incorporates old and new construction. (24)

Entrance to Museum o f Carnival Art, housed 
in a series o f  converted warehouses. (24)
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Pedestrian areas have been created between the stone pavilions and warehouses 
where shops and out door cafes have been established. During the day and evening 
such areas are filled with people, living both in the neighborhood and other parts o f 
Paris, who come to walk, shop and eat. (24)

A row  o f  recently renovated pavilions illustrates how subtle many o f  the new 
interventions are. The character o f  the main facades has been kept while the 
openings have been covered with glazing. (24)
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The long term plan for Bercy Village will be to create an urban center for the 
surrounding area in the hopes that it continues to revitalize this once industrial quarter. 
(24)

Apart from the rehabilitation o f  the older warehouses and pavilions, new structures 
have also been constructed as part ofBercy Village. This illustrates how architects can 
design new and contemporaiy structures within a historic context, without resorting to 
the mimicking o f  past architectural examples. (24)
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A view o f  Bercy Village during the evening. (24)

The entrance to the Paris School o f  Bakery and 
Patisserie, housed in converted warehouses. (24)
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As mentioned earlier, adaptive reuse can also be seen as a form o f  trans-cultural space. Both 

historical and contemporary, such structures are hard to label, fail to pass outmoded definitions, or 

even fit into rigidly pre-established criteria. Huxtable has even said o f  adaptive reuse that, ‘1 might even 

hope to dare for the recognition ofthe advantages o f  ambiguity and its rewarding dual readings ofpast 

and present, even to suggest that we might find ways o f incorporating the rich palimpsest o f  experience 

and aesthetics into the contemporary urban and human condition.” (Huxtable, 36) This can not hap

pen while we insist that, intellectually and morally, distinctions be kept clear between one thing and 

another, past and present, old and new.

It is therefore important to remember that every age produces its greatest buildings in its own 

image, and that art and contemporary design must be rooted in and cannot avoid the conditions and 

references oftheir own time. Ultimately, it is the addition and absorption ofthis continuous record o f  

changing art, technology, ideas, and uses that make cities unique repositories o f  the whole range o f  

human endeavor. Individuals need to learn that historic settings can accommodate change, as well as 

reflect sociteis today through the support o f  contemporary functions. The result o f  such endeavors may 

not always be perfect but they will be real and palpable to the majority o f  people using them. All this, 

helps us to determine the manner in which we chose to  represent our heritage, and the meaning and 

worth that we may attach to our built environment.
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Chapter Four

Understanding the Functions Found within Trans-cultural Spaces



In the fall o f  1987 Paris was covered in a thick haze o f  gray cloud, as crowds slowly made 

their way up the entrance ramp belonging to an unusual addition to the city’s architectural landscape. 

As people approached the entrance, they found themselves looking up at a  narrow caserne composed 

o f  high-tech walls ofaluminum, stainless steel, and glass. Those waiting in line seemed to be paying 

little attention to the building’s sleek, gray and reflective surfaces that appeared to fold into the city’s 

gray sky. For against the high-tech walls framing the ramp had been hung a series o f  large vertical 

tapestries that surrounded the viewer in arabesques o f  brilliant reds, greens, blues and yellows. The 

geometric patterns, formed by appliqued cloth, were reflected onto the building’s walls, and were a  

sharp contrast to the gray surroundings.

Few visitors that day, attending the building’s inaugural exhibit, could have known that these 

tapestries were actually the parts o f large tent pavilions, known as suradeq. Or that they had made the 

long journey to Paris from the Cairo workshops in which they had been laboriously hand-sewn. As 

one came nearer to the entrance one could hear the faint sound o f  male voices slowly chanting in a 

foreign dialect. This heightened the visitor’s curiosity as to what lay beyond the entrance. Such ele

ments had transformed an otherwise familiar environment into an exotic encounter in which one was 

not quite sure which culture was at play.

This was the first experience o f  visitors to the opening ofthe Institut du Monde Arabe (Arab 

World Institute) in Paris, France. The building, designed by the architect Jean Nouvel, is located on 

the Boulevard St. Germain in the oldest section o f Paris, and faces the river Seine with a view ofNotre 

Dame in the distance. The Institute was designed as a meeting place for the people o f  France and 

twenty other Arab countries, all culturally distinct and diverse in their own way.

Several months following the opening ofthe Arab Institute in Paris, as part ofthe evaluation 

process during the Aga Khan architecture competition, members o f  the Aga Khan Trust for Culture 

conducted a survey during a normal day at the Institute. People were invited to express themselves 

freely on any subject connected to  the building. The answers imparted by the majority o f  the visitors 

to  the Arab Institute, who were non-Arab and non-Muslim, yielded some interesting results. For most



ofthe visitors questioned, the Arab Institute was not seen as an Arab or Muslim building, but simply as 

an expression o f  French architecture. It is interesting to note, however, that all the Arab visitors seemed 

to be proud ofthe building, and appreciated its presence as a “window open between East and West” 

(Steele, 143). W hatever the opinions connected to  this building, its design appears have to set a 

model for other countries hoping to  establish similar cultural centers, not only on a technical level but 

also on the level o f  ideas and goals to be achieved. No easy pasting o f  Islamic motifs or designs is 

evident in this building: there are no arches, no niches, and no domes. Yet even whenNouvel used the 

essentially Islamic architectural idea o f  hiding a rich interior behind blank walls, he created a com

pletely new form. The message that Nouvel projects through this building could serve as a guiding light 

for the design o f  fixture cultural centers that seek to transcend one culture.

The Arab World Institute also serves to illustrate how, in our global world, displaced or in

creasingly ambiguous cultures are reaffirming themselves through architecture, and the cultural center 

seems to have emerged as the global antidote to decontextualization. Past cultural centers tended to 

reflect specific culturalheritages, addressing ethnic, religious, foreign, or other minority groups. But in 

today’s increasingly trans-cultural environments new types o f centers have emerged, broadening their 

agendas in order to create environments that go beyond specific cultural experiences. What is created 

in such spaces is not the concept o f  a community based on one specific religious or ethnic identity. 

Instead they stress the similarities found in people o f  varying cultural backgrounds, as well as creating 

environments and activities which encourage trans-cultural encounters and experiences to occur. Such 

spaces are designed with multi-cultural activities in mind that may range from performance, to educa

tion, to  relaxation. Architectural critic David Cohen, in an article for World Architecture Magazine, 

has even called the cultxxral center an “emerging building type”. (World Architecture, 82)

The last decade has witnessed a rash o f  construction devoted to cultural centers. For this 

reason, the cultural center as a  building type has been examined in this thesis as an example ofthe form 

that trans-cultural space can assume. The objective o f  this thesis is not to  suggest that the cultural 

center is the only building type that reflects this trans-cultural phenomenon. Instead it has been chosen 

as one particular example in order to keep the thesis focused in scope, as well as to provide a tangible



example o f  how trans-cultural space can appear in built form. Thus it is important to understand how 

the cultural center came into being and what needs influenced its program.

The Birth of the Cultural Center

The cultural center as a building type emerged relatively recently on the urban landscape. It 

could be seen as the product o f  the same sociological phenomenon that produced the wave o f museum 

building in the late twentieth century. But it is important to keep in mind that the cultural center being 

discussed in this thesis is not a museum. Its origins can be dated to the 1977 opening o f  the Pompidou 

Center in Paris, which may be considered the prototype o f  the genre. Incorporating exhibition, library, 

cinema and multi-purpose spaces, the Pompidou established the basic definition o f the building type as 

a combination ofdifferent cultural uses in a single facility. Yet even though cultural centers are built with 

myriad programmatic elements and are dedicated to a wide variety o f  social uses, there are three 

distinct types o f cultural centers which exist today.

1. The Neighborhood Cultural Center

In its most generic form, as found for example in many small communities in France and Spain, 

the neighborhood cultural center represents the smallest o f  the three types, and groups together an 

exhibition space, an auditorium and a libraiy or media center. In some instances, a few classrooms or 

meeting rooms and a cafe are also included in these buildings. Thus this building type takes on a similar

The Pompidou Center in Paris, during its recent renovation. (4)
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role in the community to that o f  earlier building types such as the youth or senior center, the religious 

center, the school building used after hours for public activity, or the meeting spaces o f  the town hall. 

Nevertheless, it differs from the community center in that it does not include facilities for physical 

recreation. It can also be seen as an updating o f  the library, reflecting societies in which visual, oral, 

and electronic media o f communication are gaining ground over traditional written media. This is not to 

say that the importance o f  the library has diminished, but many o f  its social responsibilities, such as 

providing places to meet and exchange information, have shifted to other facilities that reflect a shift in 

society as well.

The main square o f  the town o f Don Bonito is dominated by M oneo’s 
cu ltural center to  th e  le ft  and the C o leg ia ta  C hurch. (6 )

This type o f cultural center can best be illustrated by Rafael M oneo’s building for the small 

town o f  Don Bonito, in Extramadura, Spain. The building occupies a site on the town square, and 

contains classrooms, a library, a sky-lit exhibition hall, as well as a ground-floor auditorium. Like 

similar facilities across Spain, the regional government financed the building as a basic public service. 

At first sight, the building gives the impression o f a tightly packed box o f white brick with a comer 

tow er marking the entry. The windows are placed according to the demands o f  the interior. The 

reading room is lit by skylights, which extend through the top floor museum, where they read as 

circular columns. A temporary exhibition gallery on the ground floor is visible through large windows 

from the plaza, while a long shuttered gallery overlooking a street from the reading room has become
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a spot particularly favored by senior citizens. In general the design o f  such facilities tends to project 

solid civic and urban values in an understated modem vocabulary, often influenced by vernacular forms 

and constructions methods. This particular example shows how the cultural center can also be seen as 

a generic community facility.

The double height volum e o f  the periodicals 
room that is traversed by tw o bridges. (6 )



w c tt-c a it long lection

The roof lanterns shed light directly into the museum gallery. Then large 
white tubes appearing as columns conduct the light into the floor below. (2)

V iew  o f  th e library w ith  lig h t d iffu sed  across its p lyw ood  vau lted  c e il in g . (2 )



2. The Large Cultural Complex

The success o f  the Pompidou Center revealed a previously untapped demand for cultural 

facilities that were more multidisciplinary and event-oriented than the traditional museum It was the 

first o f  many centers, especially in France, to promote the idea o f a potentially fertile interaction be

tween cultural disciplines, an idea which has produced centers incorporating research laboratories, 

workshops, artist’s studios, and arts schools. This type o f  cultural center is usually located in large 

urban areas that attract a more diverse group o f  people. Such centers also tend to hold large-scale 

activities such as performances, lectures and exhibits that take on an international character. One 

recent example is JeanNouvel’s Lucerne Culture and Congress Center in Switzerland. Completed in 

December o f 1999, it houses the annual Inter-music festival.

Nouvel himself has been quoted as saying that “multi-cultural buildings have an important 

urban role, such as is the case for Lucerne.” (World Architecture, June 98). The brief asked for a 

world-class two thousand-seat concert hall and an exhibition space for displaying an existing collection 

and temporary shows. Also included in the program were conference facilities and a second multi

purpose performance space, as well as a restaurant and bar with panoramic views over the lake and



the city. Nouvel’s intention was to give the city a landmark from which Lucerne could be enjoyed. The 

Lucerne Culture and Congress Center is an example o f  a large-scale cultural project conceived as 

more than simply a local institution.

As well as being able to seat 1840 people, the concert hall’s traditional shoebox 
form can accommodate a wide range o f musical and theatrical presentations. (11)



The restaurant offers spectacular views out across the View o f the cultural centers entrance. (11)
lake. (11)

View o f the foyer and bar area. (11)
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Cultural centers o f  this type are more common in Europe and Asia than in the USA, where 

institutions for the arts are conceived in more conventional terms. Americans tend to seek the potential 

synergy o f  mixed cultural activities at a much larger scale, in the form o f cultural campuses that bring 

together various institutions. San Francisco’s Yerba Buena Gardens, for example, is an 87-acre cul

tural arts district, financed in part by city revenues from the surrounding development that it has helped 

to attract. It includes a theater and visual arts gallery (both built over the roof o f a convention center), 

Mario Botta’s San Francisco Museum o f  Contemporary Art, a children’s museum, as well as plans for 

Jewish and Mexican museums. By creating separate cultural facilities each focusing on one particular 

group or culture, such campuses do not promote the type o f trans-cultural encounters or experiences 

that have been discussed thus far. £  & [

In addition, such spaces do not encourage open dialogue in which the user feels in some way 

connected to the spaces and the activities occurring within them. Museums seem to avoid this situation 

o f  alienating most visitors because they are usually not defined by one distinct cultural identity. Instead 

such facilities are filled with myriad exhibits and activities that span several cultures, time periods, and 

media. Cultural centers on the other hand have never been clearly defined, straddling instead the 

border between museum and community center. Furthermore it is this connection with community that 

often encourages people to associate cultural centers with one specific group. In the United States, 

community is generally perceived as being limited to one distinct ethnic or religious group. This 

constant cultural mind-block seems to contradict the very notion o f the melting pot.

Such attitudes ignore the reality that in environments in which different groups come together, 

mixing will inevitably occur. Cultural centers in the United States are rarely created to reflect such 

realities. In many ways the cultural center can be seen as the perfect architectural counterpart to the 

global soul in that the latter is slightly ambiguous in nature and avoids clear categorization. Further

more, the cultural center by its very nature takes on the characteristics o f  an in between space where 

people come, linger for a while, and then leave.
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The cultural center comes in many variations, but culture seems to be the keyword for this 

building type. The term  can be used to relate different media and arts to  a particular social context. 

Unlike museums, cultural centers tend to be more participatory and less object-oriented in conception. 

Although culture can be equated with the identity o f  a group, people or nation, in a  general sense it is 

more open in content, defining a field o f  debate rather than a specific cultural agenda. I f  museums are 

built to house art works as objects, cultural centers are occupied with broader social themes. Likewise 

if  museums are repositories for objects and arts o f  the past, cultural centers are dedicated to culture in 

the making, grounded in the past but with their sights set on the present and the future. Cultural centers 

also tend to reach out to their communities through educational programs, events that occur at night, as 

well as other multi-disciplinary activities. It is when these ancillary performance or community activi

ties occupy a considerable portion o f  the institution’s program  and identity that it may be termed a 

cultural center.

3. The C u ltu ra l Em bassy

The third type o f  cultural center takes on the characteristics o f a cultural ambassador. Such 

facilities generally function as venues for exporting and promoting cultural exchanges between peoples 

and nations. An example is the recently completed Scandinavia House, which was inaugurated in 

October o f2000 in New York City, It is one o f  the rare examples o f  a cultural center found within the 

United States which encourages trahs-cultural encounters.

The American-Scandinavian Foundation was set up in 1910 to boost cultural relations be

tw een the US and Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden. Once know n as a “floating 

Embassy” for all aspects ofNordic culture, its new headquarters is located in the heart o f Manhattan, 

N ew  York. Designed by N ew  York architect James Stewart Polshek, the 2600 sq.m, building is a 

narrow six-storey volume clad in a range ofneutrally colored materials such as zinc, wood, and glass.

Apart from its organized exhibits the new building offers New Yorkers an inviting place for 

various activities. The ground floor is apublic cafe looking out onto the street, decked out with colorful



The Scandinavia House, design by Polshek and Part
ners, is located on Park Avenue in N ew  York. (10)

colorful Arne Jocobsen chairs and a wall o f  painted wood slats that can be converted instantly into a 

gallery for hanging pictures. Also found on the ground floor is a large hall ending at the Aquavit bar and 

restaurant which offers interpretations o f traditional Scandinavian dishes (by a chef who was bom in 

Ethiopia, raised in Sweden, and who now lives in the United States). In addition there is a retail space 

for Scandinavian design objects, books and recordings. On the upper floors, offices alternate with 

flexible spaces for exhibitions, film screenings, concerts, conferences and performances, as well as a 

garden terrace, a library, classrooms (for art, music, literature, economics, and technology courses) 

and a play center for children aged four to ten. Polsheck achieved the lightness, practicality, and wit 

associated with contemporary Scandinavian design without resorting to mimicking past forms. He 

achieved this through his choice o f  pale materials, which contrast with the dark blue walls found 

throughout the building.

Yet another successful example o f how a cultural center can take on aspects o f an embassy or 

consulate can be seen at the Centre Culturel Francais in Mexico City, designed by French architect
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Bernard Desmoulin. The main purpose o f  the new center is to create a place for the promotion o f  

French culture and technology. The Center houses exhibition rooms, offices, a travel agency, restau

rant, library, and mediateque. Part o f  the new center is housed in the former French Embassy, an early 

neo-Baroque building, which was enlarged and converted to create a peaceful cultural oasis in the 

heart o f the city. Desmoulin did not try to create a distinctly French architecture but instead focused on 

integrating the new portion o f the center into the already existing building. Throughout his design, he 

avoids the mimicking o f  past architectural forms. Instead he uses landscaping as a way o f  integrating 

his new addition into an existing historical context.

The architect has tried to evoke a contemporary identity by replac
ing the original boundary with a metal mesh fence that makes the 
villa’s facade visible to passers-by in the Calle Harve district. (3)

In addition, a trans-cultural character is manifested in the subtle contrast between old and new. 

In both the existing and the new architecture, for example, the Mexican love for strong colors is 

evident, with walls painted shades o f  green, yellow, and orange. These are combined with contempo

rary and traditional materials such as oxidized copper and steel, travertine, brick, glass, and various 

types o f wood finishes. It is the clean modernist shapes which keep the building from being overrun by 

these varied elements.
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The new addition is in the form o f  a low L-shaped block that is fronted by a reflective pool, 

which serves to mark the edge o f  the grounds. Desmoulin also replaced the original boundary wall with 

a metal mesh fence, so that the villa’s facade can be visible to passers-by. Influenced in part by the 

Mexican tradition o f  outdoor living, the relationship between interior and exterior spaces is well ex

pressed in this project. The architect succeeds in creating a culturally ambiguous space because his 

final product cannot be clearly identified as either Mexican or French. The building fits perfectly into its 

context while evoking a contemporary identity.

The French Cultural Center’s library uses 
the sam e bright colors schem e as the 
exsterior with clean modernist shapes. (3)

reflecting pool that marks the edge o f  the grounds. Glazed and soid volumes interact with the changing light and 
trees (Rubber, Palm, and Lemon) that blend with the volcanic rock, wooden catwalks, and the reflecting pool. (3)
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D esm ou lin  b e lie v es  that lan d scap in g  sh ou ld  be an essen tia l coro llary  
for any new architecture in an existing historical setting. The contrast between 
old and new is softened by the presence o f trees and a mix o f  materials. In this case 
a view o f  an external staircase emphasized by a wall with oxidized-steel scale 
cladding, which leads to the media library on the upper floors o f  the villa. (3)

A view  o f  the exhibit area at night, taken from the courtyard. (3)
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The Cosm opolitan City

Based on the survey conducted by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture, another survey was car

ried out inParis as part ofthis thesis, during August 2000. There were several reasons for picking Paris 

as the location for this survey. Perhaps more than any other country, France has dedicated consider

able public funds to cultural centers as part o f  aprogram o f  decentralization in which cultural resources 

are redistributed to  new  regional centers. Since the 1960’s the Ministry o f  Culture has financed 

ambitious cultural programs to  encourage social adhesion. High state and local deb t funding have 

affected activity in recent years, resulting in a new emphasis on the reuse o f  existing facilities. How

ever, in 1996 the government approved a five-year building program that included seven major re

gional centers and one hundred twenty-two local projects, many o f  which were defined as cultural 

centers. The French government set aside 800 million francs ($ 140 million dollars) for this effort, with 

other funding coming fromregional sources.

At this point it is important to discuss the factors, which define Paris as a cosmopolitan envi

ronment that encourages trans-cultural spaces and encounters to  occur. According Bonnie Menes 

Khan, the author o f  Cosmopolitan Culture: The Gilt-Edged Dream o fa  Tolerant City, “While art 

and architecture alone could stun the outsider, it is the reason behind the stone that makes the city 

great.” (Khan, 2)

In  this statement Khan begins to address the factors which contribute to the creation o f  the 

unique urban environment o f  the cosmopolitan city. She asks one to look beyond the built monuments 

and cultural artifice created by a society, by suggesting that it is certain factors relating to the human 

experience o f  living amongst a  large group o f  people which are the backbone o f  such environments. 

Although many o f the world’s great cities have shown a prolusion o f  civic and monumental architec

ture, districts, and neighborhoods reflecting diverse cultures, and public squares and plazas for people 

to  meet and gather. It is the reasons or the needs behind their creation, which are the key to  under

standing the cosmopolitan city.
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Khan defines four basic components that make up a cosmopolitan city. All cities, which fall 

under this category, contain a  majority o f  these factors. Khan makes clear from the beginning that 

cosmopolitan culture is not a personal predisposition, “but a shared social world.” (Khan, 16) This 

idea o fa  certain type o f  social organization and interaction seems to be the underlying theme through

out her work. She states that “cosmopolitan culture is not hammered out into the streets or painted 

onto sidewalks. It is based on shared beliefs and experiences about the world.” (Khan, 17) Conse

quently cosmoplitanism is about the social setting, and not an individual’s private dispositions.

Cosmopolitan cities are not immune to problems. There are elements o f  tension sparked by 

religious, cultural or racial differences. Nevertheless, these vary from one period to  the next and take 

on different forms and scales. The intention here is not to  praise the cosmopolitan city as the ideal for 

human existence, but to  show that although it has its problems, it still manages to generate an environ

ment where the process o f  trans-culturalism can take place. For example literature, art, music, and 

even architecture in Paris exist as a hybrid o f different styles over time. Each period leaves behined 

tangible cultural relics, but they could have never occurred without the social ferment in which they 

were created.

1. M ission and  P urpose

The first characteristic o f cosmopolitan cities is that they convey a sense o f cultural mission and 

purpose. They are there for a reason, whether it is political, religious, or economic. Their purpose is to  

sustain some kind o f  social order. Today the reasons behind the buildings may seem outdated or 

incomprehensible, yet they attest to the feet that all great cities “carved out a mission in stone.” (Khan, 

pg. 17) In the case o f  Paris, its importance stems from its role as the symbolic center o f  France and, 

in the past, o f  a  vast empire. Today its importance lies in its position as a political, economic, and 

cultural center within France and the European community.
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2. Attracting Diversity

Environments which act as magnets attracting and perpetuating diversity are the second factor 

contributing to cosmopolitan culture. It is aplace that has within it a  “taste for the whole known world”. 

(Khan, pg. 17) The cosmopolitan city is also a place where anything is available, ranging from diverse 

foods, goods, ideas, experiences, and languages. Paris is an example o f  a city which drew people in 

from outside its boundaries. It is diversity that creates tolerance, and not vice versa. Thus the first step 

in transforming such world-weariness into a  concrete form requires that different peoples find them

selves in the same place. This is nowhere more evident than in Paris, which could be seen as a city 

composed ofdifferent quarters o f  ethnic groups, each sustaining its culture but at the same time adapt

ing to new ones.

3. Public Life

Public life is the third and one ofthe most important components o f a cosmopolitan city. It is 

what draws strangers into the city and makes them a part o f  it. Schools, parks, museums, concert halls 

and libraries, are open to everyone, native and stranger alike. Some cities, like Boston, have a long 

history o f  private education, private libraries, and even private concerts, which have achieved world 

renown. Yet it is a  city’s public life which turns a city into a “great world capital, and a place where 

strangers go to make their mark.” (Khan, pg. 18)

Were it just longevity, a  sense ofmission, and a desire for foreign things and peoples that are 

necessary for cosmopolitan culture, many cities could claim greatness. Yet a walk through the streets 

o f  Boston raises doubts about its claims to  greatness. Boston was a great trading city even as recently 

as one hundred fifty years ago. It still boasts a  collection o f  grand buildings and a  historic harbor. 

Boston also has a  long history o f immigration and ethnic mix. But were a visitor to stroll downNewbury 

Street, he would never guess that Boston has. a  large Chinese population. Were the same visitor to 

walk through the North End he would see a thriving Italian community but no hint o f  Boston’s promi

nent black population, descended from one o f  the oldest communities o f  free blacks in the United



States. There is no place where Boston’s variety is obvious or observable: there is not a single place 

where the city o f  Boston belongs to everyone. There is in fact very little public life, which would 

distinguish the city as cosmopolitan. Paris, however, has had a long history o f public institutions that are 

open to everyone.

Walking on a Sunday morning through the Place d ’Aigre, one comes across one o f  the most 

colorful sites in Paris. In a market, located only a few blocks from the Bastille opera house, one finds 

French, Arab, and African traders hawking fruit, vegetables, flowers and clothing on the streets, while 

in the adjoining covered market meats, cheeses, and pastries from all over the world are sold. The 

area known as Aigre is an example o f  the types o f urban environments that are shaping the city today. 

It is in places such as this that the old and new Paris meet, for here the older established communities 

o f this traditional artisan quarter coexist with more recently established immigrant groups.

Scenes from the market at Place d’Aigre illustrate the mix cultures that is taking place in this area o f Paris. (24)

But Aigre is not a planned cosmopolitan environment, in which the city took it upon itself to 

create a global village through the use o f  superficial props under the misguided intention that they 

would attract the type o f  residents they were trying to represent. In the United State the word “cel

ebration” seems to be used as a way o f  justifying such endeavors. For example, in his growing 

campaign to “celebrate” Chicago’s multi-cultural roots, Mayor Richard M. Daley runs the risk o f  

transforming the city into a cultural theme park. Part o f his campaign involves improving many o f the 

historic ethnic neighborhoods through the use o f cultural props, such as the mini Greek temples flank

ing the entrance to Greek town. Such gestures may be viewed with irony, since the majority o f  people



living in this neighborhood today are o f  Asian descent. According to Pico Iyer, cities need to avoid 

“demeaning ethnicities by turning them into theme park curiosities.” (Iyer, 127) By defining these 

neighborhoods as distinct cultural or ethnic enclaves, the city may be turning away the very residents 

who contributed to their character. In an interview for Metropolis magazine JeffEdwards, a professor 

o f  urbanism at the University o f  Chicago criticized Mayor Daley’s program by saying, “You’re taking 

superficial symbols from particular cultures, putting them in a cityscape, and calling it recognizing 

cultural diversity. It is a fake multiculturalism It is about displacing citizens with shoppers and tourists.” 

(Metropolis, 75)

A mini Greek temple at the entrance to Greek Town and a large Portorican flag are examples o f some o f the cultural 
props placed in various neighborhoods throughout the city o f  Chicago to “celebrate its multi-cultural roots.” (24)

The market at Place d ’Aigre wasn’t created overnight, and it is not frequented by tourists or 

mentioned in travel brochures. Paris’ markets have always existed as part o f  the city’s social, eco

nomic and cultural life; people go to them not only to buy everyday items, but also to exchange ideas 

and socialize with other inhabitants o f  the city. In many ways such markets offer a perfect opportunity 

to view Paris’ cosmopolitan nature at work. Here goods, regardless o f  where they originated, are 

publicly available and shared, adopted, and even adapted by a variety o f people to create new prod

ucts for evolving needs.

4. O pportunity

The last factor which seems to define a cosmopolitan environment is that o f  opportunity. Paris 

is not only an example o f a city with a mix o f  peoples and public life, but is also a center o f  opportunity.
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In  a cosmopolitan culture, strangers do not simply survive, but contribute to public, cultural, eco

nomic, and political life. Such environments instill in individuals the hope for a better future. It is only 

when an individual feels he has a significant contribution to make to society that he can contribute to the 

growth o f  a cosmopolitan culture.

The city o f  Paris has had a long history o f  attracting people o f  diverse cultures and back

grounds. Whether in exile or searching for an environment that fosters greater artistic or social free

dom, each has contributed to Paris’ unique cultural environment. It is not simply a question o f  impos

ing one’s view o f  the world on another environment or adapting one’s view to it, but o f  marrying ones 

culture to another. To understand French culture and become a part o f  it, it is not enough to simply 

obtain the correct immigration papers. For the French, identity is closely linked to the sense o f  a  

shared common culture, language, and way o f looking at the world. It is this binding factor which has 

attracted so many people from diverse cultural backgrounds to live in Paris, where they both contrib

ute to and draw from Parisian culture.

There have been many prominent individuals throughout history who have benefited from 

Paris’ open atmosphere: African-American dancer Josephine Baker, Irish playwright Samuel Becket, 

as well as the Romanian poet, Adam Mickiewicz. All o f  them learned to  speak French and adapt to 

French culture, yet they became a part o f  it and contributed to its evolution. Such a  phenomenon 

begins to blur the lines that separate many cultures. Today Paris still boasts a  large and ever-changing 

expatriate community which continues to contribute to its cosmopolitan nature.

In  summary, it is meaning and purpose, diversity, public life, and opportunity, which are the 

ingredients o f  a cosmopolitan culture. Where these factors exist, the stranger is welcome. According 

to Khan, “cosmopolitan cities are the sites o f great architecture, great art, great music, and the cities o f  

great renown. It is no accident that where tolerance and opportunity are welcome, cosmopolitan 

culture is sure to follow.” (Khan, pg. 19)
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The Parisian C ultu ral C enter

It is in this type o f  environment that the Parisian cultural center has existed. It, more than any 

other building type seems to have emerged as a direct reaction to the cosmopolitan city. Yet the nature 

o f  its function is ambiguous and hard to define. Part o f  the reason behind this is that very little research 

has been done in the past to document the hundreds o f  small cultural institutes or Maisons (French for 

House) dotting various neighborhoods throughout the city. The majority o f the cultural centers found 

today in Paris are tucked away in parts o f  the city less visited by tourists. Thus many o f  these centers 

seem to be known and frequented mostly by the local population. Many o f  the older institutions are 

housed in renovated mansions, while newer ones are contained in contemporary structures. What 

makes them different from most cultural centers built in the United States is that their appeal reaches 

beyond people o f  a certain background or neighborhood. There is no cultural stigma attached to them, 

no notion o f  them and us.

The M exican Cultural Center is an 
example o f  several small cultural centers 
dotted throughout the city o f  Paris. (24)

One o f  the reasons for this is that most o f  these institutions were established and financed 

jointly by the French government and a country or a group o f  nations, with the intent o f fostering a 

continuous dialogue between cultures. As a result many o f  the activities and exhibits which take place 

in such settings are not centered on one particular culture, but address two or more through mixed 

cultural programming.
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T he Survey

The survey conducted consisted o f  a questionnaire that was used at five different cultural 

centers located around the city ofParis. It was important that all o f  the cultural centers be located in the 

same urban environment, to keep the survey as controlled as possible. The survey had three objec

tives:

1. To observe people’s behavior and reactions in a trans-cultural setting.

2 . To document the cultural centers’ programmatic elements and activities, which contribute to the 

creation o f  trans-cultural spaces.

3. To clearly establish a list o f criteria that can be used as a guideline for the design o f  future trans- 

cultural spaces.

The five cultural centers picked for the survey vary in both size and program. Each center is also 

representative o f  one ofthe three categories o f  cultural centers mentioned earlier. The cultural centers 

picked for the survey were as follows:

1. The Swedish Cultural Center and Tessin Institute

2. The House o f  Latin America

3. The House o f  Japanese Culture

4. The Centre George Pompidou

5. The Arab World Institute

Fifty visitors were picked randomly at each center to participate in the survey. The questionnaire 

consisted ofeight questions that were used to determine the qualities o f the cultural center and to see 

what types o f  programmatic requirements or qualities o f  form and space attracted people to these 

venues. A  copy o f the questionnaire is provided on the following page .
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Thesis questionnaire, P aris  A ugust 2000

1. H ow  many times have you visited the center?

2. Do you live close to  the area o f  the center?

3. H ow  did you hear about the center?

4. Upon visiting the building, do you feel that one specific culture is represented or several? (If the 

answer is several) why?

5. Are the experiences and activities found in the cultural center different from those at a  museum?

6. Which activities do you prefer when visiting the cultural center?

7. Would you define the architecture ofthe cultural center as being representative o f  a specific cul

ture?

8. Would you continue to  return to the cultural center? (Ifthe answer is yes) What activities or events 

keep you coming back?

The rest ofthis chapter shall be divided into five sections. Each section is devoted to one o f the five 

cultural centers visited during the survey and will provide in some detail information about its history 

and construction. In addition to descriptions o f  the users, events, and activities that occupied the space 

at the time o f  the survey. Where possible, information is also given concerning political, economic, 

social, and cultural factors which influenced the creation o f  these spaces. This is done in order to 

present a more complete and tangible picture o f  how trans-cultural spaces are being used, as well as 

the factors which contributed to their creation. The results o f  the survey will be presented at the end o f 

this chapter.
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Centre Cultural Suedois et L’Institute Tessin:

I
I
I Established: 1933

Administration : Swedish Institute, Stockholm 

Construction Type: Adaptive reuse 

Building Type: Neighborhood Cultural Center

Project Architects for Renovation: Claude Charpentier & Rene Duval (1973,1993)

It is only after navigating through the twisting streets o f  the Marais quarter, a former marsh

land, that one comes upon Paris’ Swedish Cultural Center nestled in the quiet Rue Payerme, across 

from a small park, A  long rectilinear banner jutting out from the side ofthe building, printed with the 

name o f  the cultural center, is the only sign that hints at its existence from the street. The Center itself 

is housed in the rehabilitated Hotel de Marie, a sixteenth-century mansion whose main facade does 

not actually meet the sidewalk but is instead fronted by a walled courtyard.

Upon entering the courtyard through a heavy w ooden door, one’s attention is immediately 

captured by another long rectilinear banner hanging from the building’s main fagade, onto which has 

been printed the w ord Panic in a blurry, stretched and pixilated font. The visitor is also greeted by a 

contemporary sculpture composed o f  tw o vertical spikes, on top o f  which have been placed the

A sketch of the Hotel de Marie that shows its 
relationship to the street and the park facing it. (21)
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abstracted heads o f an elephant and a laughing hyena, roughly forged from a sheet o f  varnished metal. 

In a com er o f  the courtyard, a group o f  art students chatted loudly amongst themselves, as two 

Japanese women came out o f  the building.

These were the first images that greeted the visitor on the day the survey was carried out at the 

Center. The juxtaposition o f  the historical context with the high-tech banner and the contemporary 

sculpture, as well as the diversity o f  people using the space, was not what one would expect at a 

sixteenth-century mansion located in the heart o f  Paris. It was this unexpected mix o f  old and contem

porary, which gave the space and that particular moment, a trans-cultural character.

The large wooden door that leads into the 
courtyard o f the Swedish cultural Center. (24)

A  view o f  the Cultural Center as one ap
proaches it from the Rue Payenne. The only 
sign o f  its existence is the blue banner 
hanging from the side o f the building. (24)

Founded in 1933, the Swedish Cultural Center is not only one o f the oldest cultural centers in 

Paris but is also the only center o f  its type found outside o f Sweden. The Swedish Institute in Stockholm 

assumes the administration and management o f the Swedish Cultural Center, whose mission it is to 

expose other countries to the cultural as well as social life o f  Sweden. Mrs. Sonja Martinson Uppman, 

the director o f  the Center, exercises the same functions as a cultural attache in connection with the 

Swedish Embassy in Paris.
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The Hotel de Marie is not the first building in which the Swedish Cultural Center was located. 

It was only in 1965 that the Swedish State acquired the mansion to house the collection o f  the Tessin 

Institute and the cultural center, which had previously existed in another location. The mansion itself is 

named after Christophe H ector De Marie, a  nobleman in the court o f  Catherine de Medici, who 

bought the land on which the Center stands in 1572. On it he built what is today the Center’s principle 

structure: an H-shaped building enclosing a courtyard on the street side and with a garden at the back. 

The garden is used today by the Center for a variety o f activities including receptions, concerts and art 

installations. Over the centuries the mansion changed hands several times, with minimal alterations 

being made to the overall form o f  the building. However, although the building was classified as a 

historic monument in 1962, the mansion stood in a dilapidated state for almost a  decade until the 

Swedish State finally purchased it.

r i  wrnm.

The Hotel de Marie’s H-shaped plan. (24)

Shortly after its purchase, the architects Claude Charpentier and Rene Duval carried out ma

jo r renovations on the building which were completed in 1970. During this first phase o f  renovation the 

architects tried to restore the building to its original state with few modem interventions. A year later, in 

1971, the combined Swedish Cultural Center & Tessin Institute opened its doors to the public. Later, 

in 1993, a new rehabilitation scheme was carried out on the ground floor in order to create a multi

functional exhibition space and auditorium for lectures, performances, and movie showings. It was 

during this second phase o f  renovations that a newer, more contemporary image was given to the 

interior ofthe building.
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Upon entering the building through a door located in the west wing, one found oneself in a 

small reception area, in front o f which a monumental staircase, somewhat out o f  scale with the rest o f  

the space, spirals upwards. Along the walls flanking the staircase hang Surrealist photographs o f  

various parts o f  a model’s body clothed in avant-garde Swedish designs. To the left o f  the entrance 

hall is a tiny reception desk, behind which sat a Swedish and Asian woman conversing in French. The 

reception area is very small, when compared to that o f larger cultural institutes, and seemed to carry 

out functions other than simply directing visitor traffic.

A contemporary sculpture greets visitors in 
the Center’s courtyard, that also serves as a 
gathering place for people to meet. (24)

The Swedish woman sitting behind the reception desk explained that the Center attracted a 

wide variety o f  people. For newly arriving or long-term Swedish residents o f  the city, it serves as a 

place to pick up mail or gather information ranging from listings o f  community events to notices o f 

apartments for rent. It also attracts a wide variety o f non-Swedes, the majority o f  whom are French 

living in the city, who have an interest in Swedish culture or are attracted by an event or exhibit 

occurring at a particular time.



Opening oflfof the reception area is the exhibition space, which had been refitted with modem 

lighting fixtures and clean white walls. Inside the space, furniture designs were juxtaposed with head

less mannequins, hanging ghost-like in midair. The exhibition, entitled Panic, explored the work o f  

fifteen young Swedish designers representing three different design schools in Stockholm. Encom

passing a wide variety o f  disciplines including graphic design, industrial design, fashion and art, the 

exhibit’s main purpose was to examine how the work o f  young Swedish designers today is influenced 

by their global environment.

Although the exhibition was about showcasing design talent, it could also be perceived as a 

commentary on the state o f  Swedish society at the beginning o f  the twenty-first century. Many o f  the 

young designers picked for the exhibit are not wholly Swedish in origin, and this was reflected in their 

work. One work by Sanna Hansson, for example, entitled Reality During an Encounter, was de

scribed in the exhibition’s brochure as “an abstraction and summary o f two cultures”. Bom in India, 

and raised in Sweden, her four chairs (Incarnation, Hindu, Krishna, and Elephanta Cave) illustrate her 

sense o f  belonging to both cultures. The chairs fabricated from alder-wood evoke the bare forms, 

natural colors and functional spirit o f  Swedish design. Yet her Indian roots are reflected subtly in the 

detailing, such as the pair o f  heavy anklet bracelets composed o f tiny metal shells placed around the 

two front feet o f one o f  the chairs.

The Center’s flexible exhibition space fea- Swedish/Indian designer Sanna Hansson’s
turing an exhibit entitled Panic. (24 ) chair designs, which illustrate her sense of

belonging to both cultures. (24)
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These chair designs may provide some insight into the design o f  trans-cultural environments, 

for it seems that many ofthe physical elements that help to constitute a trans-cultural architecture might 

be found in the detailing, through the use Of a particular material or a  method o f  construction. The 

results are usually subtle and do not scream out one particular culture or way o f  thinking but instead 

leave space for interpretation. In the case o f  the exhibition, for example, the space and the objects 

themselves may not be perceived as particularly Swedish, but rather as products o f  a contemporary 

culture. This contemporary reality seems to be the binding factor which makes such an exhibit compre

hensible to  people o f  various cultural backgrounds. I t is about taking the familiar, a  chair in this case, 

and putting it into another context which takes it out ofthe realm o f  cultural specificity (a phenomenon 

o f  decontextualiztion discussed in chapter two). The same is true o f  the exhibit space, which one 

would not initially expect to  find jn a sixteenth-century mansion.

According to Mrs. Uppman, “This exhibit represents the direction that the Center has been 

taking in the past couple o f  years.” It is a  direction that seems to  encourage exhibits with broader 

cultural themes that provide a link not only to  France but also to  a greater global community. Such 

exhibitions are usually accompanied by related movie showings, concerts or plays. For example, a 

short film entitled vf/zmed’s First Christmas, was shown during the first week ofthe exhibition. The 

film explored the meaning o f  Christmas in Sweden as interpreted through the eyes o f  Ahmed, a ten- 

year-old Muslim boy, who is the son o f  M oroccan immigrants. Such activities serve to offer a  more 

realistic portrait ofthe cultural, social and political realities o f  life in Sweden today, as well as ofthe 

realities o f  many other countries ofthe European Union whose cultural identities are also being re

shaped by anew  wave o f  immigrants.,

After the exhibition space, the auditorium space occupies the remaining area o f  the first floor. 

The auditorium can be accessed either through the exhibition space or through an entrance located to 

the east side o f  the courtyard. The latter entrance seems to  be used the most, especially during film 

screenings or concerts which take place at night when some parts o f  the building are closed off to 

visitors. Inside the long rectangular auditorium space, walls and floors are covered in light wood 

paneling, while the seating is arranged in a bleacher system that can be reconfigured depending on the



performance or dismantled completely to make the space larger. According Uppman, performances 

range from literary readings to classical recitals and even to small performances by rock bands. During 

breaks and intermissions, at such events, people spill out into the courtyard where an artist’s installa

tion may be set up.

The Center’s goal is not only to showcase contemporary Swedish thought and culture, but 

also its historic past, and this is achieved through the endeavors o f the Tessin Institute located on the 

Center’s second floor. In a large space known as the Salon de La Reine Christine, one finds the 

most ornate room in the building. It is here that many o f  the Tessin Institute’s works are displayed, 

together with French and Swedish furniture dating from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Most o f  the Tessin Institute’s collection is displayed in the Salon de la Reine Christine. (21)

The Tessin Institute, which is today an integral part o f the Swedish Cultural Center, was cre

ated at a much later date than the latter. Gunnar W. Lindbergh, who was cultural attache to the Swed

ish Embassy in Paris during the 1950’s and 1960’s, conceived the Institute, which was named after 

Count Charles Gustav Tessin. Tessin was known for his important contributions to cultural exchanges 

between France and Sweden during his post as Swedish ambassador to the court o f  Louis XV from 

1739-1742. As a patron o f the arts and an established collector, he became instrumental in summoning 

French artists to the Swedish courts, as well as encouraging Swedish artists and artisans to work in
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Paris. The Institute’s main objective is to develop and encourage a cultural and artistic exchange 

between France and Sweden, as w ellas to  prom ote research relating to Franco-Swedish history. 

Moreover, the Institute encourages personal contact between French and Swedish intellectuals, mak

ing it its mission to bring these two groups together. During official visits by the Scandinavian delegation 

for example, receptions are given in association with the Swedish Embassy, which invites locals as well 

as members o f  the Swedish colony in Paris.

This cross-cultural exchange is a  theme found throughout the Institute’s collection displayed on 

the second floor o f  the H otel de Marie. Here one finds a  vast collection o f  art works, created by 

Swedish artists who worked in France during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as well as by 

French artists who produced works in Sweden. The collection, which numbers some six hundred 

works o f  painting, sculpture, engravings, and other art objects, was donated by the Institute’s founder. 

In addition to this display, the Institute organizes exhibitions o f  works by contemporary Swedish and 

French artists working in both countries.

Housed adjacent to  the Salon de la Reim  Christine is the research library belonging to the 

Institute Tessin. Here the large collection ofbooks and manuscripts specializes in literature relating to 

the Franco-Swedish relationship over the centuries. The collection is regularly updated by art, books 

and manuscripts offered by private donations, public institutions, editors and associations. This docu

mentation o f  life in Sweden, both past and present, is made available to visitors for free. In a comer o f  

the library stands a  computer terminal at which a student was checking her e-mail on the day in 

question, while a young couple sat at the library’s large table looking oyer books under an imposing 

crystal chandelier. One o f  them, a young woman from Mali, had come to the Institute to do research 

related to the Swedish colonies in Africa. At certain times during the week, the library doubles as a  

classroom for teaching the Swedish language. Lectures, seminars, and debates are also offered ex

ploring the historical, as well as contemporary aspects ofFranco-Swedish contemporary life.

Finally the Center serves as a venue for promoting cultural exchanges in various fields by 

offering six temporary lodgings to artists, scientists and writers in the mansion itself All o f  the guest



lodgings are located in the attic, in what was once the servant’s quarters, and command impressive 

views over the rooftops o f  Paris as well as the garden to the rear and the park facing the Center. A 

guest’s stay at the Center usually lasts between six months and a year, after which someone else will 

take his or her place. Each resident is required to contribute in some way to the cultural life o f  the 

Center through a lecture, installation, art work, or even by giving classes.

The Tessin Institute’s library and lecture hall. (24) One o f  six temporary lodgings for visiting scholars
and artists to the Swedish Cultural Center. (21)

In the winter o f  1997, for example, the artist Steven Bachelder produced one o f the more 

striking contributions to the Center by a resident artist in the form o f a large installation that took over 

the entire garden at the back o f the building. In the dead o f  winter, he covered the entire garden with 

a large canopy under which he installed a piece entitled The Cherry Blossom, that he had shown four 

months earlier at the Venice Biennale. On top o f a patterned black-and-white marble floor he placed 

four rootless cherry blossom trees, anchored to the floor by a series o f  tension cables. In a lounge 

chair facing the trees, was a decapitated figure in a three-piece suit, sitting next to a small table on 

which was placed a bottle and class o f wine. Circling above the seated figure were suspended various 

limbs which had been separated from an unknown mannequin. A few feet away from the figure were



placed three wooden traveling chests painted in cobalt blue. Bachelder’s somewhat macabre installa

tion could be interpreted in many ways, but it is interesting to note that his environmental art deals in 

some ways with the concept o f  trans-cultural space. His work is often influenced by the experiences 

o f  the foreigner in unfamiliar surroundings, and he places the viewer in this position through a process 

o f  decontextualization. The viewer, too, is placed in the position o f  the foreigner by being forced into 

a different and often disorienting environment where the familiar is rendered unfamiliar.

The Swedish Cultural Center represents the smallest o f  the cultural centers visited during the 

survey and although it has some o f  the functions associated with an embassy, it illustrates how a 

neighborhood cultural center functions. Overall the small scale o f its facilities and exhibits, as well as 

the friendliness o f  its staff, seemed to give the Center less o f an institutional feel and instead a character 

more akin to a cross between a arts school and a community center.

An installation done by the artist Steven Bachelder 
during his stay at the Swedish Cultural Center. (21)
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The auditorium space, used for a variety o f  activities including  
con feren ces, cinem a, concerts, and theater perform ances. (2 1 )
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Two views o f  the Center’s winding staircase, which dominates the entrance hall. 
Along the walls have been placed large photographs o f  contemporary Swedish 
design. This mix o f  old and contemporary is found throughout the Center. (24)

Two views o f  the Swedish Cultural Center’s exhibit space. (24)
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L a M aison de L’A m erique Latine:

Established: 1946

Administration: France &the twenty South American Republics

Construction Type: Adaptive reuse

Building Type: Cultural Embassy

Architects: Jacques Gabriel V (1704), Boffirand (1712)

Submerged under scaffolding and hordes ofbillowing plastic sheets, the House o f Latin America 

is barely discemable from the Boulevard Saint Germain, as it undergoes its millennial facelift. The first 

sign o f the Center’s existence appears as one enters the gated courtyard, where a large make-shift 

sign, embossed with the Center’s name has been placed on top o f the submerged entrance. Construc

tion workers, covered in a chalk-like dust, hurry back and forth carrying buckets o f water and ladders 

as they disappear and reappear from behind the already familiar scaffolding. In a comer o f  the court

yard, the contractor shouts out orders to several men as he points in the direction o f  the facade.

This chaotic introduction is somewhat apt for a cultural center founded in the wake o f  the 

Resistance in 1946, following the liberation o f Paris from the German occupation. Under the impulse 

o f  General Charles de Gaulle and the initiative o f the Ministry o f Foreign Affairs, the House o f Latin 

America was bom out o f the idea o f  forging a link and developing exchanges between France and the 

twenty republics o f South America.

... ...........................

The main entrance to the House o f Latin America. (20)
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Located in the heart o f  the Faubourg Saint Germain, the House currently occupies a distinct 

site in the city o f Paris that includes one o f the largest remaining private gardens in the city. The House 

o f  Latin America itself is housed in two imposing eighteenth-century mansions that have been con

nected: the Hotel de Varengville, built by the architect Jacques Gabriel V in 1704, and the Hotel 

Amelot de Goumay built in 1712 by the architect Boflrand. Over the centuries the two mansions were 

occupied by a series o f  prominent families, until the Banque du France acquired both properties in the 

early part o f  the twentieth century. Both buildings are marked as historic monuments, but this has not 

prevented their interiors from being modified over the years. Overall, the building does not suggest any 

one particular Latin American country.

The House o f Latin America was in fact an ideal venue at which to conduct the survey, since 

the its main aim is not to represent one specific culture, but to showcase the commonalities found within 

all Latin American countries. This theme encompasses a very large scope, given that Latin America 

has strong connections with Europe and the rest o f  the world through centuries o f  immigration and 

colonization. A pamphlet published by the House describes it as “a crossroads o f reflection, where the 

ancestral forms ofartistic creation coexist with the most innovative currents o f contemporary creation, 

in what is seen as a continuous dialogue between tradition and modernity.” The aim o f  dialogue is 

reinforced by the various cultural activities offered by the House, including artistic, literary, political, 

philosophical, and musical events.
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In contrast to the chaos o f  construction occurring outside, the mood quickly shifts to calm as 

one enters the small reception hall through the heavily polished glass and brass doors. Polished seems 

to be a good adjective to describe this pristine space, since every wall surface and lighting fixture 

seems to gleam as the result o f  obsessive cleaning. Facing the entrance, in a com er o f  the space, is a 

tiny reception desk manned by a young woman wearing a dark blue suit. In another comer o f  the 

reception hall two lounge chairs and a magazine rack have been pushed up against the wall, where a 

young couple stands looking at a picturesque poster with the word Argentina printed boldly across its 

front. The magazine rack is filled with an assortment o f  newspapers from South American countries as 

well as travel brochures.

View o f  the Hotel Amelot de Goumay, designed by the architect Bofirand in 1712. (20)

Although the main reception hall contains very little furniture, its polished marble floors and 

large chandelier looming over visitors’ heads gives one the impression o f entering the reception area o f 

an embassy or upscale hotel. Furthermore, even though the cultural embassy is one o f  the three types 

o f  cultural centers discussed earlier, this was the first time during the survey that such a facility was 

encountered. It is an image which seems to contradict the open atmosphere that cultural centers are 

supposed to evoke, since embassies tend to be shrouded in some form o f  secrecy and are generally 

not open to the public. Despite this first impression, most visitors are allowed to wander freely throughout 

the building and its grounds. Unlike the staff o f the Swedish Cultural Center, most o f  the staff at the 

Latin American House were natives o f  South America. Many o f them also seemed very eager to show 

off the building as a point o f pride.
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This feeling o f  pride may be rooted in one o f  the H ouse’s underlying agendas, which is not 

usually advertised to the common visitor. Over the years, the purely cultural role o f  the House has 

evolved as a reaction to a political and economic world that has become increasingly global. Realizing 

the role that it can play in promoting South American political and economic interests in both France 

and the larger European Community, the House frequently encourages and supports the efforts o f 

French companies to invest in and export to Latin America. Thus it rents out some o f  its spaces for 

events such as small trade shows or conferences.

Independent o f  the political orientation oftheir governments, many Latin American Ambassa

dors to France are strongly connected to the activities o f the House and thus visit it frequently. This is 

not surprising since each o f  them occupies the position o f  Governor o f  the Latin American House 

for one month. During his or her tenure, in addition to helping sponsor and organize exhibitions and 

other cultural events, each ambassador is put into contact with the key players in the French govern

ment. For this reason many o f  the House’s activities include diplomatic receptions not open to the 

general public, where the Latin American diplomatic community in Paris meets with officials represent

ing various European governments. The House also organizes receptions for visiting South American 

political, cultural, scientific, and economic figures, to meet their French counterparts and the Latin 

American community in Paris.

View o f  the entrance hall, with reception 
desk  and the en tran ce le a d in g  to  
exhibit space in the Center’s basement. (24)

V iew  o f  the en tran ce h a ll and the  
ground floor exhibit space adjacent to it. 
(24)
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The month in which the survey was conducted at the House, happened to coincide with the 

Argentinean ambassador’s term as Governor, and this in turn was reflected in the nature o f  the exhibits 

and activities. In the small exhibition hall to the left o f the reception area, for example, an exhibit entitled 

Myths, Dreams and Realities: Contemporary Argentinean Photography was being held. Spon

sored by the Pan American Cultural Exchange in Houston, the exhibit featured a series o f a black and 

white gelatin prints depicting the realties o f  a society coming to terms with the positive and negative 

effects o f  globalization and industrialization. Although the pictures had been taken in Argentina, much 

o f  the subject matter could have been found in other countries o f  South America, or the rest o f  the 

world for that matter, since the work reflected universal themes as seen through the eyes o f a group o f 

Argentinean photographers.

Returning from this exhibition space to the reception hall, one notices a small hallway on the 

other side o f the hall. A spotlight has been directed at an area on the hallway’s back wall, onto which 

someone has stenciled the words Coins des Paris in dark red ink. At either end o f  the hall is a narrow, 

winding, stone staircase, which descends down into what used to be the mansion’s old cellar. Here in 

a rehabilitated space with clean white walls and exposed concrete floors, another exhibit has been 

installed. The exhibit, sponsored by the French Embassy in Buenos Aires, featured a black and white 

photographic study o f Paris taken through the lens o f the Argentinean photographer Alicia D ’Amico, 

who has lived in France since 1955.

T he C e n te r ’s b asem en t has been  
converted into a modem exhibit space. (24)

View of a hallway on the ground floor, 
leading to the Center’s restaurant. (24)
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Apart from the two exhibition spaces, which have been refitted with clean white walls, new 

wooden flooring and modem lighting fixtures, most o f  the House has been meticulously restored, with 

its rare wooden moldings and paneling preserved. The feeling ofbeing in a rarified embassy setting is 

solidified as one walks through a long corridor on the ground floor, with its highly polished wood 

flooring and crystal chandeliers. Many o f  the walls along the corridor are covered in huge colorful 

abstract paintings by South American artists, encased in heavy guilt frames. The corridor leads to a 

series o f  rooms that look out onto the garden at the back.

View o f  one o f the Center’s formal reception rooms. Located on the ground floor, with large 
windows looking out on the gardens, these rooms are used for various diplomatic functions. (24)

One o f the staff members explained that most o f  the doors were closed because the rooms 

were not in use at the moment. Each o f the large rooms is named after a prominent South American 

figure, and is usually used for a variety o f functions. Behind the door o f the Artigas room, for example, 

is a reception room that is rarely seen by the common visitor. Illuminated by an oversized spindly 

crystal chandelier, the room is filled with a strange mix o f artifacts accumulated on by a succession o f 

ambassadors over the years. These include clay dolls dating back to the Incas, leather trunks and 

saddles, and colorful seventeenth-century wooden statues o f  saints taken from Baroque churches in 

Ecuador. The Bolivar room, in contrast, has been re-fitted for conferences. In the House’s library, the 

walls and bookshelves have been paneled in Venezuelan mahogany. It is here that one finds Pedro 

Centavo’s painting, The Three Races, which depicts three graceful nudes representing Venezuela’s
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ethnic diversity. According to a staff member, the provocative painting has drawn considerable com

ment from visitors over the years. He went on to explain that it had been found tucked away in the 

cellar about twelve years ago and was immediately re-hung. Frequent literary presentations are given 

in the library space, so that visitors are exposed to new South American writers.

Passing by the sweeping hallway, where Roberto Cueva Del Rio has painted a large fresco o f 

Mexican peasants and revolutionaries, one comes upon the House’s restaurant, which spills out onto 

the terrace overlooking the garden. Over the years the restaurant has gained a reputation in the city and 

frequently plays host to wedding receptions and other events. On the day the survey was conducted, 

its terrace was filled with people sitting at tables underneath huge canvas umbrellas. The restaurant is 

open six days a week for lunch and dinner, and attracts mostly local Parisians and members o f  the 

South American expatriate community. It is one o f the venues that allow the House to remain open past 

regular business hours.

The restaurant’s outdoor terrace, which looks out onto the Center’s gardens. (24)

Directly opposite the restaurant one descends a flight o f stairs into the sunken area housing the 

Latin Bar. Here the dark space, with its blue carpeting and purple walls, is illuminated by perforated 

brass lighting fixtures that cast a dappled light into the room. In contrast to the restaurant area, the bar 

seems less formal and is open much later. The space looks very modem in contrast to the rest o f  the 

building with its sleek wooden seats and tables, arranged around a small performance space in a 

comer o f  the room  On the walls have been hung various framed posters o f South American bands and



famous Tango dancers. Along the hammered zinc bar, dismantled and flown in from Buenos Aires, the 

barman begins arranging plates o f  tapas, as people working in the area begin to come in for lunch. The 

crowd is mixed, consisting o f  young French men and women, as well as other nationalities. During the 

evening the space takes on a much livelier atmosphere, when bands are brought in to play.

Venues such as the restaurant and bar help bring revenue for the House and give visitors a 

reason to return to the House other than visiting the exhibits. Many o f the cultural centers visited during 

this survey incorporated spaces into their buildings that one would usually identify as purely commer

cial or social, such as a restaurant, bar, or shop. Such everyday activities as eating, when placed in an 

unexpected context, may begin to redefine the meaning o f the cultural center today.

View o f  a dining area in the Center’s Latin Bar. (24)

The House o f  Latin America illustrates how an institution which serves as a venue for cultural 

exhibits and performances, can incorporate other daily social activities which expand upon its already 

existing program This relates to the idea o f trans-cultural space, whose ambiguousness is partly based 

on not being defined by one specific activity. Such a mix o f activities creates a dynamic environment 

which attracts different kinds o f people to the cultural center for different reasons, providing a venue 

for them to come into contact with each other for brief or extended moments.
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Continuing up the large staircase to the second floor, one comes upon the House’s recently 

installed ninety-one seat auditorium. The auditorium was created by combining three separate rooms 

into one large continuous space. Inside, the space has been fitted with purple carpeting, seating, and a 

sophisticated audio-visual system meant to meet a variety o f  needs. In the past the House held occa

sional movie screenings in one o f  the vacant rooms, an event which usually called for the use o f  a 

portable screen, a rickety old film projector, and an odd assortment o f chairs for the visitors. Today 

the auditorium provides a more up-to-date environment for holding film screenings, conferences, lec

tures, and even musical performances. Many events held in the auditorium are produced in coopera

tion with the various cultural services o f  specific Latin American embassies, as well as other foreign 

and French institutions and associations that work together with the House o f  Latin America.

■ ■
The Center’s new auditorium space. (20)

Despite the modem auditorium space, the second floor seems even more ostentatious than the 

ground floor, as one walks through hallways lined with large windows reaching up to the ceiling, small 

gold chairs, and yet another series o f  the oversized crystal chandeliers. Next to a door at the end o f the 

hallway a lone rectangular sign stands vertically in its place announcing the exhibit being shown in the 

Brasilia room, which is the House’s largest exhibit space at 160m sq.
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Entitled To Live in Paris: The Work o f  Thirty Latin Americans, the exhibit explored the 

vibrant Latin American artistic community that has flourished in Paris since the early 1930’s. Paintings, 

sculptures, and video installations by artists from countries as diverse as Argentina, Venezuela, Brazil, 

and Peru, give a sense o f  the cultural diversity o f South America. Furthermore, the exhibit shed light on 

the way these artists were influenced by their experiences o f  living and working in a culture other than 

their own. Many o f  the art works explored themes that were familiar to both French and foreign 

visitors, yet seen through the eyes o f  Latin American artists.

At the entrance to the exhibit a young girl looked up at a monumental portrait o f  Natasha 

Gelman, done by Diego Rivera in 1945. M ost o f  the older paintings in the show came from the 

collection ofJacque and Natasha Gelman, an American couple living in Paris during the 1940’s. While 

acknowledging the important contributions o f  artists from the 1930’s and 1940’s, the show also served 

as an introduction to art being produced in Paris by several younger generations o f  Latin American 

artists. Thus the exhibit included the work o f  four contemporary artists, Malta, Yolanda Guitierrez, 

Jesus Rafeal Soto, and Carmelo Andrew Quin.
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In another part o f  the exhibit an older French woman adjusted her eyeglasses as she crouched 

down to examine an installation by Yolanda Gutierrez, one o f  the youngest artists presenting at the 

show. The Mexican artist’s piece, entitled Umbral, is an installation consisting o f  twenty-eight pairs o f 

cattle jawbones that have been placed on the floor to resemble a flock o f  birds in flight. Like many 

other pieces in the exhibit Umbral gives the appearance o f  life to things that are now dead. This 

ambiguity o f  life and death has been a recurrent theme in Mexican art, but through her work Gutierrez 

is bringing a sharp, contemporary perspective to this familiar theme. In fact this sharp contemporary 

image embodies the direction that the House o f  Latin America has been taking in the last couple o f  

years, reflecting a direction being pursued by many other cultural institutions in the city. One observa

tion made during visits to many o f the older cultural centers in the survey, was that most o f the institu

tions seemed to be embarking on programs to upgrade, modernize, and improve their already existing 

facilities.

These programs, with a contemporary focus, may have come about as a reaction to the evolv

ing role o f the cultural center in the twenty-first century. The desire to project a contemporary image 

may also be a result o f direct competition with many o f the newer cultural centers, such as the Arab 

World Institute, which tend to project a more progressive image through the use ofhigh-tech facilities 

and innovative cultural programs. At the time the survey was carried out, the House o f Latin America 

was undergoing just such a transformation in order to attract a greater variety o f  people through 

programs and activities that encompass broader themes, while still maintaining its role as an ambassa

dor for Latin American culture.

La Grace Baroque
D M I'teoti M ‘JtlTO, kywiet # M any o f  th e  

C enter’s exhib its  
and activities are 
not listed  in the  
o ffic ia l tou rist  
g u id es, but are 
often advertised by 
small posters, such 
as the on e on e  
shown here, placed 
through out metro 
stations and other 
public venues. (20)
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Maison de la Culture du Japon:

Established: 1997

Administration: Government o f  Japan & French and Japanese corporations

Construction: New structure

Building Type: Large cultural complex

Project Architects: Armstrong Associates

Net Floor Area: 7500 sq. m

Main Construction Materials: Steel and glass

Traffic roars past on the Quai Branly, but in the Tea Pavilion on the fifth floor o f  the House o f 

Japanese Culture an inner peace prevails, fostered by a double glazing o f  frosted glass that keeps the 

outside world firmly outside. Veiy few people would expect to find a traditional Japanese teahouse 

that boasts commanding views o f the Paris skyline as well as an ornamental garden for contemplation, 

on top o f  a high-tech structure in the center o f  the city. But every Wednesday fifteen people divest 

themselves o f  their coats and shoes to sit on tatami mats, and watch the elaborate rituals o f  the centu

ries-old tea ceremony. During the ceremony, the silence is only broken by the bubbling o f  boiling 

water, the rustle o f a bamboo whisk, or the occasional fidget from the audience o f respectable Pari

sians, unaccustomed to sitting motionless on a floor, for up to forty minutes.

The Japanese tea ceremony. (23) Exterior view o f the cultural center’s tea house, 
with the Eiffel Tower in the distance. (5)
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Such a serene and calm impression, however, does not reflect this particular cultural center as 

a whole, or its history for that matter. The House o f  Japanese Culture in Paris marks a strong departure 

from the Swedish Cultural Center and the House o f  Latin America, not only in scale, but in its cultural 

agenda as well. Where as the latter two cultural centers have established a fairly quiet and stable 

presence in the city over almost a century, the Japanese Cultural Center was conceived at the cusp o f 

a new millenium, with strikingly different cultural as well as political issues driving its creation In the five 

years since its inception, it has become one o f  the most controversial cultural centers to be built in 

Paris, successively hailed and denigrated by critics over the years.

Located on the Center’s roof, the tea house is surrounded by glass to 
protect it from the elements, and also includes an ornamental Japanese 
garden for contemplation. (23)

It has been described at various moments as a place where centuries-old traditions meet 

twenty-first century modernity, or a symbol o f Franco-Japanese cooperation. Moreover, the project 

itself seems to bring to light the much broader agenda o f two cultures coming to terms with the global 

economy. At the time the Center was built, in 1997, a number o f critics in the French press saw it as a 

somewhat tactless move on the part o f  the French government, at a time when France was going 

through a massive recession. Furthermore, during this period the French government was also con

fronting the financial cutbacks necessary to meet the conditions for a single European currency, includ

ing reductions in the public building budget. Others in the press criticized the building’s design for 

turning its back on the Second Empire context surrounding it, suggesting that it was better suited on the 

Right Bank, the city’s business district.
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One architectural critic, Michael Maynard, went so far as to suggest that the building’s design 

was a failure based on the nationality o f  the architects themselves. In his article entitled Culture Clubbed, 

he said that, “Given the wealth o f  design talent in Japan and France, it is a wonder that the juiy selected 

an architect without roots in either country.” He further went on to say that, “an architect who grew up 

and trained in Japan and France may have achieved a building that better demonstrated the spirit o f the 

two countries coming together.” (Manyard, 95) Some may not agree with this statement, pointing out 

that the architect’s nationality is irrelevant and defeats the purpose, especially when designing a build

ing that is supposed to cross cultural borders. In fact, it may be more beneficial to hire an architect 

without a foot in either culture, thus providing an unbiased cultural perspective on the project, focusing 

on inclusion instead o f  exclusion as part o f  the design process.

The Japanese Cultural Center’s curving facade along the Quai Branly. (16)

One o f  the interesting aspects concerning the House o f  Japanese Culture is that it gave the 

public a glimpse into the politics involved in the creation o f  such large-scale cultural projects. Unlike 

the Swedish Cultural Center, whose creation can be linked to a government or a small group o f 

individuals, the Japanese Cultural Center was created through the endeavors o f a larger network o f 

influential patrons. Although Japan and France are economic competitors and the Japanese govern

ment underwrote the project, its activities are supported by the donations o f some one hundred French 

and Japanese business people. This political and economic elite knows that, whatever the national 

myth, no state can remain in economic isolation. Architectural critic John Welch elaborates on this idea



in an article written about the Center in RIBA Journal, May 1997, According to him, “governments 

have become little more than stage hands in the great theater o f  international business, where collabo

ration with big corporations is the only way to prosper”. (Welch, 43) This begins to  illustrate the 

evolving role ofthe cultural center at a time when exchanges between countries are increasingly valu

able in a business world that has no boundaries.

The French have always had foreign outposts for selling their language and culture via the 

Alliance Francaise, just as the Germans have the Goethe Institute, and the United Kingdom the 

British Council. But according to Welch, the House o f Japanese Culture, like JeanNouvel’s earlier 

Arab World Institute (1987), or Frank Gehry’s American Center (1994), takes on a completely 

different agenda. “While older organizations suggest that selling yourself to foreigners is alright, as long 

as it is done out o f  sight, these newer centers put out the welcome mat in a most forceful and uncom

promising fashion.” (Welch, 44) Welch goes on to suggest that the commitment o f  the French elite to 

such a vision cannot be underestimated.

The late French President Francois M itterand visited Japan in 1982 and arranged with the 

former Japanese prime minister Suzuki that the two countries would exchange sites in Paris and Tokyo 

for each other’s cultural centers. In  response, the French offered an empty plot that had been Oar- 

marked for the Arab World Institute (Jean Nouvel ended up constructing the building on the Seine to 

the east o f  Paris). But the House o f  Japanese Culture enjoys no less an extraordinary location, on 

what was one ofthe last remaining empty plots o f land along the Seine. Located just west ofthe Eiffel 

Tower, and opposite H any Seidler’s imposing Australian Embassy o f 1978, it lies on the comer o f  the 

Quai Bamly and the Rue de laFederation. Roughly square in plan, its comer has been sheared off in 

the shape o f  a crescent as it negotiates the two streets. The project had such powerful backing that the 

City o f  Paris’ highway authorities agreed to round off the road alignment along the site boundary, to 

give it a  continuously curving street frontage. The siting ofthe House o f Japanese Culture often invites 

comparison to  that o f  the Arab World Institute. The footprints o f  the two buildings are remarkably 

similar except that while the long side o f  Nouvel’s site runs parallel to the Seine, in the case ofthe 

Japanese Cultural Center it is the short side that feces the river.



The project had been marked by controversy even during the competition phase to pick the 

design. To begin with, property values in Tokyo had been so high that it took an additional seven years 

to find an equally grand site there for the French Cultural Center. This delay meant that no competition 

was held until 1989; it was open to architects registered in either France or Japan. The jury boasted an 

impressive group o f  well-known architects, including Alvaro Siza, Mario Botta, Fumihiko Maki, Tadao 

Ando, Paul Andreu, and the late Roland Simonet. The result was announced in 1990, with a young 

architecture team from London, Armstrong Associates (in collaboration with a Japanese architect), 

winning the commission. But according to many critics in the press at the time, they were the least 

expected to win.

Site plan. (16)

After the winners o f  the competition were announced, complications ensued. The French 

questioned Armstrong Associates’ qualifications to work in Paris, suggesting it work with an associ

ated French office. As a result, after two years o f  pressure Armstrong Associates opened an office in 

Paris. When it came to bidding out the various aspects o f  the construction project, more problems 

occurred with the contractor. This was just one o f the hurdles that the architects had to face in order 

to get the project off the ground. It was a reflection o f  France’s construction industry, which is firmly 

rooted in a design-build culture that delegates most o f the power to the contractor. Such a system puts 

the architect not only below the contractor, but also on par with such consultants as theater consult

ants, and also encourages the appointment o f another architect to work up the construction drawings. 

Some well-established architects such as Norman Foster and I.M. Pei have been able to beat the 

system. Armstrong Associates were not as successful, however, and the results show in the House o f 

Japanese Culture, where the placement o f lights and the alignment o f panels do not match up with the 

architect’s original intentions. Despite this, the original vision seems more or less to have survived.
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Today the Japanese Cultural Center appears like a high-tech apparition o f  glass and steel 

along the banks o f  the Seine River. At first glance, the curved elevation with its white steel frame 

glazed with a greenish semi-transparent glass, said to resemble Jade, gives off the image o f  the corpo

rate architecture that dominated the late 1980’s. The screen-like curved facade was a notable feature 

o f  Armstrong Associates winning scheme, but despite this the building looks neither Japanese nor 

particularly French. John Welch points out that, “the Maison du Japon is not so much about one 

country’s arts and traditions, as about how two countries communicate today.” (Welch, 44)

The square or open space located in front o f the Center, View o f the entrance to the Japanese Cultural Center,
created by the rounding o ff o f  the street, has been re- (24) 
named Place de Kyoto. (24)

The final form o f  the building closely follows modernist concepts o f  organizing space and 

dealing with context. Apart from the foundations, waterproofed against the Seine, and a diaphragm 

wall for the theater, the building is essentially a steel frame constructed on a grid. The perimeter o f the 

structure leaves the grid, curving to accommodate the comer site, and it is this point o f  departure that 

seems to generate the building’s character. Behind the curved steel % ade, clad in glass specifically 

bent to fit, the structure has been left fully exposed.
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The building has a net floor area o f 7500 sq. m, which is arranged on eleven stories, five o f  

which are below ground level. It is here that most o f  the building’s access routes, fire escapes, and 

other mechanical systems are located, including a parking lot on the fifth level. The architects were able 

to squeeze an extraordinary number o f  facilities into a small area, by coming up with solutions to 

problems imposed by the site. First the Architects placed the circulation to the north o f  the site, where 

the building can be highest, since the rights for light, belonging to the adjoining apartment building to the 

south, meant that almost half o f  the site could not rise above the first floor. Second the structure 

employed left a large rectangular, column free space on each floor above street level. It is these 

column-free spaces which absorb the greatest number o f  the House’s activities, while leftover space 

accommodates facilities such as offices and fire escapes.

One o f  the strongest elements in the design o f  the structure is found at the entrance to the 

building, where the architects have created a parvis, or a foyer open to the sky, that stretches up 

through the geometry o f  steel. The parvis’ orientation, located on the shorter facade, facing northeast, 

was not the easiest orientation for the architects to exploit. But they were successful from a technical 

and functional standpoint, in that the parvis allows the sun to shine through the curved glazed comers 

onto the pavement below. This space also serves as a crucial introduction to the building, providing a 

hint o f  all the elements within, which includes the glass elevators and different floor levels.

Ground-floor plan, showing entrance and lecture hall. (16) Basement plan showing theater area. (16)

The shape o f  the floor plans are generated by the rights o f  light at the rear o f the building.
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From a social standpoint the uncovered parvis has become a meeting point for people living 

and working in the area. It was in this space that most o f  the survey was conducted, since it offered the 

best vantage point from which to observe those entering and leaving the building. The House o f Japa

nese Culture also seemed to attract a much larger number o f  tourists than the Swedish Cultural Center 

or the House o f Latin America, since it is located close to the Eiffel tower and other tourist attractions. 

However, most o f the Japanese who participated in the survey were not tourists but lived or studied in 

the city.

The Center’s entrance and the street are 
seperated by the parvis-a foyer gener
ated by the structural grid meeting the 
street comer. (24)

The parvis has become a meeting place 
for people living and working in the area 
surrounding the Center. It was here that 
the survey was conducted. (24)

To many, Japanese culture, with a sense o f  narrative and time that is all its own, seems hard to 

penetrate. But since its opening the Center has been revealing the face o f  a contemporary Japanese 

culture, which contradicts many Western notions. Unlike other cultural centers, this center’s programs 

revolve around a series o f  “themed festivals” that include interrelated exhibits, theater, dance, music, 

and cinema, representing modem Japan. Transversality was the theme that greeted visitor on the day 

the survey was conducted. The festival seems to be an ongoing dialogue between East and West, an 

appropriate gesture for a cultural center that, according to architectural critic Charlotte Ellis, seeks to 

help “a European public gain a deeper understanding o f  Japanese Culture.” (Ellis, 14)
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Upon entering the cultural center through a revolving door, one walks into a large reception 

area, at the center o f  which stands a large circular information desk occupied by two French woman in 

crisp blue uniforms. In a comer at the end o f the large reception area, a table has been set up, scattered 

with flyers and information ranging from announcements for Japanese movie screenings, to various 

classes being offered at the House. N ot far from the table has been placed a TV monitor and three 

overstuffed red armchairs, at which sat two Japanese students looking over brochures. On the wall, 

were pinned announcements for activities being held at the House, as well as other information con

cerning the local Japanese community in Paris. To the left o f  the reception area is the gift shop, a long 

sliver o f  space closely hugging the curving glass fagade. Inside, the space was packed with shoppers 

looking over merchandise that included Japanese electronics, do-it-yourself-sushi-kits, and woodcut 

prints o f  tum-of-the-century Paris done by an unknown Japanese artist. Behind the cash register stood 

an elderly Japanese woman speaking to clients in fluent French. She explained that the store is always 

busy since many o f  the people who live or work in the area stop by the House just to shop.

LA PO R TE D E L ENTER
(JIGOKV-MON)

i n i n «  in.TEINOSUKE KINUGASA

A poster for a film screening at the Center. (23)

The ground floor also houses a large multi-purpose hall, which occupies a space o f double

storey height. It has retractable raked seating to serve an audience o f  150, and can also be cleared to 

give 130sq. m o f uninterrupted floor space that is used for a variety o f activities ranging from exhibits, 

to lectures and staff parties. At the time o f  the survey, the space was divided into two, serving as a 

venue for the weekly film screenings offered by the House during the evenings, while the other space 

housed a somewhat unexpected exhibition.
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In this glass encased space on the ground floor, an exhibit by Japanese photographer Hiromix 

had been mounted by a Franco-Japanese association named Asia Mix Culture. At twenty-one, Hiro mix’s 

work is evidence o f  Tokyo’s youth culture, and represents one o f  the many Japanese women making 

their mark in art, photography, film, and video. The main subject for most o f  the striking images seems 

to be herself, thus linking her work to the Tokyo craze for photomaton machines, where young girls 

queue up to take self-portraits. This exhibition illustrates how one particular culture adopts the prod

ucts o f  globalization and technology.

The Center stages a variety o f  activities which reflect traditional and contemporary Japanese culture. (23)

Also designed for flexibility is the second floor, 500sq. m exhibition area, which can be used 

either as a single space or subdivided with movable partitions. In this second-floor exhibit hall, posters 

by contemporary Japanese graphic designers, share the space with sixteenth century examples o f  

Raku pottery. In another room is an exhibit by the Japanese sculptor Takashi Naraha, who now lives 

in Sweden and Brittany, near the granite he uses in his work. Drawing from both Western and Eastern 

art traditions, his minimalist stone edifices, resembling pieces o f  architecture, mix primitivism with 

technology.

The building’s structure further unfolds itself to the visitor during the elevator ride to the third 

floor, which houses the Center’s library and administrative offices. Upon entering the spacious library, 

one immediately notices the building’s curving glass facade, which envelops the space in dramatic 

views o f  the Seine. Along this glass screen have been placed deep lounge chairs, at which various
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people were reading newspapers, contemplating the views in front o f  them, or dozing off. The library’s 

books and periodicals are digitally catalogued and are available to the public, in person as well as via 

the Internet. There is also visual equipment available to the library users. According to Mrs. Etsuko 

Morimura, the chief-librarian, most o f the library’s literature deals with subjects ranging from Japanese 

history to pop culture, as well as the influence o f  Western thought on Japanese culture. In the last two 

years the library has begun acquiring the works o f  contemporary Japanese authors, in both French and 

Japanese, who either live in the West or are influenced by it, as well as to the work o f  Western authors 

living in Japan. In contrast to the Insitute Tessin at the Swedish Cultural Center, the library did not hold 

readings or literary events. Mrs. Morimura explained that such programs were planned for the future, 

but that since the Center was still relatively young, more time was needed to organize such events.

One o f the Centers staff holds a children’s book reading in the Center’s library. (24)

Programmatically the building seems to deviate from Armstrong Associates’ original scheme.

The planned rooftop restaurant, for example, has not yet materialized and the main auditorium, around 

which the entrance level o f  the competition scheme revolved, has been relegated to the basement and 

is now wholly rectilinear. It has an audience capacity o f  up to 400, and is equipped with a computer

operated spirlift system offering over thirty different performance and seating configurations with vari

able angles o f  rake. The space is used for a variety o f events ranging from traditional Bunraku puppet 

shows to Japanese pop concerts.

Although the Center’s architecture may convey an institutional image at first, its structure seems 

to invoke a serene simplicity, a quality that is associated with the Japanese and Modernist tradition.
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Both architects who worked on the design o f  the project, Ken and Jennifer Armstrong, a 

husband and wife team, spoke about the influence o f  Japanese architecture on their work. Ken 

Armstrong for example recounted a childhood anecdote about how he picked “a certain book out o f 

the library over and over again, because it was filled with immaculate black and white photos o f  

Japanese houses.” (RIBA Journal, May ’97, Pg. 49) While Jennifer Armstrong puts such sentiments 

into context by suggesting that “late modem architecture always makes reference to light and simplic

ity, surely two qualities that happened to coincide with traditional Japanese architecture.”

The reality is that the Japanese Cultural Center is the hardware, while the people, activities, 

and exhibits are the software. The architectural language, the logic o f the structure, and the transpar

ency o f the building, are not egotistical architectural emulation’s overriding the brief, but provide a calm 

vessel in which action can take place. Welch makes the point that the design o f  the building is appro

priate by suggesting that, “if the future is global, then a building with blatant national characteristics, 

whether French or Japanese, would be entirely worthless.” (Welch, 45)

View o f Center’s curved facade, which looks out onto the Seine River. (7)
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Centre George Pompidou:

Established: 1979, renovation 1997-2000

Administration: French Ministry of Culture

Construction: New structure

Building Type: Large cultural complex

Original Project Architects: Renzo Piano & Richard Rogers

Renovation Architects: Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Jean-Francois

Bodin, & Jakob & MacFarlane 

Net Floor Area: 37,500-sq. m 

Main Construction Materials: Steel and glass

The Pompidou Center’s ilium inated facade, lined with one thousand drummers, on the night o f December 31 st 2000. (24)

On December 31*, 2000, only a few minutes before midnight, thousands packed the sloping 

piazza Beaubourg and the tiny streets surrounding it, huddling together against the cold winter air. O f 

the many people coming from all over the world to spend New Year’s Eve in Paris, one would have 

expected them to have gone straight for the Eiffel Tower. Instead, they came to celebrate what was 

considered to be the true beginning o f the third millenium in this famous piazza. As the clock slowly 

inched towards a new century, the chill air was made bearable by the spectacular scene unfolding 

before them.

The recently reopened Centre Pompidou stood before the crowd, shimmering like a multifac

eted jewel against the black Parisian sky. Its gleaming facade gradually morphing from reds to blues,



and white, as it cast its light onto the throngs below. Perched along the terraces o f  the Center’s six- 

story facade were one thousand drummers from various European nations, brought in to beat the 

countdown to midnight in unison. Dressed to resemble space-age medieval jesters, the drummers 

ranged in age from seven to seventy seven and represented some twenty-five cities across Europe. At 

the same time, suspended in the air, like whimsical Calder mobiles, were three French violinists, a 

Japanese cellist, an Austrian soprano, and several acrobats and trapeze artists. In the piazza itself a 

sculptural human clock had been erected, from which hung eight performers chiming in the New Year 

on large brass bells. The celebration reached its climax as the drummers descended from their perches 

along the Centre Pompidou into the piazza, to join the dancing crowds, creating what organizers 

hoped would become the first global-carnival o f the twenty-first century.

View o f the mobile, from which were suspended a The Human Clock, from which hung eight performers
violinist, a cellist, a soprano, & several acrobats. ch im ing in the N ew  Year on large brass bells. (24)
(24)

Arguably one o f  the first grands projets, the Center George Pompidou has long been admired 

and vilified for the way the building has been turned inside out, igniting considerable controversy over 

its assertive industrial style, whose bold exoskeleton contrasts strongly with the older surrounding 

buildings. Furthermore, to avoid the intimidating image o f  an institutional organization, the architects 

opted to give the building a maverick persona. It has been described at various times as a “futuristic 

ship moored in the heart o f  Paris,” (Philippe Bidaine, Edition Scala, 2000), or even affectionately 

known by many as the “gas works.”
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Lying between the former Halles Market and the aristocratic Marais quarter, the Beaubourg 

district was an area once known more for its high crime rate, slums and brothels, before the city 

decided to redevelop it in 1967. Until 1969 the site on which the Pompidou stands today had been 

used as a  car park, in what was once one o fthe largest remaining open spaces in the heart o f  historic 

Paris, not far from the Hotel de Ville. It was during that same year that George Pompidou, at the time 

the President o f  the French Republic, decided to build a cultural center on the entire site. His visionary 

proposal could be considered the birth ofthe modem cultural center. This vision was best summarized 

in an address he made to the French press, shortly after announcing his intentions for the site:

“It is my passionate desire that Paris have a cultural center, which is both a museum and a 

creative center, where the plastic arts can flourish alongside music, the cinema, books, audio-visual 

research, etc. The museum can only be devoted to modem art, as we already have the Louvre. The 

creative activities would of course be modem and in constant development. The library would attract 

thousands of readers who would therefore be brought into contact with the arts.”

Shortly after this announcement was made, an advisory committee was set up to study and 

refine the concept, and to prepare for an international architecture competition. So exciting and 

innovative was the idea that 681 projects were received from all over the world. The specifications for 

the competition had been clearly defined as a complex o f  integrated cultural facilities devoted to the 

contemporary expressions ofall artistic and cultural disciplines. On July 15,1971, an international jury 

chaired by the engineer JeanProuve, as well as other important figures from the worlds o f  art and 

architecture, selected the project entered by three young architects, Richard Rogers, Renzo Piano, 

and Gianfranco Franchini, assisted by the Dutch engineering firm o f  Ove Amp Partnership. It seemed 

somewhat apt that a cultural center, which has become almost international in stature and included in 

this thesis as an example o f  a trans-cultural space, should have been designed and engineered by such 

a  diverse group o f architects.

The Jury’s decision was based on a number o f  criteria, which included the extent to which the 

proposed building fulfilled the stated aims ofthe Center: how it fit into the district, the way the various



activities were integrated into a single structure, flexibility o f  use, access and traffic flow, and facilities 

for receiving and directing visitors. Piano and R oger’s project seemed to satisfy all these require

ments; flexibility o f  use being ensured by the creation o f  vast uncluttered spaces and semi-independent 

facilities which could be modified according to need and adapted over time.

Following the competition, the construction o f  the project lasted five years from 1972 to 

1977, with the main steel structure being erected in six months. During this period, the highly unusual 

construction site evolved in full view o f the general public, who could follow the development o f  the 

Center’s construction and learn about the technological innovations involved, by taking a guided tour 

o f the construction site organized by architecture students. In February 1979, the George Pompidou 

National Arts and Cultural Center was inaugurated by President Giscard d’Estaing and at last opened 

its doors to the public.

View of the Pompidou’s main facade & the cat
erpillar escalator moving across its front. (9)

Far from imitating the surrounding buildings, the idea was to erect a contemporary, high-tech 

building. Piano and Rogers’ scheme involved the creation o f  a facade that reflected the activities taking 

place within the structure, as well as turning half the site into an open space reflecting the life o f the 

surrounding area. The Center generated furious controversy during its construction and some years 

later, but like the Eiffel Tower, which precipitated a critical storm o f its own, the Center has developed 

into a famous and loved landmark over the years.
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The back o f  the Center is pressed up against the noisy Rue du Renard, while over half the site 

was left as a pedestrian piazza buffered from traffic. By creating this vast piazza in front o f  the building, 

the architects wanted to remove any barrier between the Center and the surrounding area. It is under

neath the piazza that the Center’s parking lots, as well as bus and car arrival areas are located. Fur

thermore, as a result ofthe pedestrianization o f  many streets and squares in the area, the creation o f the 

Horloge district to the north, the new Halles district to the west, and the restoration o f  the Marais 

district to the east, the Center has become part o f  a large urban complex where people are encouraged 

to discover the city by foot. In addition, the intention to create a cultural center not just for tourists but 

for the people o f  the neighborhood, has resulted in a dynamic meeting place where activities overlap in 

flexible well-serviced spaces, open and accessible, inside and out. Rogers reflected this idea early on 

during the construction o f the project:

“It is my belief that exciting things happen when a variety of overlapping activities designed for 

all people-the old and the young, the blue and white collar, the local inhabitant and the visitor, different 

activities from different occasions-meet in a flexible environment, opening up possibilities of interaction 

outside the confines of institutional limits. When this takes place, deprived areas welcome dynamic 

places for those who live, work, and visit; places where all can participate, rather than less or more 

beautiful ghettos.” (Cole, Pg. 11)
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In addition to its innovative program. Piano and Roger’s building was also unique on account 

o f  its previously untried construction system and its use o f  materials, which at the time were considered 

the latest in steel technology. The structure was a perfect marriage o f  Gothic and high-tech, where the 

construction o f  the Center could be likened to that o f  a Gothic cathedral in terms o f  scale and crafts

manship. Steel structures are usually made from off-the-peg standard sections, but in the case o f  the 

Centre Pompidou, new structural elements were invented and specifically fabricated for the structure. 

An example o f  this is the massive cast-steel gerberette, a cantilevered beam solution invented to 

extend the floor plates. Each gerberette was smoothed after casting under the sweeping actions o f a 

hand grinder, the textures o f  its carved movements still visible along their surfaces. Further more the 

joints between the beam and gerberette, and gerberette and column, were not welded together but 

pinned by a team o f construction workers. The clear and simple detailing o f each junction is the result 

o f  solving one problem at a time, the kind o f  site-specific design rarely seen in contemporary practice 

today, but much more prevalent during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The Gerberettes also 

hold in place the interior beams which are fifty meters long and weigh up to seventy tons. This weight 

is balanced by the steel tie rods anchored into the same concrete block as the supports for the pillars. 

This way the load bearing structure is relegated to the outer edges. Thus the structure and detailing o f 

this building have contributed to its character, and will be discussed later on in the chapter in relation to 

its recent renovation.

The Pompidou’s design required new in- View o f the Gerberettes, designed for the
n ovation s in steel construction . (22 ) Pompidou, to extend the floor plates and

hold in place the interior beams. (22)
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By pushing the main services, lifts, escalators, water, waste pipes, etc. to the outside o f  the 

building, the architects succeeded in freeing the interior space and making the life within the spaces 

immediately visible to those outside. For example attached to the outside o f  the east face, where they 

form a kind o f  cladding, are the service ducts which have been painted in four difierent colors accord

ing to their use: blue for ventilation shafts, green for water and waste pipes, yellow for electrical wiring, 

and red for stairways and escalators. This multicolored rack o f  services seems to echo the verticality o f 

the facades opposite the Center, though it reaches twice their height. While on the western fagade, 

meanwhile, visitors can reach the upper floors by the escalator, which snakes up the front o f the 

building like a transparent caterpillar.

Exterior v iew  o f  the caterp illar escalator w hich  snakes up the length o f  the W estern facade. (22)

The interior structure consists o f  five vast tray-like floors, each 7500m sq., uncluttered by 

intermediate walls or supports. Inside the building, services can be run through both the floor and 

ceiling, while rooms and exhibition areas are delineated by moveable partitions. Though very modem 

in style the building also contains many features which echo the gothic: a concern for light and airiness, 

a sense o f  space and volume, the reduction o f  load bearing surfaces, and large areas in which people 

can circulate and gather.

Once the building was complete, all that remained was to make it a suitable venue for exhibi

tions, concerts, and debates that would embody the heritage o f  the twentieth century. Early on, the
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Center defined itself as a place where the different forms o f  creative activity could be brought together 

to  explain and illustrate one another. This reflects a  great deal o f  cross-fertilization that took place 

between the visual arts, music, and even technology during the later part o f  the twentieth century. Thus 

the role o f  the Center is to  bring out these interconnections and encourage today’s creative artists to 

experiment in the same way.

The Centre Pompidou is a  public institution with a cultural purpose, operating under the Min

istry o f  Culture, and consists o f  two departments and one associated bodies. The first o f  the tw o 

departments is the Musee National de L’Art Modeme, the only institution already in existence before 

the foundation o f  the Center. The Museum is the repository o f  collections ofm odem  and contempo

rary art acquired by or bequeathed to the State. Housing one o f  the world’s largest collections with 

more than forty thousand works, the M useum provides insights into the many art forms practiced 

during the twentieth century. By bringing together a collection ofpaintings, drawings, installations, 

sculpture, video art, films, made by artists, architects, and industrial designers, the museum hopes to 

give the public a  fuller understanding o f  the creativity ofthe period.

But despite this extensive repository, the museum is not large enough to display all o f  its 

collection, so works are exhibited in rotation according to interests, and are loaned out for longer or 

shorter periods to  regional museums. The museum also maintains an archive with a wide range o f  

material on twentieth century art, architecture and design, which can be used by researchers and 

students alike. In addition the Museumhelps organize displays o f  rare documents, and carries out the 

documentary research required for each exhibition.

The second department is that o f  Cultural Development* which is responsible for organizing 

the Center’s debates and meetings, and performing arts events, which include theater, dance and film 

screenings. Many ofthe exhibitions and talks It organizes reflect the process o f cultural, anthropologi

cal and sociological change in contemporary society. In  addition to the regular film cycles and dance 

events, the Center stages reviews and debates at which well-known writers, philosophers, artists, and 

scientists from France and abroad are invited to give their views on contemporary issues.



Another associated institution which plays a large part in the life o f  the Center is the Public 

Information Library (BPI), which can accommodate 2000 readers, who enjoy free access to the 

library’s materials. Housing more than 500,000 books, visuals and films, it is one ofthe largest sources 

o f  self-service documentation available anywhere in the world. Readers can consult books, newspa

pers and magazines (up to  400,000 periodicals), view audiovisual material, and use computers and 

multi-media workstations to surf the net, In addition they can listen to music and study in the language 

laboratoiy. The library, which is used by 10,000 people every day, o f  all ages and social backgrounds, 

also contributes to the life o f  the Center by organizing exhibitions, debates and film festivals.

In the first year it opened the Center staged a series o f  events that demonstrated the diversity 

o f  its social and cultural agenda. Some o f  these events included a retrospective on the literary and 

artistic relationship between Paris and N ew  York, theater performances o f  Eugene Ionesco’s work, 

and lectures and readings by Octavio Paz and William S. Burroughs. Moreover, since its opening 

there has been no decline in its original agenda or the enthusiasm o f  the public. For the last twenty years 

the Center has put on many seminal exhibits, with collective themes such as Paris-Berlin, Paris-Mos- 

cow, Paris-Istanbul, Masculine/Feminine, and the Art o f  Engineering; all ofwhich tend to draw on a 

whole complex o f  visual, literary, theatrical, philosophical, and even musical components in developing 

their theme.

Thus the Pompidou Center was an immense success from the day it opened. During its first 

week, each day more than35,000people flocked to see the new building and its innovative exhibition 

program. Since then, the Center has attracted over seven million visitors a year, welcoming, informing 

and entertaining devotees and discoverers o f modem contemporary art and culture, as well as all those 

who use the library. What is even more remarkable is the Center’s revitalization o f  a once dead and 

stagnating district, into what has become one o f the most visited monuments in France.

By the early 1990’s the building had become a victim o f  its own success, as rust and peeling 

paint on its exterior became apparent. M ore than 145 million visitors had passed through its doors 

since it opened in 1977, an average o f23,000 a day, so that after twenty years it was badly in need o f



renovation In addition, a lack o f  exhibition space and a need to bring the building up to current health 

and safety standards, without changing the way it was run and administered, prompted the Center to 

close its doors in November o f 1997 to undergo renovation. A generous budget was allocated by the 

State to implement the necessary improvements, and to provide the institution with more space to 

house and display its growing collections and performing arts activities.

The twenty-seven month refurbishment was carried out by a trio o f  architects: The Renzo 

Piano Building Workshop (which has had an ongoing relationship with the Pompidou, designing the 

IRC AM music center, and the Brancusi Studio), French architect Jean-Francois Bodin, and the young 

French/New Zealander duo Dominique Jakob and Brendan McFarlane. Although not considered a 

monument histohque, the French equivalent o f  a listed building, restrictions still limited what the 

architects could do to the building.

The Pompidou Center, as it appeared to pedestrians, during its renovation. (24)

The first step in the renovation process involved the relocation o f the administrative services to 

nearby premises, while the interior o f  the building was redesigned and the functions redistributed, thus 

gaining almost 8,000m sq. o f  additional space, 4,500 m sq. o f  which were for the museum. New 

facilities were created for the performing arts, while special care was lavished on the reception area 

and services, bookshop, design store, and restaurant, making them larger, more user friendly, and 

visually attractive.
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Piano was commissioned to renovate the forum or ground floor atrium area, where he had two 

bays re-engineered to create two mezzanine floors, and new stairways and lifts installed to link the 

three levels. Piano also retained responsibility for the renovation o f the roof terraces and sorting out 

the maze o f  auditoriums and remodeling related performance spaces in the basement. In renovating the 

basement space, he reconfigured four rooms set aside for live performances, including theater, dance 

and music, as well as a cinema and debating chamber. In doing so, he tried to respect the vocabulary 

o f  the original building throughout the renovation process.

Renzo Piano was responsible for reorganizing the entrance area. From here, visitors can access 
the two new mezzanine levels, which house a shop and cafe also designed by Piano. (12)

In contrast to Piano, architect Jean-Francois Bodin has been less respectful o f  the building’s 

original interior. He was commissioned to do the complete internal reorganization o f  the Public Infor

mation Library, the National Museum o f  M odem Art, and the top floor exhibition space. In re-orga

nizing the Public information Library, he has separated it fromthe rest o f the Center introducing internal 

elevators and escalators. The library was also given a new entrance and the interior reorganized to 

improve traffic flow. The electrical circuits, air-conditioning, fire prevention systems and heating instal

lations were also renewed. On visiting the space, the interior refurbishment o f  the library, with its 

corporate gray furnishings, seem to lack much o f the libraiy’s original egalitarian and youthful charac

ter. Some o f the newer additions to the library include a press section containing one hundred fifty daily 

newspapers, two hundred fifty regional magazines, and sixteen ‘"televisions-of-the-world” viewing 

stations. There is also an area to send out faxes, make long distance phone calls, and send e-mails.
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The entrance to the Public Information Library. (24)

View o f  the library’s reception desk and main circulation area. (24)

The new internal escalator which separates the library’s second floor from 
the rest o f  the a ctiv itie s  found w ith in  the Pom pidou Center. (2 4 ) 113



As visitors enter the library, they are greeted by an illuminated panel displaying 
th e d ifferen t fu n ctio n s  found w ith in  th e library. (2 4 )

View o f the computer terminals used for surfing the web and collecting information found within the library. (24)
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The library’s lounge area, where people can read newspapers and magazine. (24)

As one o f  the largest sources o f se lf service documentation available in the 
world, the library houses more than 500,000 books, visuals and films. (24)
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Rogers seemed somewhat dismayed by both Bodin’s reworking o f  the library and his reorga

nization ofthe Musee National d ’Art Modeme, which now occupies the entire fourth and fifth floors, 

with an internal link between the two. Despite Rogers’ criticisms, Bodin’s new layout for the museum, 

which divides the formerly open plan into a sequence o f  intimate rooms and open corridors, provides 

refreshing new ways to display the collection. Bodin’s design seems to have preserved the youthfiil, 

egalitarian spirit o f the original spaces. Unlike many other museum spaces in Paris, the rules o f conduct 

seem to be less rigid here, where children are occasionally seen running from one partition to the other. 

Visitors are also generally encouraged to discover exhibits at their own leisurely pace, while watching 

occasional views o f  the Paris skyline unfold before them, through carefully designed openings in parti

tion walls.

Architect Jean-Francois Bodin took the m useum ’s formerly open plan and 
d iv id ed  it in to  a ser ie s  o f  in tim a te  room s and open corridors. (2 4 )

Where old and new seem to work together best is in the top floor restaurant, a challenge for 

the two young architects, Dominique Jakob and Brendan MacFarlane, whose first big commission 

was to be inserted within Roger’s and Piano’s manifesto for modem architecture. The Paris-based 

architects, both in their 30’s, won an invited 1997 competition to revamp the Center’s sixth floor 

cafeteria, for which the Center’s president, Jean-Jacque Aillagon wanted an entirely new architecture. 

It is interesting to note that the design team picked for this project reflects in many ways the global face 

o f  architectural practice today. French-bom Jakob did most o f  her studies in Paris and London, as 

well as traveling extensively through Asia, while New Zealand-born MacFarlane received his Bachelor’s 

in Architecture at California’s Sci-Arc and his M aster’s in Architecture at the University o f  Harvard.



The centerpiece o f  the building is the Musee National d’Art Modeme, which 
now has more than 30% more room for its collection o f 20th century works. (12)

View o f  a renovated gallery space. (9)
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Composed o f  four free standing shells that rise up like molten bubbles from a 
brushed aluminum floor, Georges is the most striking addition to the Center. (4)

During an interview for Architectural Record magazine MacFarlane admitted tha t,4‘when we 

first visited the site we were completely scared. We had two reactions, to search for something we 

could work with, or freak out and not do the project.” (Downey, 128) His initial response is easy to 

understand considering that the Pompidou is one o f  the best known structures o f  the twentieth century. 

Since starting their practice in 1992, Jakob and MacFarlane have concentrated on generating project- 

specific solutions, rather than developing a signature style. They describe their methodology as “para

chuting in” and looking for something to appropriate. In the case o f the Pompidou Center they focused 

on the floor grid, whose squares measure thirty-one inches on each side. In fact the floor was virtually 

the only boundary o f the 8,1 OOsq foot space that the architects were permitted to modify. Off-limits 

was the ceiling, boldly overlaid with the Pompidou’s trademark red, green, and blue HVAC ducts, as 

well as two elevations o f  floor to ceiling glass and two solid walls. So the floor became the only area 

open to intervention.

The result is George, a dramatic 8,200 sq. ft restaurant, composed o f  a series o f  undulating 

aluminum-clad pods, which rise up from the brushed aluminum floor. The four shells range in length 

from twenty-six to sixty-eight feet and each is lined in a different colored rubber representing a specific 

activity: lime green for the coat check area, gray for the kitchen, red for the VIP lounge, and yellow for 

the restaurant’s bar. The aluminum shells, a material chosen for its lightness and neutrality, were brushed
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with a hand held machine to enhance the texture and play with light. Tables seating up to one hundred 

people are placed along the unobstructed glazed perimeter o f  the space, in order to take advantage o f 

the dramatic views. On the terrace, seating for more than one 150 people share the space with a 

reflecting pool, also designed by Jakob and MacFarlane, and used to bufler diners from the museum’s 

glass corridors. In addition the architects designed the minimalist, clean lined furniture, including glass- 

topped tables and square injection-molded polyurethane chairs, whose forms provide a deliberate 

contrast to the lava-like aluminum volumes.

The introduction o f  these bulbous forms within the Pompidou’s rigid grid presents a striking 

juxtaposition, both visually and ideologically. Piano and Roger’s work, with its prefabricated parts 

and a celebration o f  the building’s guts on its exterior, in many ways embodied their generation’s view 

o f the future o f  modem architecture. The Pompidou Center, conceived in the spirit o f Archigram, most 

notably Cedric Price’s Fun Palace, could be seen as an egalitarian structure reflecting the social fer

ment o f  the 1960’s from which it was bom. Whereas Jakob and MacFarlane’s addition seems to 

embody today’s concept o f  modem architecture through its use o f cutting-edge building-shell designs 

that often bear no visible traces o f  ductwork. Although they do not profess an allegiance to any 

“Gehryesque” school o f  design, their contribution seems to have been to exploit the computer’s ca

pacity to present both the skin and structure simultaneously, as one smooth entity.

Without the use o f  3-D computer modeling it is highly unlikely that these deformed shapes 

could have been conceived, much less built within budget and on schedule. The technology not only 

allowed for the instantaneous visualization o f  the forms, but also influenced the design development. 

For example, even though the shells contain within their skin networks o f  electrical wiring and

The deformed shapes required a com plex computer analysis in order 
to be b u ilt, and w ere con stru cted  by a sh ip  builder. (1 3 )
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plumbing, they appear remarkably thin, especially at openings where aluminum and rubber meet at 

almost knife-edge precision. The engineers for the project conducted computer analysis, which en

abled the architects to reduce these edges to nearly two dimensions.

Other similarities can be drawn between the original Pompidou and Jakob and MacFarlane’s 

new addition, when considering the care and craftsmanship involved in their construction. The shells 

were constructed on France’s north Atlantic coast at MAG, a fabricator o f  boats who produced 

several o f  the America’s Cup entries. Combining advanced technologies with artisinal craft, the fabri

cators cut the aluminum skeleton by computer directed water jets, but actually cut the skin panels by 

hand. They then hammered and soldered the forms following generations-old techniques for fine 

tuning metal hulls. The four shells were then assembled in sections at the site, since the Pompidou’s 

freight elevator limited the maximum dimensions to 13x9 feet. Once they had been reassembled the 

shells were then lined with the colored rubber sheets. This process o f  construction is very similar to 

that o f the original Pompidou, which at the time, combined the latest technologies in steel fabrication, 

with the craftsmanship o f  hand finishes.

View o f the restaurant’s VIP lounge. (4)

Thus Jacob and MacFarlane created a whole new look without touching the fabric o f the 

building, and captured much o f  the youth and playfulness associated with the original structure. Con

ceived as a “hip restaurant/cafe” that would stay open long after the museums 10p.m. closing time, the 

restaurant has proved to be very successful since its opening. Throughout the day and night a discreet 

elevator takes diners directly from the outdoor entry plaza, up one floor to the base o f  the caterpillar 

escalator, which completely circumvents the entry atrium and the museum’s ticket booth. To ensure 

that guests do not encounter any “distractions” along the way to the restaurant, turnstiles have been 

placed at each o f  the main galleries, to deter guests from getting a free look at the art.
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A striking view o f  the restaurant taken during the evening, 
shows the contrast between the old and new forms. (4)

At Georges’ entrance an existing rectilinear portal contrasts with the new forms. (24)
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Throughout th is in terior landscape, vo lu m es and op en ings  
fram e v iew s , here creatin g  a v iv id  contrast o f  co lors. (4 )

The square clean-edged furniture, designed by Jacob and MacFarlane, 
plays against the fluid forms clad in alum inum ; a m aterial 
chosen for its ligh tn ess, neutrality, and fire resistance. (24)



A huge truncated projection from the central shell 
juts out like a chimney into the main dining area. (24)

Each shell is lined in a different colored rubber that signifies its 
function, such as the VIP lounge which is lined in red rubber. (4)
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On January 5 ,2000, a staggering eighty thousand people poured in to see the Pompidou 

Center emerge from its twenty-eight month makeover looking remarkably sleek. The results were 

apparent to every one: the exterior structure was repainted and gleaming white, the color coding on the 

exposed ductwork had been refreshed, and much o f  the elevation glazing had been replaced. During 

the opening ceremony the Center’s president called it, “A new center for a new generation. As the 

twenty-first century dawns, it is essential that the Pompidou Center affirms yet again its commitment to 

the modem world.” (O’Connor, 21)

What is ironic about this situation is that the Pompidou should still generate controversy on its 

reopening, after having been established as a twentieth century icon and become an accepted institu

tion in the city. For although much o f  the exterior envelope had been preserved, just as when the 

building first opened to a shocked public more than two decades ago, what did not get preserved is the 

way the building is being used. Although the alterations will keep most o f the museum democratically 

available to a wide range o f  users, one change seems to symbolize the cruel march o f  capitalism. The 

formerly free six-story ride on the building’s glass escalator will now carry a fee. Under huge contro

versy, the president o f  the Pompidou has lowered the entry fee but introduced charges for the use o f

A view into the piazza, taken from one o f  the escalators. (22)
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the escalators. In the past many tourists eschewed visiting the museum, but rode the escalator to the 

building’s summit just for the fantastic views. This decision to introduce charges has infuriated many, 

including the architects Rogers and Piano, who felt it was undemocratic, and went against the whole 

ethos o f  the building, although dedicated to a conservative prime minister, so vividly captured the 

populist spirit o f late 1960’s Paris. Rogers argues that, “one o f  the great innovations about the building 

was that everyone went up the facade, it became an extension o f  the piazza. Charging destroys the 

whole concept o f  the public domain.” (Tygo, 13) Furthermore, Rogers was so dismayed that he even 

wrote to the French newspaper Le Monde, expressing his great sadness at the way the remodeling o f 

the Center was handled, describing the whole thing as tragic, and saying that, “the idea o f the building 

as a building for the people has been totally destroyed for financial reasons.” (Tygo, 14)

On the day the survey was conducted at the Center, the building stood like a found object in 

and above the six-story stone landscape o f the eighteenth century quarter. The refurbished exterior is 

an astonishing site and a reminder o f just how radical the building is even by today’s standards. In many 

ways this refurbishment could be seen as the grand test to determine whether the original intentions o f

the building could be met.

The piazza in front o f  the Pompidou Center often takes on the character o f  a medieval fair, where 
throngs o f people from around the world gather around musicians and other performers. (24)

At least a dozen languages could be heard as people walked or sat along the inclined horizon

tal plane that is the piazza. While performing amongst the crowds were fire-eaters, jugglers, musicians, 

caricaturists, and mimes from all over Europe, Africa and Asia. All this activity served to plunge 

visitors into an atmosphere reminiscent o f  a medieval fair. Even during the period o f  renovation the 

piazza in front o f the building remained a very animated area. The area is also especially lively at night.



offering visitors plenty o f  outdoor performances, bars and restaurants. According to architectural critic 

Barbara Ann Campbell, many people just come to the area to see the show that goes on, non-stop, in 

front o f  the Pompidou. She went on to add that, “the public has taken the spectacle o f  the building 

beyond that ofmonumental inanimate object to one o f live performance: a permanent image o f change.” 

(Campbell, Pg. 6)

The first change one notices upon approaching the Pompidou Center from the piazza is that 

the main entrance has been remodeled and covered with an awning. In keeping with current security 

measures practiced in France, all public access is channeled through a battery o f security controls at 

the main entrance. As each visitor passes through a  highly sensitive metal detector, their bags are 

checked by a group o f  security guards. This unfortunately has become a mandatory security measure 

found in allmajor public institutions around the world. In addition, opening hoursare longer and tariffs 

cheaper than before. Free admission still applies to  the Public Information Library, and on the first 

Sunday o f every month the entire Center is open to the public free o f  charge.

Inside, the sweeping changes made in the interior atrium space are not instantly apparent, 

except to the frequent visitor. Despite this change, the space seems no less active than the piazza 

outside, where it is being used as both a gathering area and informal exhibit space, populated by an 

odd assortment o f  art installations. Suspended in the hall above visitors’ heads is a  huge portrait o f  

George Pompidou done by Vasarely in 1976, that resembles a microchip. Also hanging from the 

ceilings are new  signs and banners created by French type designer Pierre di Sciullo, where he has 

designed typefaces in which the form o f  the letters reflect differences inpronunciation. This new signage, 

a  marked improvement from what was previously there, serves to clearly direct visitors to the new 

activities created by the renovations.

One side o f  the newly constructed mezzanine in the atrium space contains a new cafe designed 

by Renzo Piano, from which people seated at its sleek aluminum chairs and tables, can observe the 

activities inboth the atrium and the piazza below. The other side o f  the mezzanine is occupied by a new 

exhibit/design shop area, which seems to hint at the new image that the Pompidou hopes to project in



the twenty-first century. In this long rectangular gallery, visitors are asked to appreciate the aesthetic 

aspects o f  forms we usually consider to be primarily functional. Gregoire Simon, an industrial engineer 

and a curator at the Pompidou, has produced an ongoing exhibit o f the best new products to illustrate 

the state o f  contemporary industrial design. Every three months Simon invites a jury o f  industrial 

designers, engineers, architects, and fashion designers to select new or soon to be released products 

that best display innovation in both materials and concept.

E xh ib its freq u en tly  take p lace  in the m ain  atrium  sp ace, w h ich  has 
becom e a m eeting place for people liv ing and working in the area. (24)

Simon hopes that by showcasing industrial designs in an exhibit setting, as soon as they come 

onto the market (rather than waiting for them to acquire the status o f  a classic), visitors will gain 

appreciation for the work o f  contemporary designers, and see that much more goes into the making o f 

something “new” than a production date. Thus visitors are encouraged to touch many o f the objects, as 

Simon explains, “you can not appreciate a chair simply by looking at it.” Simon’s initial concept has 

become a success with visitors to the Center, who pack around the counter spaces examining various 

items from paper clips to hot water bottles, that can also be purchased. Despite its commercial nature, 

this exhibit seems to hold true to the original idea behind the Center, which was to bring culture to the 

man o f the street.
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Directly beneath the design shop is a new educational space enclosed by glass on the ground 

floor, which includes a children’s gallery, studios, a group meeting area and a resource center.



Opposite this space, on the other side o f  the atrium, is the entrance to the newly refurbished book

store, which has been enlarged. Unlike the smaller bookstores or gift shops found in many museums, 

the Pompidou store has a different agenda in mind. Although the bookstore’s marketing targets the 

tourist with a its wide selection o f  cards and posters, its goal is to become the leading book store in the 

City specializing in materials related to art, architecture and design. Equipped with a knowledgeable 

staff, the store has already become popular with academics and students alike.

View o f main entrance lobby with new signage. (24) View o f mezzanine area with the cafe designed by
Piano on top, the book store is located below it. (24)

The ambitious renovation o f  the Center Pompidou also gave its administrative body a chance 

to rethink their relationship with the corporate world. In many ways similar to the House o f Japanese 

Culture, they now feel that it is essential for cultural institutions to seek financial assistance and support 

from the private sector. For this purpose an association was created to attract potential companies to 

the Center. The approach was already used to find funding for the renovation o f  various spaces, 

including the museum, library, and terraces. But the Center has gone one step further by allowing 

corporations and companies to sponsor various exhibits. In a somewhat ironic twist, in the twenty-first 

century corporations seem to have become the new patrons o f  the arts. Already the association
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boasts an impressive list o f  well-known international figures in both the business and art worlds. "With 

such an elite group o f  individuals having a stake in the Center’s future and funding many o f  its activities, 

one begins to question whether this goes against the egalitarian ideas on which the Center was founded.

The programs planned by the Center for the years ahead will include multi-disciplinary exhibits 

focusing on society, contemporary creativity, festivals, solo exhibitions o f  great artistes and architects, 

movements, and graphic arts. There will also be regular showings o f  new acquisitions, events for 

younger visitors, and displays o f  contemporary architecture, design, fashion, and graphics. Such 

programs have a  dual purpose: to continue the analysis oftwentieth centmy art through the work o f its 

most influential artists and to take that analysis a  stage further, by studying the social developments o f  

the period. In addition, the Center aims to examine and anticipate contemporaiy creativity by giving a 

free hand to artists, musicians and groups presenting new research (for example in the fields o f  archi

tecture and design). By organizing all these activities the Center hopes to illustrate to the general public 

the process behind creative contemporary thinking, found in many artistic, social, cultural and techno

logical fields.

"With such a wide variety o f  activities under one roof, the Pompidou Center has come to 

epitomize the large cultural complex, where people go for a variety ofreasons. N ot all are tourists, and 

not all are necessarily looking to be entertained or to visit an exhibit. Some come for academic reasons 

to do research in the library, others come for purely commercial reasons to buy a specific book at the 

store, or find out about what is happening in a particular part o f  the world at the library’s media center. 

Inevitably at some point these same people o f diverse backgrounds will cross paths, whether it be for 

a split second or a prolonged period o f  time. It is these kinds o f overlapping activities and dynamic 

encounters, which can define trans-cultural spaces.
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View o f the piazza Beabourg. (24)

View o f the Pompidou Center as one approaches it from the Rue Saint-Merri. (24)



Institut du Monde Arab:

Established: 1987

Administration: French Ministry of Culture & Association of twenty Arab nations 

Construction: New structure 

Building Type: Large cultural complex

Project Architects: Jean Nouvel, Gilbert Lezenes, Pierre Soria, & Architecture Studio 

Net Floor Area: 26,900sq. m

Main Construction Materials: Aluminum, concrete and glass

Walking along the left bank o f  the Seine, with Notre Dame in the distance, the last thing one 

would expect to hear are the ululating shrills ofBedouin woman. But that was exactly the sound that 

greeted visitors on the day the survey was being conducted at the Arab World Institute (IMA). Large 

crowds milled about the piazza facing the Institute, whose western facade had been draped in a large 

black banner, onto which had been printed a detail o f  a heavily embroidered sleeve, and the words 

Morocco: the Magic o f  Place. Meanwhile in the piazza a large rectangular black tent had been 

erected, that echoed the modernist lines o f  the building facing it. Darting along its surface had been 

woven an abstract composition o f sharp white lines that vaguely hinted at some distant Arabian origin.

The ululating shrills intensified, as one followed the crowd in the direction o f  the tent, whose 

entry was a simple black void, adding further mystery to what lay beyond. Upon entering visitors found 

themselves in a lon£ black rectangular corridor, on both sides o f  which had been set up “crowds” o f  

black mannequins o f  various heights and sizes. Shrouded from head to toe in black blanket-like veils, 

the mannequins watched over the visitors as they walked through the corridor, reversing somewhat 

unexpectedly the roles o f  the exhibit and the observer. One would occasionally glimpse through the 

black crowd a  minimalist silver ring on a fiberglass finger, o r a  veil slightly parted to  reveal a  leather 

belt, with a buckle resembling a found object from a nuclear power plant.
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The piped-in ululating sounds immediately stopped as visitors stepped through the dark swinging 

doors, into what could best be described as a twenty-first century bazaar. In here the noise quickly 

shifted to  the sound o f  stringed instruments and people talking in different languages, as they walked 

around booths and pedestals displaying streamlined chairs, sculptural ceramics, and intriguing lighting 

fixtures, all modem and familiar pieces, yet exotic at the same time. The exhibit/bazaar was meant to 

showcase the w ork o f  young Arab industrial designers working in the Near East and all over the 

world. The show dealt with the art o f  living, a  theme that reflected the main exhibit taking place within 

the building, as well as demonstrating the approach that the Institute has been taking in the last few 

years to engage visitors in the various aspects o f  traditional and contemporary Arab culture.

The Arab World Institute has been known for staging frequent exhibits which go against many 

o f  the conventional methods for displaying art and culture established by museums in the past. It has 

achieved this status by incorporating various other media into its exhibits, such as sound, smell, light 

and color. By creating such atmospheres, the Institute hopes to provide the visitor with a much fuller 

experience and understanding o f  the artifacts being exhibited. In addition, the IMA’s administration 

has tried to focus on exhibits and programs with broader cultural themes that provide some form o f  

common ground between both Western andN ear Eastern traditions.

Unlike the Pompidou Center, the experience o f  entering the building from the piazza does not 

leave one with the impression o f  having gone through the security checkpoint at an auport terminal, 

although in recent years discreet metal detectors have been placed beside each door. Inside, the long 

rectangular reception area has been divided into three distinct parts that share views o f  the piazza and 

its activities. In the west portion o f  the space comfortable couches and a newspaper rack have been 

set up. A  large reception desk, where the staff is a  mix o f  French, Lebanese and N orth  Africans, 

occupies the center o f  the space. The eastern half o f  the space has been converted into an extensive 

bookshop that has become an important source o f  literature relating to the Middle East. The voice o f 

an Egyptian singer is piped into the tight space over loudspeakers as shoppers sift through shelves and 

long tables stacked w ith a variety o f  books and CDs. Although the Institute is dedicated to  Arab 

culture, French seemed to be the dominant language spoken throughout the building, whose



interior also did not seem to be defined as particularly Near Eastern.

Although the Institute contains a museum housing an impressive collection oflslamic art dating 

back to the Middle Ages, most o f  the visitors bypassed it and instead descended the flight o f stairs to 

the temporary exhibition area in the basement. It was in this space, where an exhibition exploring the 

art o f  Moroccan living, both contemporary and traditional, was being held. Expecting to see various 

home furnishings and domestic objects being displayed, the visitor was treated to a series o f installa

tions that played with the senses, offering instead an abstracted view ofMoroccan living in the twenty- 

first centmy that could be interpreted by the visitor. For example one installation consisted o f  a series 

o f  earthenware discs, suspended horizontally from the ceiling, onto which had been arranged pyramids 

o f  spices such as cumin, saffron and rose petals. Before approaching them, visitors had to first walk 

through a passageway hung low with stalactite mounds o f  wool, dyed in cobalt blue and orange. 

Placed throughout the visitors’ path were particular objects, projections onto walls, or even the sound 

o f  a bubbling fountain. Adding a contemporary edge to the exhibit were the voices o f various Moroc

cans living all over the world, describing their own ideal living environments. When walking through the 

building and experiencing its offerings, parallels could be drawn between the IMA and an earlier 

precedent.

A view o f the IMA’s southern elevation during an exhibition focusing on Moroccan living. (24)
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Just as its predecessor, the Pompidou Center, deeply marked the Seventies, the Institute o f  

the Arab World, by the architect Jean Nouvel has become a symbol o f  the Eighties. They are both 

emblematic buildings; their striking differences corresponding to fundamental changes in society. The 

expression o f  contemporary construction technology, communication and innovation that manifested 

itself in the concept o f the Georges Pompidou Center is put into perspective when examining the IMA, 

which in turn illustrates the evolution o f the cultural center.

The idea behind the IMA began in 1974, with the creation o f a foundation comprising twenty 

Arab nations, whose main aim was to foster knowledge o f the Arab world, its languages, cultures, and 

spiritual values. In addition to promoting cooperation and exchange between France and the Arab 

countries, especially in the fields o f science and industry. In 1980 a decision was made to solidify this 

role by constructing a suitable building in Paris. It would be part o f  one o f  the first competitions 

launched by President Franciose M itterrand in support o f  the rebirth o f  French architecture. The 

winning entry o f  the widely published competition was the design by Jean Nouvel, Gilbert Lezenes, 

Pierre Soria and Architecture Studio. The building’s completed public facilities included a 5000m sq. 

museum, a 100,000 book library, a 360 seat auditorium, spaces for temporary exhibitions, a rooftop 

terrace, restaurant, gift shop and meeting rooms with support facilities and offices for the foundation.

The facade which comes nearest to the street also contains the book tower. 
Large banners are frequently hung from it during major exhibits. (24)
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At the time it was built, the IM A was the first major public building in a long time to be 

constructed on a prominent site in the center o f  Paris and designed by a French architect as well. 

Furthermore, not since the completion o f  the Pompidou Center had a building in Paris engendered so 

much discussion and anticipation. As the physical symbol o f  the sometimes-tenuous friendship be

tween France and the Arab world, the Institute’s political significance is matched only by its physical 

prominence. Facing the lie Saint Louis at the foot o f  the boulevard Saint Germain, the IMA tries to 

resolve a battery o f  contradictions, balancing old and new Paris, Arab and Western culture, university 

and city life. It is these types o f dichotomies that the architects tried to reveal and resolve through their 

design. The architects also tested the limits o f  the French construction industry, by designing an alumi

num and glass structure in what at the time was considered to be a predominantly concrete culture. In 

addition, the IMA is similar to the Pompidou in that every structural support is exposed and every joint 

articulated. In  many ways through its architecture and location in Paris, the IM A begins to address 

questions concerning the factors that define a building’s cultural values.

Overall, the Institute is a very compact building, when considering that o f  a  total site of27,000m 

sq., the building itself covers only 7,250m sq. Nouvel has also raised the building up on a kind o f  

podium, containing the underground parking spaces and the auditorium The structure is composed o f  

two parallel wings, separated by a dramatically narrow chasm, leading to an interior courtyard on the 

fourth floor. This courtyard lines up exactly with the tow ers o f  Notre Dame, creating one o f  many 

metaphors in the building between East and West. The curved wing on the building’s north side faces 

the river and contains spaces with high ceilings used mostly for the museum’s exhibit areas. The % ade’s 

curve is intended to imply the urban continuity between the Seine’s embankment and the Boulevard St. 

Germain. The taller rectilinear wing, overlooking the large courtyard to the south contains lower ceiling 

heights and houses the Institute’s library, conference rooms, and administrative offices. This wing 

serves as a direct link between the Institute and the neighboring university block, from which it is 

separated by a modest gap.

Nouvel has taken a different approach with several o f the window wall designs throughout the 

building. For example, in the inner courtyard, with a fountain o f  liquid mercury at its base, Nouvel has



covered the relatively conventional glazing o f the offices and part o f the museum with a screen com

posed o f  slightly translucent squares o f  white alabaster. The alabaster squares are set apart to allow 

glimpses into the courtyard, but close enough to prevent any internal space from losing its privacy. 

When the light is at its strongest the semi-transparent alabaster sheets cast an almost ethereal glow into 

the interior spaces.

The library’s double height space also contains the diaphragm screen, designed by 
Nouvel to evoke the “mushrabiyya” found in traditional Arab architecture. (19)

The most eye-catching element o f  the whole design is the detailed sunscreen, which occupies 

the entire length o f the Institute’s southern % ade, facing the large piazza. Visitors approach this facade 

obliquely, through a white marble-clad portal designed to resemble a shattered cube. This south facing 

elevation is protected internally by twenty-seven thousand diaphragms, organized in 131 pierced metal 

panels. The diaphragms operate on the principle o f a camera lens, controlled electronically from a 

photovoltaic sensor, which lets in ten to thirty percent o f  the daylight. As seen from the outside, the 

apparent density o f this facade varies subtly, depending on the levels o f daylight. The effects are more 

marked within the interior o f the building, where changing patterns o f light and shade are cast onto the 

floors and walls. This effect is highly evocative o f the meshrabyahs, or wooden lattice screens found 

in traditional Arab architecture, an analogy that seems to have been consciously created by the archi

tect, to hint at the building’s purpose. At the same time he used a form o f contemporary Western 

technology, and one chosen as much for its geometric similarities with Arabic decorative motifs as for 

its efficiency in controlling sunlight.
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I f  the south facade is meant to draw parallels between Arab and Western cultures, the window 

wall overlooking the Seine is designed to emphasize the Institute’s Central Paris location. It is here that 

dramatic views o f the city are exploited to form the backdrop for the works o f  Arab art on display in 

the museum. Whereas the museum cases were designed by Nouvel to be as unobtrusive as possible, 

the views ofParis are seen through a layered veil o f  silk-screened, printed glass, and huge fixed metal 

louvers described by Nouvel as ‘Vast Venetian blinds.” The sixty-meter long blinds are composed o f 

horizontal strips o f  aluminum intended to suggest a degree o f separation between the modem city and 

the museum’s objects.

Visitors to the IMA’s museum can view the City and the Seine through a layered veil o f  blind, silk- 
screen printed glass, and huge fixed metal Louvres described by Nouvel as “vast Venetian blinds.” (1)

When it came to the museum’s interior Nouvel was determined that the apparent separation 

between visitor and exhibit be kept at an absolute minimum, so much so that he would have preferred 

not to have provided the glass showcases required to meet security specifications. Objects displayed 

in the space vary enormously in size and nature from fragile scraps o f embroidered material dating 

back to the Abassid dynasty, to vividly colored translucent ceramics and stone sculptures. He used 

display techniques which allowed the exhibits to be seen from all sides whenever possible.



For example jewel-like astrological instruments are suspended at eye level in special long thin glass 

cases. Thus the architect was successful in providing a novel transparent setting that does not over

whelm the exhibits but instead allows them to glow against a subtle play o f light.

Some o f the showcases in the IMA’s museum take the form o f bench-like bases 
clad w ith t ile -s iz e  square panels o f  sla te b lue an odized  alum inum . (1 )

The variety o f  spaces in the building-some compressed, others expanded-demonstrate to an 

even greater extent Nouvel’s talent at creating dramatic environments. These spaces range from a 

totally enclosed subterranean auditorium, to the top-floor restaurant, extended by an open-air terrace, 

which conjures up the feeling o f  being on an ocean liner. Yet in other parts o f  the building one finds 

contrasts such as that between the oppressively low ceilings in the entry foyer and the play o f  light 

penetrating the building’s full height through the top-lit glazed elevator wells. This diversity in many 

ways reflects Nouvel’s “picturesque” manner (a term o f  which he is not very fond of), that makes 

reference to his ability to create evocative images through architecture. This is nowhere more apparent 

than in the interior o f the IMA, where he has tried to create a magical atmosphere through the richness 

o f  materials, their color, and their ability to shed and filter light throughout the day.
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For the museum’s interior Nouvel determined that the apparent separation between the 
exhibit & visitor should be kept to a minimum, to the extent where he would have preferred 
not to have provided the glass showcases required to meet security specifications. (1)

N ouvel sought to provide relatively  se lf-e ffa c in g  display techn iques w hich  
a llo w  ex h ib its  to  be seen  from  a ll s id e s  w h enever fea s ib le . (1 )
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View into the interior courtyard, with its mercury pool, through a minimalist showcase. 
Nouvel provided a setting for exhibits that glow again a subtle play o f greys. (19)
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Nouvel in fact makes no secret o f  his affinity for the cinema, from which he is constantly 

producing analogies in reference to his work. For instance he likes comparing the conception 

and construction process o f  a building to the production o f  a film. Inflecting his speech with 

words such as synopsis, shooting, scenario, and editing, he goes on to stress the similarity o f  

architectural collaboration to that acting, where each member has a role to play, while he 

himself is the author and director. At the IMA he comes closest to embodying the vision o f  his 

cinematographic eye in the various views o f  the building, as well as in the changing moods and 

atmospheres o f  the various interior spaces. He achieves this through the use o f  direct and back 

lighting, slow and accelerated motions during a ride in the glass elevators, or by framing pan

oramic views over the city. By day the transparency o f  the IMA varies with the intensity o f  the 

sun and its position in the sky, which is very much a part o f  the building’s character. The 

structure never offers a complete glimpse o f  its interior, rather, this occurs only at night when 

the building gives itself entirely to the city, especially the book-tower with its soaring spire. 

Thus the magic o f  the IMA is that it is constantly changing its image, according to ones view 

point or time in which it is seen.

The library’s spiraling book tower can best be seen at night, 
when the Institute’s facade takes on a different character. (18)
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This notion o f  creating different atmospheres can be seen as visitors descend down an alumi

num staircase to the basement, where they encounter the dramatic hypo style hall composed o f  thick 

concrete columns that separates the auditorium from the temporary exhibit spaces. Furthermore, it is in 

the auditorium that Nouvel demonstrates his ability to effectively furnish a space on a very limited 

budget. All the furnishings are very simple, which can be seen in the auditorium’s entrance lobbies 

where walls have been covered in dark-painted woodwool slabs. The floor finish is polished bitumen, 

while exposed concrete walls have been enlivened with blue lighting and the occasional cluster o f  

expanded metal panels. Expanded metal is also used for the false ceilings, hinged at intervals for 

maintenance access. In addition, the auditorium’s comfortable 360 seats were picked, by the archi

tect, from a standard Renault car range. The stage can be increased in size by removing the first few 

rows o f  seating, and tests have revealed that the acoustics in the space are excellent, better in fact for 

chamber music than many o f  the purpose-built concert halls. The auditorium is used for a variety o f 

activities including lectures, film screenings and music recitals.

Although the Institute’s auditorium was made on a low budget, Nouvel The auditorium’s seats, picked from
managed to create an acoustically sound space using simple materials. (1) a standard Renault car range. (1)
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The focal point o f  the building, designed to be seen from afar, is the tower o f  books, which 

spirals through a glass cage at the western tip o f the rectilinear wing. From inside, the library’s spiraling 

ramp and walls have been carefully designed to capture views o f  the Seine and N otre Dame in the



distance, while the bookcases have been placed along the edge o f  the spiraling ramp. The Library’s 

double-height space offers a  comfortable setting, furnished in aluminum, leather seats and red carpet

ing. Here library users can browse through an extensive collection o f  books and manuscripts dealing 

with Arab-Western history and culture, both ancient and contemporary, as well as access to 350 

newspapers and periodicals in Arabic, English and French, audiovisual equipment, and computers. It 

is also in the Library that one finds the large diaphragm windows casting their light onto the aluminum 

bookshelves stacked with rows o f  exposed book spines.

Although now an established fixture in Paris, attracting more than one million visitors each 

year, six years after it had opened the Arab World Institute would not have been included in this thesis 

as an example o f  a  trans-cultural space. Part o f  the reason for this was that it had remained much the 

same since its inception: a  significant gesture that had thus far not reached its full potential. Further

more, after almost eight years in operation, the problems o f  the IMA as a building had become nearly 

as defining as the limits o f  its success as an institution.

One o f  the earliest and most talked about grands projets o f  the M itterrand presidency, the 

IM A was to foster an understanding ofthe Arab world, nurture cultural exchange, and play an active 

role in developing French-Arab relations. It was hoped that the Institution’s new home in the French 

capital would herald a new era in the checkered past that France shares withthe Arab states. The new 

building would also serve to anchor the eastern end o f  the Boulevard St. Germain wiiere it meets the 

Seine, on a  forlorn post-industrial site. But only a  few years after its opening, the IM A had lost much 

o fth e  vibrancy sought by its creators. Both building and institution seemed stranded, stymied by 

factors beyond their control: the steep decline in Arab-Western relations following the Gulf War, 

incessant squabbling among the nominal Arab-state partners, mounting tensions in France’s Arab 

immigrant community, and profound changes in the French government hit hard by a decade-long 

recession.

As a result the IM A as an institution had languished, while the building itself had suffered as 

w ell As if  anticipating criticism for the design, in an interview for Progressive Architecture, JeanNouvel
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View o f  the spiraling book tower at dusk. (18)
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Interior v iew  o f  the sp ira lin g  book tow er  
lo o k in g  out on to  the Paris sk y lin e . (2 4 )

View o f the ramped book stacks that line the spiral
ing tower, with views ofNotre Dame facing it on the 
other s id e o f  the S e in e  river. (2 4 )

View o f an aluminum staircase leading up to the area housing the Arab World Institutes administrative offices. (24)
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had said that, “this was a grandproject apart from ail the others,” noting that half the building’s initial 

cost was paid for by France, while the other half came from a group o f  twenty Arab states. Problems 

mounted when some ofthe Arab countries did not pay their shares o f  the maintenance funds as was 

initially planned. Nouvel added that, “there was not enough money to care for the building and it had 

never been used up to its full cultural potential.” (Vonier, 64) Furthermore, the architect was clearly at 

odds with the Institute’s management at the time, feeling that his design was never properly appreci

ated. A  frequent point o f  criticism was the condition o f  its famous south fagade apertures, whose 

hundreds o f  iris-like mechanisms did not seem to w ork properly. “People wanted to see the dia

phragms move,” Nouvel had explained, noting that they changed imperceptibly when controlled by the 

photoelectric cells that were part o f the original design. “So the building managers just decided to open 

and close them every ten minutes,” he added. (Vonier, 66) But responding to  this criticism, a spokes

person for the Institute said that this was not true, stating that they had found it better to  control the 

apertures with a computer, which would still conform to actual weather and lighting conditions.

During this period, it became apparent to  the visitor that the apertures did not move at all. 

Upon closer inspection some ofthe irises appeared to  be frozen at varying degrees o f  openness while 

others remained closed. The intricate diaphragms had unfortunately become a sad relic o f  what had 

once been described by its designers as a  “technological geometry rooted in the noblest elements o f  

great Arab architecture.” (Vonier, 64) By losing its function, the intricate composition o f  aluminum 

screens became a striking metaphor echoing past forms, but lost much o f the substance that they may 

have held in the past. A t the time these criticisms were made, there was widespread support for the 

view that it was not the architect who was to  blame, but that the problems with the building stemmed 

mainly from poor maintenance. Nouvel also underscored the point that his team’s design was never 

actually completed. This included plans for the parvis in the huge and at the time still empty, windswept 

forecourt, hinting at the fact that the budget was continually being cut back while construction was in 

progress.

Some other factors, that could have been corrected, also added to the IMA’s general air o f  

neglect. To begin with, the building was frequently left unwashed, which was especially apparent on the



sheer curving facade along its embankment. “I t’s like a messy baby with an unwashed face,” said 

Nouvel, who believed that the IMA was holding up remarkably well despite years o f  neglect. “And 

when something needs to be repaired or replaced, they just go to the com er hardware store,” he 

added implying that good workmanship is rarely sought and that this is no way to treat a special 

building. (Vonier, 64) According to Thomas Vonier, president o f the AIA chapter in Paris the building 

was, “littered with places where missing, broken or dysfunctional hardware begs for repair.” (Vonier, 

66) This reflected in many ways the inclination o f  the IMA’s management at the time to undertake 

modifications and redesigns without the original architects’ input or guidance.

The seldom seen view o f  the Institutes Seine facade, with its great curved wall o f  
Venetian blinds, offered a slippery surface onto which to place a major entrance. (18)

But many longtime employees ofthe Institute were rightly justified in criticizing some aspects o f 

Nouvel’s design. In particular the main entrance, which they felt was impractical and ill suited to the 

IMA’s public outreach programs. In choosing a curtain wall aesthetic the architects were faced with 

the problem  o f  how  to  design a m ajor front en trance to  the building. This problem
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ground floor that would improve entry and the circulation, but did not respond. So the management 

was obliged to go ahead with the changes without their involvement.

An even deeper problem was rooted in the feet that as an institution, the IM A had never quite 

fulfilled many o f  its programmatic promises. By 1995 it had staged only five major exhibits since its 

opening in 1987, only one o f  which came close to  approaching the historic dimensions, attendance 

levels, and acclaim that many felt the Institute should achieve. This again is not the building’s fault, but 

stemmed more from problems that had arisen in defining the EVLA’s program. According to Badr Eddin 

Arodaky, director ofthe IM A s cultural relations department, “ifwe simply display official or religious 

culture we have no credibility,” noting that in the past Arab sponsors have withheld support for exhibi

tions and other initiatives they regarded as representing controversial or inappropriate views. “But this 

is an Arab Institute not an Islamic one,” he pointed out, responding to questions about religious funda

mentalism in parts o f  the Arab world, and the fact that Islam has become France’s second religion.

This brings up an important point: art and architecture can be an obscure or direct experience, 

a  social and political commentary, or all ofthese things simultaneously. But for art to be any o f  these 

things, it must be made public, available for an encounter with individuals or communities. It is its public 

access, which moves a  w ork o f  art into the broader flows o f  culture, and offers insight into how  a  

society understands itself and organizes discussions about itself if  it does at all. Artists may not intend 

for their work to signify much beyond the canvas or installation space; owing little to a particular sense 

o f  audience. Yet an artist’s account ofbeauty or identity may create a response that authorities wish to 

control, so in many ways an exhibition becomes a  means o f  defending individual expression or stirring 

up deep contention within the visitor. But for such exhibits to become successfully public they must 

move beyond the simplicity o f  official approval, and become an occasion for a communal reckoning, 

something the Institute had yet to produce.

The IMA’s situation began to improve in 1997, when the administration realized that radical 

changes needed to be made concerning the way in which the Institute was being run and administered. 

To begin with, new directors were brought in, in order to  redefine the IMA’s goals, activities and



was further compounded at the IMA where the ramped corridor between the two buildings was 

restricted to VIP visitors. The Seine facade with its great curved wall offered a slippery surface on 

which to pin a major entrance, even though the architects had done their best to locate the en

trance where the curve begins, and to provide some connection between the building and the 

street. But the general public was not using this ramped entrance, which meant that for a very long 

time this area looked abandoned, suggesting to some first-time visitors that the building was closed. 

Instead, most visitors were directed to an entrance on the south facing-facade, where the archi

tects relied on the cube-like entry pavilion, which pointed visitors literally towards the door. Some 

argue that the distance from the pavilion to the door seemed too great, and separated the building 

from the life o f the street.

View o f the Institutes entrance cube, designed to direct visitors to the building’s main entrance. (24)

Even once past the entrance cube, buffering the piazza from the street, it was difficult to 

discern where the front entrance was exactly. “There is no entrance; it is just a hole in the glass,” 

retorted one employee pointing out that the main entrance was deeply flawed in that it had no 

connection to the street, while the building turned a very steely shoulder to the city. The internal 

circulation o f  the building also needed reworking to better direct visitors to its various facilities. 

For example, visitors keeping appointments on the building’s upper floors could enter and leave 

without gaining any idea o f  what exhibitions were showing or what activities were scheduled. A 

spokesperson for the IMA said that the original architects were invited to design changes for the
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programs, as well as increase the quality and nature o f  its exhibits. A committee was also set up to 

oversee the maintenance o f  the building, make sure it got cleaned regularly, and finally rectify the 

technical problems concerning the diaphragms on the south fagade. The long alleyway cutting through 

the center o f  the building, and the closest link to the street, became the Institute’s main entrance. In 

addition, efforts were made to enliven the once empty piazza in front o f  the building, by using it for 

outdoor exhibits, concerts, and other events. In December o f2000, the piazza was closed off so that 

the parvis in Nouvel’s original design could finally be built.

Two pieces included in the Institute’s exhibit. Modernities & Memories, by Rachid Koraichi, left, and Sirhat Kiraz, 
right. The artists tackled issues o f modernity through reflections on tradition and memories, social and environmen
tal concerns, conflict and change, and the crossing o f boundaries in an ever more homogeneous world. (19)

The IMA’s new goals not only included preserving the traditions and heritages o f  the Arab 

world, but also presenting the contemporary currents influencing Arab art, literature, design, and tech

nology, in an ongoing dialogue with the West. To further demonstrate to the public the shift in its agenda 

the Institute staged a major exhibit entitled Modernities and Memories. The powerful exhibit fea

tured the recent work o f  some thirteen Arab artists living at home or abroad, representing different 

religious views and ethnic backgrounds. The variety o f  works had been chosen for the way they 

tackled issues o f modernity through the reflection oftraditions and memories, social and environmental 

concerns, conflict and change, and the crossing o f  boundaries in an increasingly global world.
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For many o f  the visitors not familiar with the stakes o f  contemporary creation in diverse Arab 

societies, many o f  the strong works on display were somewhat unexpected. It was through such exhib

its that the Institute’s administration recognized that cultural diversity and multiple viewpoints in today’s 

world could not be grasped or understood by one mind alone, but must include several viewpoints. It 

is through such notions o f  pluralism that the IMA hopes to create a common ground for cross-cultural 

dialogues between traditional and contemporary, individual and communal, and Arab and Western 

cultures. Such activities inevitably encourage the creation o f  trans-cultural spaces and encounters to 

occur.

The Institute’s piazza during the day, where a tent is being set up for an event. (24)

During the even ing  the character o f  the p iazza  is transform ed as the 
nature o f  the ev en ts  it is  b ein g  used  for ch an ge as w e ll . (2 4 )
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The lounge area located at the top o f  the spiraling book tower, offers impressive 
views o f  the city, and is often used for various functions during the evening. (24)

The long alleyway cutting through the center o f  the building, and 
closest link to the street, is today the Institute’s main entrance. (24)
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Library users can surf the internet or access the Institute’s many recourses 
through computers provided throught out the space. (19)

A temporary exhibit being held in the Institute’s main entrance hall. (19)

Various c la sses  are offered at the Arab World Institute d ea lin g  w ith  
Near Eastern language, culture, history, econom y, and technology. (19)



Basement plan o f  the Institute. The Auditorium is separated from the Tem
porary exhibit area by a long hypostyle hall o f  poured concrete columns. (1)

f* '  '

The Institute’s ground floor plan. The curved w ing on the buildings 
north s id e  co n ta in s the m useum s ex h ib it  areas, w h ile  the  
rectilinear wing, overlooking the large courtyard to the south, houses the 
Institutes library, conference rooms and adm inistrative offices. (1)



R esults o f  the  Survey

1. H ow  m any tim es have you visited the  C en ter?

W hen asked how  many times they had visited the center, 35% responded that is had been 

more than a dozen times. 25% responded that they had visited the center between three and five 

times. While 40% o f  those interviewed were either first time visitors or had visited a center at least 

twice.

The nationalities o f the participants varied from one center to the other. But it is interesting to 

note that at the smaller cultural centers, most ofthose interviewed did not originate from the country or 

culture being represented. For example, at the Swedish Cultural Center, six out ofthe fifty individuals 

who had taken part in the survey were Swedish while the rest were either French or other nationalities. 

The majority ofthose interviewed at the Latin American House, were French or South Americans who 

had heard about the Center through their embassies. In  addition, the few participants from other 

countries were not necessarily tourists but lived and worked in the city. One ofthe reasons for the lack 

o f  tourists is that the smaller cultural centers do not advertise in the official tourist brochures. Thus their 

smaller exhibits and activities tend to be directed towards the local and expatriate population living in 

Paris.

In contrast, there were a  higher number o f  tourists visiting the larger cultural centers, such as 

the Pompidou, since the survey was conducted during the month o f  August. In  the case o f  the Japa

nese Cultural Center, the majority o f  those interviewed were tourists from various countries, which 

included three Americans. Although a number o f locals, expatriates, and Japanese living in the city had 

participated, they constituted only a small portion ofthose surveyed. This small number maybe linked 

to the fact that the Japanese Cultural Center is located not for from the Eiffel Tower. One participant 

responded that its large scale and institutional image made it appear less as a  local or community based 

facility, and more as a museum. At the Arab World Institute the majority ofthose interviewed were 

French, while the other participants in the survey-included tourists. North Africans, and other Arabs
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living in France.

2. Do you live close to the cultural center, and how did you hear about the activities

offered by the center?

60% o f  the participants did not live in the same areas as the centers, but when asked how they 

had found out about the center’s existence, most responded that it had been through advertisements 

for specific exhibits or through word o f  mouth. From personal observations, such statements would 

probably be the case, since these centers regularly put up posters in subway stations advertising their 

events, as well as announcing any exhibits in weekly events magazines for the city ofParis suchL’Officiel 

des Spectacle, Pariscope, and Time Out. O f the 40% who did live close to the cultural centers, many 

o f  those interviewed mentioned how the centers had revitalized their areas and become apart o f  their 

daily lives. Even if  they did not enter the buildings on a daily basis they were always aware o f  the 

activities occurring within them  It is also interesting to note, that many ofthe participants in the survey 

had discovered the cultural centers by going there with friends to eat at a cultural center’s cafe or shop 

at its store, and had discovered the building in that manor.

In the case o f  the Japanese Cultural Center, many o f the locals interviewed found out about the 

Center because they worked in the area. Also several participants (including two staff members from 

the Australian Embassy) had mentioned that before the arrival o f  the Cultural Center, the neighbor

hood had been stagnant, with very little to keep people coming back during the evening. But since its 

opening, a  cafe and other commercial establishments have sprung up in the vicinity. In addition, most o f 

the tourists said that they had seen it on their way to the Eiffel Tower and decided to  stop in.

3. Upon visiting the building, do you feel one specific culture is being represented? If 

the answer is no or several, then why?

Only 30% o f  those interviewed felt that the centers represented one specific culture. While
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60% o f  the participants felt that the centers encompassed much broader cultural themes. One ofthe 

first factors which people mentioned was the level ofcomfort they felt when visiting a particular cultural 

center. Some described it as an atmosphere that was open to everyone regardless o f  their back

ground. This may have been due to the fact that French was not the only language being used at most 

o f  the centers, and when asked many o f  the staff were more than happy to  speak in English. This 

highlights an important point, that a shared language and ease o f  communication seem to put people at 

ease when entering any environment for the first time.

Participants also pointed out that the types o f  activities being offered influenced the character 

o f  the spaces. M ost o f  the exhibits encountered were about a celebration o f technology and contem

porary artistic innovations, rather than encapsulating a specific past or culture. One participant at the 

Swedish Cultural Center found that what gave the spaces such a multi-cultural character was that 

when visiting an exhibit, she did not feel as if  she were the only non-Swede in the building. It was this 

awareness that there were other people o f  different backgrounds sharing the same space and activi

ties, that seemed to offer her a  legitimate presence in the space.

In the case o f  cultural centers housed in older or rehabilitated structures, such as the House o f  

Latin America, several o f the participants pointed to the juxtapositions o f  old and new elements, both 

in construction materials and the activities occurring in spaces that were not originally intended for 

them

5. Are the experiences and activities available at the cultural center different from those

that one may find at a museum?

35% believed that the cultural center’s role is similar to that o f a  museum, in that the main 

reason they visited the cultural center was to look at an exhibit and then leave. In  contrast 65% felt 

that the cultural center was in fact different because ofthe very nature o f  its activities.

One individual interviewed likened the cultural center to  a cafe or a familiar place that one



returns to frequently. Another man who had been visiting the Swedish Cultural Center for more than a 

dozen years explained that part o f  its attraction was the fact that it was off the typical tourist sight

seeing rout, and that is was used mostly by locals and foreigners living in the city. Furthermore, most o f 

the tourists at the smaller cultural centers were not first time visitors to the City, and were more inter

ested in a selective type o f  cultural tourism.

Many also pointed to  the diverse exhibits and changing activities o f  the cultural center as 

another factor, which differentiated it frommuseums in general One young art student pointed out that 

cultural centers attracted a  significant amount ofyoung visitors because it offered exhibits on contem

porary design, reasonably priced movie showings, and even small concerts. This mix o f  formal activi

ties such as classes and exhibits, and informal ones such as movie showings and rock concerts, give the 

cultural center a contemporary edge that is not found in most museums, where activities tend to stop 

after closing time.

6. Which activities do you prefer to do when visiting the cultural center?

In this case over 80% ofthose interviewed pointed to the exhibits as the primary attraction for 

them, and all other activities were secondary. Most o f  those interviewed said that they had not been 

aware o f  the other activities offered by the centers, until they had visited them, While 20% ofthose 

interviewed cited a variety o f  other activities, which seem to vary according to the size and cultural 

programs found within the centers. In the case o f the larger cultural centers, such as the Pompidou or 

the IMA, people watching along the piazzas were one oftheir favorite activities. Many pointed to the 

spontaneous nature o f  these public open spaces, allowing one to see familiar and exotic sites from 

around the world. While other participants mentioned language classes, concerts, literary events, lec

tures, and theater performances offered by the cultural centers as their preferred activities.

7. Would you define the architecture as being representative of a specific culture?

Over 98% ofthose interviewed did not consider the centers architecture as being specifically



representative o f  one culture. Inthecaseofthe Swedish Cultural Center or the House ofLatin America, 

most pointed to the fact that they were housed in rehabilitated mansions. Explaining that they could 

have been in a  building anywhere in Paris, but that it was mostly the activities or exhibits occupying the 

spaces which gave the centers their distinct character. Many people also pointed out that the blending 

o f  old and new throughout the buildings was not associated with one particular culture but were more 

European in general, thus linking these spaces to a more diverse group o f  users.

In the case o f  centers housed in more recent constructions such as the Pompidou Center and 

the House o f  Japanese Culture, many did not view the architecture as being culturally specific. Citing 

that these were modem buildings that could have fit into a variety o f  contexts.

8 . W ould you continue to  visit the  cen ter?  I f  you have visited th e  cen te r before, w hat

keeps you com ing back?

O f the majority o f  those surveyed, 95% responded positively by saying they would return to 

the centers. Many pointed to the evolving exhibits and diverse activities, dealing with social and cultural 

issues, as primary reasons for visiting the centers again. While in the case o f  the Swedish and Latin 

American cultural centers others mentioned that their small scale, the manageable size o f  their exhibits, 

the friendliness o f their staff and their secluded locations, have made them culturM alternatives to  the 

vast tourist packed museums found throughout the city.

In the case o f  larger cultural centers such as the Pompidou Center, most o fthe participants 

cited the exhibits and the piazzas as their two main attractions for returning to such cultural centers. 

Many ofthose interviewed also mentioned that they had participated in various classes offered at the 

centers, used their libraries to check their emails and do research, or to attend concerts and other live 

performances. This mix o f  overlapping activities seems to keep such centers from becoming dated and 

gives those living in the city a  reason to  come back.

At the IM A for example, one participant mentioned that she continually returned to the IMA



not only because it consistently offered new and thought provoking exhibits. But also because it gave 

her the opportunity to walk through its many spaces, especially those facing the south fagade with its 

iris like screens. Thus in the case o f  the IMA it is not only the activities occurring within it, but the 

architecture and the spaces themselves which seems to attract visitors as well.

While at the Japanese Cultural Center, a young French couple mentioned that they paid close 

attention to the events happening at the Center, such as concerts o f movie showings, since such venues 

seemed to oflfera cultural alternative to a regular theater for example. People also mentioned that the 

experience o f  visiting a center at night was completely different from the daytime. It is this shift in the 

functions o f  a cultural center from exhibit space during the day, to performance space during the 

evening, which contributes to its trans-cultural character. Trans-cultural in the sense that it defies our 

pre-conceived ideas ofhow  a cultural institution should function. These diverse activities occurring at 

different times o f  the day seem to be a major factor which ties together many o f  the cultural centers 

visited during the survey.

An exhibit of suspended mannequins and industrial design products at the Swedish Cultural Center. (24)
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Chapter Five 

Design Case Study



Design Case S tudy

I. T he Five C harac teristics o f T rans-cu ltu ra l Spaces

Based on the results ofthe survey carried out at the cultural centers in Paris, five characteristics

emerged that define trans-cultural spaces:

1. O verlapping and  Evolving Activities: During the survey it was found that many ofthe buildings 

contained withinthemmore than one activity, often blending together academic, commercial and 

recreational junctions. Such diversity within its program creates dynamic spaces to meet in, where 

encounters between people o f  different backgrounds or interests are most likely to occur. The 

nature o f  exhibits and activities in the spaces were in constant flux or changing on a  regular basis, 

which ibrced those returning to the spaces to re-experience them in different ways. This allows 

people to become more aware oftheir surroundings and how activities can effect the way a space 

is perceived.

2. Tim e: There seemed to be a shift in the nature o f  activities within the centers from day to night 

which intern changed the character and the junctions ofthe spaces. This shift in function from day 

to night breaks away from the established notion that cultural institutions such as museums or 

theaters must have prescribed times for when they are open or closed to  the public. Where as in 

the case o f  the cultural centers, opening hours seemed to be based on activities or events occurring 

during aparticular time.

3. T ransien t Spaces: M any o f  the buildings contained in-between or transient spaces such as 

corridors, hallways, or buffer zones that served to connect various functions together. The re

search showed that trans-cultural encounters generally occur in spaces where people tend to linger 

for a  bit on their way to  somewhere else. A  good example are airport terminals where there is a 

constant influx and movement ofpeople coming from different parts ofthe world. Such encounters 

are often fleeting or do not always last for long periods o f  time. In the case o fthe  cultural center



such aphenomenon would be translated into the lobby areas or circulation spaces leading to different 

parts o f  the building, as well as connecting the cultural center to  the outside. It is in these neutral 

spaces, that base much o f  their character on movement and spontaneity, where trans-cultural spaces 

are most likely to occur.

2. Juxtaposition o f Old and  New: Another characteristic o f  trans-cultural spaces is that they seem 

to lack a distinct sense o f  time and history in the sense that old and new coexist together in 

unexpected combinations. Adaptive reuse for example or the idea o f  using spaces that were not 

originally intended for a particular activity can create a trans-cultural experience. This was appar

ent in several o f the cultural centers which were housed in older buildings, where technology and 

different forms o f  media and art came together to create a unique environment.

3. Public Space and  Accessibility: In order for trans-cultural encounters to take place, the space 

must be open and accessible to  a wide variety o f  people. Such spaces can be defined as an 

architecture o f  inclusion rather than exclusion. For this reason the spaces must attract a mix o f  

people representing different age groups, as well as social, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds. For 

it is only when a space’s activities are made available for an encounter with individuals or commu

nities, that such functions begin to  move into the broader flows o f  culture. Thus for a  structure to 

become a valid example oftrans-culture space it must contribute in some way to public life.

II. P roposed Design Case Study: T rans-cultural L ab o ra to ry

Based on these five criteria, the final part o f this thesis involves a design case study to test whether such 

criteria can be effectively used in the process o f  designing trans-cultural spaces. The proposed pro

gram calls for the design o f  a Trans-cultural Laboratory that would take the notion the cultural center 

one step further. Neither a museum nor a gallery, the Laboratory would be a cultural hybrid that 

would bring contemporary thought and design closer to the public. The space would have a loosely 

defined program based on the theme ofmaking connections between different cultures through the use 

o f  technology, art, education, and commerce. This multidisciplinary and multi-media venue



would become a living search engine.

As previously mentioned, the basic objective ofthe Trans-cultural Laboratory will be to create 

a place where different forms o f  creative activity can be brought together to explain and illustrate one 

another. Reflecting a cross-fertilization between the visual arts, music, and technology, the role ofthe 

Laboratory will be to bring out these interconnections and encburage people to look at their environ

ment in the same way. It will also be a place for examining and anticipating contemporary creativity by 

giving a  free hand to  artists, musicians, and groups presenting new research. By doing so it is hoped 

that the Trans-cultural Laboratory can illustrate to the general public the process behind the creative 

and contemporary thinking found in many artistic, social, cultural, and technologicalfields. Since trans- 

culturalism is not stagnant by nature, the activities within this laboratory or building will be experimental 

in nature, constantly evolving and changing, as well as encouraging exploration into concepts oftrans- 

culturalism through the use o f different media.

III. Design Process

Location:

The project site is located in the city o f  Tucson, Arizona. Tucson was picked as a location for 

several reasons. Although Tucson may not be considered a major cosmopolitan city, it has a long 

history o f  attracting people o f  various cultural backgrounds. Early on during its history it has attracted 

large numbers o f  Spanish, Chinese, and European immigrants. Over the years other factors have 

prom pted people from around the world to  move to Tucson whether it be for w ork or study. The 

University o f  Arizona for example attracts a  relatively large foreign population in both its faculty and 

student bodies, who over time are exposed to the existing population through work and recreation. It 

should also be made clear that one need not be necessarily foreign, a  somewhat relative term, in order 

to contribute to this kind o f environment. Thus one should also take into account Americans from other 

parts o f  the United States, who also live in the city, since they will invariably come with slightly different 

cultural perspectives as well. A  point should be made that multi-cultural environments are not always



as blatantly perceptible as is the case o f larger cities such as New York or Chicago. But based on the 

type o f  area it is found in, trans-culturalism can take on a more subtle or different face, and this in turn 

will reflect the approach to the design o f the project.

Tucson as an urban area lacks a certain amount o f density, which provides the type o f environ

ment for a diverse group o f  people to come together. This is partly due to the fact that most o f  the 

population is dependent on their cars to get from one area to the next. It is seldom the case that one 

finds a street in a particular part o f  down town, where one can work, eat, shop, and relax all in the 

same neighborhood. Many o f the streets also present a harsh urban face to the pedestrian, where the 

majority o f  sidewalks lack fundamental shading devises such as trees to shield pedestrians against the 

sun.

The actual site, on which the project will be designed, covers an area o f 5,800 sq ft. and is 

located in Tucson’s historic warehouse district at the comer o f Sixth Avenue and Sixth Street (See map 

on pg. 165). The design itself will be part urban in-fill, since the site is an in-between space, sand

wiched between two existing warehouses; and part adaptive reuse, since it will also involve the con

version o f spaces belonging to one o f the warehouses directly adjacent to the site. The location for the 

site was picked for several reasons, the first o f which was influenced by the users o f  the building, and 

the types o f  people the Trans-cultural Laboratory hopes to attract.

A view o f the s ite , currently being used as a parking lot, and the section o f  the adjacent warehouse 
which w ill be used in the project. (Image taken from Ferro Ave. Looking out towards 6th St.). (24)
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As previously mentioned the site is located in-between the City’s downtown district and the 

area surrounding the University o f Arizona’s campus. It is hoped that by placing the building here, it 

will become more easily accessible to a variety o f  people.

An aerial view o f  the site for the design case study, flanked by 6th St. to the east and Ferro Ave. to the west. (26)
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The second reason the site was picked is that it is located in an area that is currently undergo

ing considerable revitalization, as old warehouses are being converted for a variety o f uses. This in turn 

opens up the possibility for adaptive reuse, transforming once industrial spaces into venues for work 

and recreation, which is directly connected to the concept o f  trans-cultural space. Further more be

cause the area has only recently begun to experience a rebirth, it is not yet attached to a distinct cultural 

or historic identity, apart from being known in the past as the City’s industrial quarter.

Some o f  the spaces in the warehouse that is being incorporated into the design case study 

currently house a movie company named Cyclone, Gain Communications, an internet and advertising 

company, Industry, an art gallery opened by a couple from Chicago, as well as several artists studios 

and an architecture firm. A large corridor acting as an indoor street connects all o f  these functions

Directly behind the site is Ferro Avenue. What at first appears to be a wide abandoned alley- 

way, upon closer inspection reveals rows o f  colorful doors leading to a warren or artist workshops, 

galleries, and dance studios. Walking along this street one will occasionally hear the sound o f metal 

being pounded or music from behind a large purple door. It is hoped that the proposed project will 

serve as a gateway to this street encouraging people to walk through the area and discover the galleries 

and artists workshops located with in it. For this reason part o f  design will look at improving the 

streetscape and making it more user friendly.

within the building.

View taken from the comer o f  6th Ave. & Ferro Ave., showing Industry, 
an art gallery housed in the warehouse adjacent to the site. (24)
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View looking down Ferro Ave. (24) One o f  several painted doors along
Ferro Ave. leading to artists studios. (24)

It should also be mentioned that located in the area directly around the site are several art 

galleries, emerging internet companies as well as a cafe. But apart from the cafe there are no other 

venues to keep people in the neighborhood after business hours. For example a number o f art gallery 

owners explained that they frequently held art showings at night, but that there was little in the area to 

encourage people to stay after dark.

As a result the project will serve to revitalize this area by beginning to bring in some form o f 

density as well as creating a place that serves as a focal point for the neighborhood. It would provide 

a place for people working and living in the neighborhood to come into contact with one another, as 

well as users from the downtown and the University areas. For this reason the program will include 

activities which may occur during the day and evening.

The final reason for picking the site is that it is essentially an in-between space that would 

serve as a connection, bridging Sixth Avenue to Furro Avenue. This reflects the current use o f the site, 

which is a parking lot that is often traversed by people working on both avenues as a short cut to get 

from one place to the next. Thus there is a form o f constant movement in keeping with the character o f 

trans-cultural spaces that should be retained within the design case study. As a result the main circula

tion spine o f  the building will take on greater importance within the design. It is most often the case in 

many building types that the circulation system is kept at a minimal scale or hidden away in order to 

give importance to the other activities within the building. But in the case o f the Trans-Cultural Labora

tory, this notion will be reversed, where the circulation spaces will become larger and more open. They



will not only be used for getting from one point to the next, but will become event spaces from which 

most o f  the building’s activities can be glimpsed or experienced at different degrees.

Although it is generally encouraged that people walk into a building with a specific purpose in 

mind, in the case o f  the Trans-cultural Laboratory, it is hoped that users or visitors to the building will 

come in initially out o f  curiosity and discover the spaces. In addition there will also be two distinct 

types o f  users: those who come to the building for a particular activity and those who use the space as 

a circulation rout to get from one point to the other. The later group may work in the area and by 

coming into contact with the building’s activities and its users on a daily basis, they would promote the

kind o f  fleeting or brief encounters associated with transcutural spaces.
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The bubble diagram illustrates how in trans-cultural spaces the various activi
ties within a building tend to overlap and bleed into the circulation spaces. (24)

Programmatic Requirements

As mentioned earlier trans-cultural spaces seem to encompass a variety o f overlapping activi

ties and this in turn is reflected in the proposed spaces and activities found within the design case study. 

Activities should overlap in flexible well-serviced spaces that can become a dynamic place for people 

to meet. The following is the list o f spaces, which will be incorporated into the design o f  the building:



Site Plan

Plan o f  the warehouse adjacent to the site, which is currently being used as a parking lot (indicated in grey), 
showing the portion o f the existing building which will be used to house the exhibit area (indicated in red). (169)
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Reception Area:

Total Area: 1152 sq ft.

Importance will be placed on the design o f  the reception area, since it must set the tone for the 

Trans-cukural Laboratory’s agenda as well as heightening the curiosity o f people passing by the build

ing along the street. The reception area will also be an event space, therefore it should be large enough 

to accommodate a variety o f activities such as installations, or unscheduled musical performances. The 

main entrance to the building should avoid an institutional image, and be easily accessible from outside 

and within the building. This goes against the view that cultural establishments should be imposing, 

solemn and monumental in appearance.

The reception area would also provide an easy introduction to the Laboratory’s activities, and 

a point from which individual visitors can find their way around without difficulty. The space will 

include an interactive info-desk, manned by one or two people who would not only provide informa

tion about the Laboratory and its activities, but also help provide visitors and long term residents o f the 

city with information pertaining to living in Tucson. Thus it is hoped that the Trans-cultural Laboratory 

can establish a link with the various communities living in Tucson. The desk will also be equipped with 

computer terminals that will be used by visitors to check the Laboratory’s web site for information 

about its activities, as well as interactive floor plans o f  the building and e-mail access. (See images, pg. 

190,194)
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Exhibit Space:

Total Area: 3,080 sq ft.

The exhibit space will occupy two floors located in the Warehouse directly adjacent to the site. 

The two loft like spaces were chosen for their open plan that can accommodate a variety o f  exhibits. 

The exhibit spaces will be transitory in nature owing to the greater frequency with which additions, 

changes, and rearrangements can be made. There for it is not only the architectural features o f the 

building but its actual construction that must be planned with a view to facilitating for the rapid dis

placement and changing o f  exhibits. This reflects the nature ofthe exhibits, which will explore a trans- 

cultural theme by drawing on a complex array o f  visual, literary, theatrical, philosophical, and musical 

components to develop their themes. It is important to note that the exhibits should also be kept at a 

small scale so as not to exhaust the visitor, as well as allowing them to focus and process what they 

have seen. There are already several museums located in Tucson; therefore the Laboratory’s objective 

is not to  compete with them, but to provide an alternative cultural experience, (see images, pg. 191, 

195,198)

Public Research & Information Library:

Total Area (including classrooms & offices): 2,690 sq ft.

The library would serve as the primary educational and instructional component within the 

Trans-cultural Laboratory. It will be similar to smaller branch libraries found in many cities, except that 

it would concentrate on information dealing with the study o f  trans-culturalism. It would be open to the 

general public, who can come in to browse through its collection ofbooks or do research on a particu

lar subject. The space would include a global media center containing daily newspapers, magazines, 

and interactive television screens broadcasting several TV channels from around the world. Also 

included in the space are areas to listen to  music, workstations to  surf the web, as well as view 

audiovisual material. In  addition to  books, library users will be able to check out CD ’s, DVD’s, and 

videocassettes. An area will also be provided where visitors can send out faxes, make long distance 

phone calls, and send e-mails. The program for this space begins to reevaluate the traditional function
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o f  the library, which will also contribute to the activities o f  the Laboratory by organizing classes, 

seminars, debates, lectures, and workshops by writers, sociologists, artists, and other experts dealing 

with trans-culturalism. For this reason classrooms will be set aside as part o f the layout for this space, 

as well as offices for the administration. It is hoped that by including a variety o f  practical, recreational, 

and educational functions within the space, it will serve to attract a wide variety o f  people with differing 

needs.

Concept Store:

Total Area: 960 sq ft.

This store is the commercial component o f  the Trans-cultural Laboratory, which begins to 

explore how individuals can be made aware o f trans-culturalism through our mass consumerist society. 

The proposed store would be different from the typical museum stores, which are often placed in small 

and cramped rooms filled with a variety o f art books, postcards and posters that appeal exclusively to 

the tourist. Instead what is being proposed is a stark, open and continually evolving light filled space 

that groups together an eclectic selection o f  products created by groups or individuals who are them

selves products o f  inter-culturation or were inspired by it. Instead o f  bombarding the visitor with a 

variety o f  merchandise, specific pieces will be selected and displayed on pedestals as if on exhibit. By 

isolating such products it is hoped the shopper/visitor will begin to focus on a particular product’s 

materials, method o f  construction or detailing. Thus gaining an appreciation o f  the work o f contempo

rary designers, as well as acquiring an understanding o f how a trans-cultural environment can influence 

everyday products that are both functional and decorative.

Exterior elevation o f proposed Concept Store. (24)

1 7 2
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The store would be a place where furniture, fashion, design, art, and new technological break

throughs in product design can be brought together. Unlike a museum space, visitors are encouraged 

to touch and interact with the merchandise, since they have the option to  buy them. In addition the 

displays will be constantly updated, changing the character o f  the space, and giving visitors an incentive 

to return to the store to see what is new. In essence the Concept Store provides another function within 

the building to attract a different kind o f  user. Unlike museum stores where one may visit them once 

after an exhibit, people may return to the building several times for the specific purpose o f  shopping at 

the store, since it would be unique to the City.

Cafe/Restaurant:

Total Area (including kitchen): 1,538 sq ft.

The intent o f  this space is to create an exciting new venue in the area for people to  dine, 

socialize and relax in. Part ofits uniqueness will be that it is part o fa  building containing other functions. 

It is hoped that the cafe/restaurant will attract people working in the area during their lunch hours as 

well as other groups. More importantly the restaurant will remain open during the evenings to attract 

people to the neighborhood after most ofthe businesses shut down. The hope is that it will serve as a 

catalyst to  attract similar businesses to  the area.

The space would be divided into two areas reflecting slightly different functions that would 

change from day to  evening. Upon entering the space visitors would find themselves in an open cafe 

where members o f  the public can mingle with artists, art students, researchers, and designers, without 

having to  visit the entire building. The outdoor portion o fth e  cafe would be located along Ferro 

Avenue, in order to introduce a public gathering area on the street. The cafe’s exterior fagade would be 

composed o fa  retractable mesh screen made o f  a tightly woven fiberglass material. When this screen 

is pushed back during the day or evening, it becomes an extension o f the street, (see images, pg. 182, 

185,196). Inharsh weather or during the evening this screen, which will be pulled back, would be the 

silhouettes o f  diners projected onto it by the light glowing from within the space. This informal lounge 

space could attract people during the morning hours for breakfast or during lunchtime to have a coffee
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or a light meal, read a newspaper, or work at their laptops. During the evening this same space would 

become the bar area o f  the restaurant where people can socialize or wait for a table.

Immediately following the cafe is the restaurant area that would be open for both lunch and 

dinner. The restaurant would be partially sunken into the ground to create a more intimate space, 

surrounded on two sides by a semi-transparent wall o f  glass that allows dinners to look out into the 

main lobby area, giving them a glimpse o f  some ofthe activities taking place within the building. While 

directly above their heads would hang part o f  the Concept Store, located on the second floor like a 

translucent glowing cube, from which can be partially glimpsed pieces o f  merchandise or the occa

sional shopper, (see image, pg. 197). Such architectural interventions allow people to come into con

tact and become aware o f  the other activities taking place within the building.

Similar to  the other functions found throughout the Laboratory, the restaurant would be ex

perimental in nature. What is proposed is that once a month chefs from around the world are invited 

to cook at the restaurant. Their task would be to do research on the traditional cuisine o f  the area and 

the type o f  ingredients available to this region, and create dishes based on a fusion o f  their research and 

their own cooking traditions. Again, similar to the store, the idea behind the restaurant is that it creates 

an evolving environment that not only keeps people returning to it, but makes them aware o f  how  

cross-fertilization can influence even the food they eat. Space will also be planned for a kitchen that 

must be well ventilated. In addition the space must also contain restrooms and be easily accessible to 

the outside, for the purpose o f  deliveries and garbage collection.

Circulation Spaces:

Total Area: 1,300 sq ft.

As mentioned earlier circulation spaces will become a  major feature in the design ofthis project 

since they will essentially become the transient and event spaces from which this Trans-cultural 

Laboratory’s overlapping activities can be perceived, (see interior perspectives, pg. 195-195). The 

circulation spaces do not only serve to tie the buildings functions together, but the activities surrounding



this circulation rout will be carefully choreographed so that eachnew visitor to the building is intro

duced to all them gradually. This will be achieved by producing a distinct pathway that begins with the 

exhibit spaces and then leads the visitors through a process o f  discovery that begins to unfold the rest 

o f  the building’s program before them  The circulation spaces will be large open areas, exposed to 

sunlight when possible, and may at times bleed into other spaces blurring the boundaries between 

actual circulation and activities occurring in designated areas.

Multi-Purpose Performance Space:

Total Area (not including storage) 1,300 sq ft

This multi-functional space would be used to present small to medium sized events such as 

movie showings, lectures, performances, and concerts. For this reason a flexible space will be de

signed, that can be easily reconfigured to meet the demands for a variety activities. Tucson already 

boasts numerous performance spaces, auditoriums and movie theaters; thus this space will not serve 

as avenue for staging large Broadway-style shows. The types o f  performances that would take place 

in the space would reflect a  cross-fertilization o f  ideas from various cultures from around the world, 

combining centuries old artistic traditions with cutting edge technology.

Two types o f  seating are proposed for the space in keeping with this notion o f  flexibility. The 

first are light weight chairs that can be easily stalked up on top o f  each other and put away in a  storage 

area adjacent to the space. Such seating can be easily configured in a variety o f ways. The second type 

o f  seating arrangement will be a system o f  raked retractable seating that could be used when more 

space is needed for a larger audience, or required for a specific type o f  performance. This seating 

arrangement can also be put into storage freeing up the space completely for events such as certain 

types o f  concerts or large receptions where people generally stand. This area in many ways follows the 

spirit o f  spontaneous or impromptu performance spaces.

Importance shall also be placed on the design o f  the performance areas exterior facade, 

stretching out along Sixth Street. The elevation will become an interactive surface on which can be



projected messages o f  upcoming shows, artist’s video projects, or films. There will also be a portion 

o f  the fagade made o f  a translucent material that changes in color and opacity from day to evening, 

allowing those on the street to glimpse silhouettes o f  the activities taking place from within. This cap

tures in essence one o f  the characteristics o f  trans-cultural spaces, highlighting the changing character 

o f  the building from day to evening, (see exterior elevation drawings, pg. 177)

For reasons o f  security the main doors to this space should be accessed from the exterior o f  

the building, so that the visitors are kept away from the parts o f  the building that may be closed during 

the evening. The restaurant/bar area which will remain open as well, tp give visitors a reasons to stay in 

the area longer. It is also hoped that by placing the entrance on the facade facing Sixth Avenue, 

audiences can be encouraged to pour out onto the street during intermission, thus enlivening the neigh

borhood. By providing more activities in the area which occur at night, it may begin to attract a  more 

diverse mix o f businesses into the neighborhood, that stay open later in the evening.
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IV. RESULTS OF DESIGN CASE STUDY



E a s t E lev a tio n



E ast E levation  D etails

During the evenings, a portion o f  the performance area’s translucent 
facade is illuminated to give people walking along the street an impression 
o f the activities taking place within the space.

Films, artists video installations, and other kinds o f digital media can be 
projected along the building’s main facade, extending the Laboratory’s 
activities to the street. Such activities would create impromptu event spaces, 
attracting pedestrians walking along 6th street.



East E levation  D etails
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During the evening the awnings would come down over the facades open
ings, revealing a series o f  perforated screens that would emit tiny rays o f  
light coming from the interior, as well as capturing the silhouettes o f  some 
o f the activities occurring within the spaces. These screens would be flush 
with the facades panels, creating a smooth surface.
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The facade would not only serve as a portal or screen, shielding the 
activities occurring within the building. Instead it would be used as a 
medium to extend the Laboratory’s activities onto the street. These activi
ties would constantly change from day to night and would incorporate a 
variety o f  media, such as artists instillations that produce a soft glow  
along the dark street, attracting passersby in the evening.



East E levation  D eta ils

The facade’s metal panels would subtly change in color from day to 
evening, contributing to the building’s changing character.

Several openings in the facade along the street are designed to engage 
passersby and give them an idea o f the activities occurring within. The 
translucent panels on the performance area’s facade also change color 
during the day, as well as becoming less opaque. Reflecting the exterior 
instead o f interior environment.



East E levation  D etails

During the day the performance area’s facade would be used to advertise 
upcoming shows and events. The concept o f  allowing passersby to see 
some o f  the activities occurring within the building even extends to the 
performance areas outdoor docking area, where silhouettes o f  workmen 
and performers, unloading and moving equipment for a new show, can be 
seen from behind translucent mesh screens.

During the daytime the building‘s main entrance, as well as windows and 
other openings along the facade,are shaded by awanings made from the 
same galvanized steel used on the facades panels.



W est E levation

Cup & oo-
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D ay view  o f  the building’s West elevation along Ferro Avenue

octo Evening view  o f  w est elevation along Ferro Avenue



W est E levation  D etails

Translucency played a role in the design o f  the building’s exterior facade, 
as it was one o f  the elements that could be used to convey the change in 
a building’s character from day to evening.

The facade along Ferro Avenue is designed to reflect the mixed environ
ment occurring within the building, as well as to as creating an environ
ment where people living and working in the area can m eet.



W est E levation  D eta ils

During the day or evening, the cafe’s screen facade can be pushed back, 
creating an open space that extends the cafe’s activities onto Ferro 
Avenue.

Partial view o f the facade along Ferro avenue, showing the restaurant’s 
service area screened by a translucent mess screen.



East E levation  D eta ils
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At night, openings along the building’s Ferro Avenue facade can be used 
for artists installations, small laser shows, or other types o f  digital media, 
contributing to the life along the street.
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The cafe’s screen facade would be made o f  a translucent fiberglass mate
rial th a t, when the space is lit up from within, would project the silhou
ettes o f  dinners onto it’s surface during the evening.



East E levation  D etails

View o f the restaurant’s service area along Ferro Avenue during the 
evening.

Similar to the facade along 6th Street, Ferro Avenue would also have an 
interactive facade onto which would be projected films and various other 
works by artists.



S e c tio n



Section  D eta ils

View o f  outdoor cafe along Ferro Avenue during the day. Section showing the relationship o f the restaurant on the ground floor, to the con
cept store located directly above it, where part o f  the stores floor sinks into the 
restaurant giving diners a glimpse into the retail space above.



S ection  D eta ils

A section through the restaurant and concept store, where merchandise will be 
presented as if  the are part o f  an exhibit that customers can explore. The restaurant 
would serve as a new venue to attract people to the neighborhood during the 
evenings well as during the day.

Many o f the Trans-cultural Laboratory’s activities will bleed into the building’s circu
lation spaces, producing a series o f  event spaces where people can gather on their 
way to other destinations. Such events would include musical performances, art and 
video instillations, as well as other kinds o f digital media.



S ection  D etail

Section showing the interactive info desk in the reception area, as well as the library’s 
lounge area located in the basement. The library was built under ground so that the 
structure would not exceed two floors above ground, in keeping with the buildings 
surrounding the site.

There is a people walk along the buildings various circulation spaces the will come 
into contact with different activities taking place inside and outside the building. For 
example many o f the floors contain cutouts so that people can gaze into the spaces 
beneath.



Section  D eta ils

The concept o f  overlapping activities, a characteristic o f  trans-cultural space, is most 
apparent in the building’s sections, where openings in both the walls and floors allow  
people to come into contact with and become constantly aware o f the different activi
ties taking place within the building.

The exhibit space, the adaptive reuse portion o f the project, takes up two floors o f a 
former brick warehouse adjoining the site. Although the spaces were not originally 
intended to be used for exhibiting works o f art and other multimedia presentations, it 
is this very characteristic o f  mixing old and new elements together which gives the 
space a trans-cultural character.



S ection  D eta ils

The multiuse performance area is designed to stage a variety o f  events that com
bine live performances, using music, spoken word, video installations and digital 
art; drawing from a variety o f  cultural influences to create one theme. For this 
reason the space itself will be flexible enough to accommodate a variety o f  perfor- 

h-  mances, whether theatrical, musical, or a combination o f  several.

;s

A section through the performance space shows the second floor balcony which 
envelops the space on three sides, creating a venue where the audience becomes a 
part o f the performance. In addition to attracting a variety o f  performing groups from 
around the world, the space would also be used for movie showings and other social 
events.



Interior P erspective

An early interior perspective o f  the proposed reception area illustrates how the space would not only serve as a place to gather information about the Laboratory and its 
various activities, but would also become an event space where a variety o f art installations, live performances and different kinds digital media would be used to encourage 
people to stop and linger in the space before moving on to another activity.



Interior P erspective

It is in the reception area where one begins to see how the various programmatic elements are connected to each other through the circulation paths. Directly in front o f  the 
visitor is the interactive info desk behind which one can glimpse the restaurant on the first floor. While staked directly on top o f  it is the concept store, standing alone in a glass 
cube. To the left are the exhibit spaces, where part their first and second floor walls have been pierced with large revolving translucent glass partitions that allow people glimpses 
into the exhibit spaces as they walk along the circulation paths. To the right o f  the lobby area is the indoor entrance to the performance space, where during intermission visitors 
have the option o f  spilling out into the reception area, or exploring the rest o f  the building. Portions o f  the research library in the basement can be glimpsed through cutouts in 
the floor.



Interior Perspective

The interior perspective shows how circulation plays an important role in creating trans-cultural environments, by revealing the buildings various overlapping activities. 
In this case the second floor’s indoor street does not only provide a visual connection between the second floor exhibit area and the concept store directly opposite the 
space, but also provides views to the reception area and the restaurant down below.



Exterior P ersp ective

An early exterior perspective shows the proposed cafe and the building’s back entrance along Ferro Ave. As much emphasis has been placed on the design o f the rear 
facade in order to attract more pedestrian activity along this street. Directly opposite the cafe is a parking lot which could be used for artists instillations or to stage small 
outdoor performances. This combined with the activity from the cafe could serve as an extension to the various artists studios lining the street, helping to enliven the area.



Interior P erspective

An early interior perspective showing part o f  the concept store’s floor piercing through the restaurant’s ceiling, illustrating how the concept o f overlapping activities in 
trans-cultural spaces could be expressed architecturally.



Interior P erspective

Interior perspective o f  proposed exhibit space on the first floor, that has been incorporated into a brick warehouse adjoining the site. The exhibit spaces are designed to 
be flexible enough to accommodate a variety o f  changing exhibits. Many o f  the exhibit areas’ activities would bleed into the circulation spaces and main reception area 
adjacent to it, thus creating event spaces for people to stop and linger in before moving on to their next destination.



First F loor Plan

-  1. DELIVERY/SERVICE AREA FORPERFORMANCE AREA 2. WOOD/METAL SHOP 3. STORAGE AREA 4. PERFORMANCE AREAS. MENS WC6. WOMENS WC 7.
§  MENS WC 8. WOMENS WC 9. RESTAURANT STAFF WC 10. STORAGE SPACE 11. KITCHEN 12. RESTAURANT DELIVERY AREA 13. BAR AREA 14. RECEPTION/ 

INFORM ATION AREA 15. RESTAURANT 16. INFORM AL DIN IN G  AREA 17. O UTDOO R PATIO 18. INDOOR STREET 19. EXHIBIT SPACE
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S econ d  F loor Plan

N

1. SECOND FLOOR AUDITORIUM SEATING 2. MENS WC 3. WOMENS WC 4. JANITORS CLOSET 5. CONCEPT STORE STORAGE 6. CLASSROOM 7. CLASSROOM 
8. STORAGE SPACE 9. CONFERENCE ROOM 10. OPEN MEETING & TEMPORARY EXHIBIT AREAS 11. CONCEPT STORE 12. OPEN OFFICE PLAN FOR STAFF 13. INDOOR 
STREET 14. EXHIBIT SPACE



B asem ent Floor Plan
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1. STORAGE/FUTURE EXPANSION 2. MENS WC 3. WOMENS WC 4. CLASSROOM 5. CLASSROOM 6. CLASSROOM 7. CLASSROOM 8. STAFF AREA 9. TV-SCREEN 
BOOTHS 10. READING/LOUNGE AREA 11. INFORMATION/CHECKOUT AREA 12. COMPUTER TERMINALS & RESEARCH AREA 13. BOOKSHELVES/ STUDY AREA 14. 
FUTURE EXPANSION 15. INDOOR STREET



V. Conclusion

On June 25,2001 the findings from the research and the design case study were presented to 

a panel ofthesis advisors for review. The main objective ofthe review was to determine whether the 

five characteristics o f  trans-cultural spaces could be used as an effective tool or guideline for the design 

o f  similar spaces in the future.

The presentation was organized into five distinct parts that focused on presenting the concept 

o f  trans-culturalism and how it relates directly to architecture. These five categories were:

1. Defining trans-culturalism and the factors leading to its development.

2. Establishing the characteristics o f  trans-cultural spaces.

3. Discussing how history and culture are perceived in the United States.

4. Understanding the functions found within trans-cultural spaces. This category also touched 

on the characteristics o f  the cosmopolitan city, since such environments play a role in 

giving birth to and sustaining trans-cultural spaces. The results o f the survey conducted at 

the cultural centers in Paris were also presented.

5. Presenting the design case study: The Trans-cultural Laboratory. This portion o f  the pre

sentation focused on demonstrating how the five characteristics o f  trans-cultural spaces 

were incorporated into the design ofthe building.

During the discussion following the presentation it was determined that the five criteria that 

define trans-cultural spaces were valid, especially when examined in the context ofthe research and 

the results ofthe survey. As a design tool for the creation o f  firture trans-cultural spaces, the criteria 

seemed to  work best when establishing programmatic elements for the design case study. Thus the 

Trans-cultural Laboratory effectively reflected through its design a mix o f  commercial, recreational, 

and educational activities in one building. It also demonstrated conceptually how a building’s character 

could change from day to evening based on the type o f  activities occurring within it.
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I

|  The context o f  the project or precisely Tucson as a choice for the site o fthe  Trans-cultural

Laboratory seemed to be the least successful component o f  the design case study. It was determined 

|  that Tucson as an urban environment did not posses all the factors that are necessary for a building o f

this type to thrive in. This conclusion was partly based on the four characteristics that define cosmo

politan cities, which were discussed earlier in chapter four. For although the Trans-cultural Laboratory 

was designed as a public building open to everyone, it was questioned whether Tucson as a city could 

attract the type o f  interest and diversity in users, needed to sustain such a project. Thus in order to 

design a successful trans-cultural space, a  building must not only meet all five criteria, but must also be 

located in environments that encourage such encounters.

In  the introduction to  this thesis trans-culturalism had been defined as: Any individual, 

space, or object, which exhibits characteristics o f  blurring boundaries or cultural ambiguities. 

This definition can be applied when examining trans-culturalism from the standpoint o f  architecture, 

where ambiguity seems to come through in the blurring ofvarious functions within buildings. Based on 

their cultural backgrounds, individuals have prescribed ideas related to how certain spaces must be 

used, as well as the building types which must house them. For example one does not expect an 

eighteenth century Japanese pagoda in Paris to house a movie theater, or an old church m downtown 

Denver to be converted into condominiums. Thus trans-cultural spaces seem to put our pre-conceived 

notions o f  space and function into question. It also forces one to not only examine architecture from a 

strictly aesthetic and structural standpoint, but also from the perspective o f those who use it and the 

societies which created it. Trans-culturalism makes us aware o f  those non-tangible values which archi

tecture possesses, i.e. the historical, technological, societal, and cultural factors. Such factors allow us 

to understand how we have evolved both culturally and architecturally in societies were cultural ambi

guity has become prevalent, more so now than any other period in human history.
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